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Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS/MEMBERS COMMITTEE MEETING 
SPP Corporate Center – Little Rock, AR 

October 31, 2017 

- Summary of Action Items    - 
  

1. Approved Consent Agenda Items 

a. Approve Minutes: 7/25/17 

b. Markets and Operations Policy Committee 
i. MWG 

1. 2016-2017 VRL Analysis 
2. RR231 Mitigation of Locally Committed Resources 

ii. ORWG 
1. RR240 Conversion of SPP OC Section 7 to RSG OP and OCRTF Revisions 

iii. RTWG 
1. RR238 Transmission Customer Liability for Default 

c. Finance Committee 
i. 2018 Operating Plan Recommendation 

d. Staff 
i. Project Tracking – Notification to Construct 

1. Butler-Altoona NTC Modification 
2. Hoyt-Jeffrey NTC Suspension and Reevaluation 

2. The Markets and Operations Policy Committee Recommendations were approved. 
a. Market Working Group 

i. RR243 Mitigated Energy Offer for Regulation Deployment Adjustment Settlements 
b. Regional Tariff Working Group 

i. RR244 Z2 Task Force Recommendation 
 

3. Letter to Appeal RR241 was submitted for a vote, but did not proceed through the appeal process.   

4. The Staff Recommendation was approved. 

a. Waive Stand-alone GI Study Provisions 
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           Minutes No. 175
 Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS/MEMBERS COMMITTEE MEETING 
SPP Corporate Center – Little Rock, AR 

October 31, 2017 
 

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items 

SPP Board of Directors Chair Mr. Jim Eckelberger called the meeting to order at 8:36 a.m. The following Board of 
Directors/Members Committee members were in attendance or represented by proxy: 
 
Mr. Larry Altenbaumer, director 
Mr. Jason Atwood, Northeast Texas Electric Cooperative, Inc. 
Mr. Brent Baker, The Empire District Electric Company 
Ms. Phyllis Bernard, director 
Mr. Julian Brix, director  
Mr. Nick Brown, director 
Mr. Mark Crisson, director 
Mr. Greg McAuley for Phil Crissup, Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company 
Mr. Jim Eckelberger, director 
Mr. Graham Edwards, director 
Mr. Jon Hansen, Omaha Public Power District 
Mr. Kelly Harrison, Westar Energy, Inc. 
Mr. Duane Highley, Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation 
Mr. David Hudson, Xcel Energy 
Mr. Rob Janssen, Dogwood Energy, LLC 
Mr. Thomas Kent, Nebraska Public Power District  
Mr. Jeff Knottek, City Utilities of Springfield, MO 
Mr. Brett Leopold, ITC Great Plains, LLC  
Mr. Stuart Lowry, Sunflower Electric Power Corporation  
Mr. Josh Martin, director 
Ms. Denise Buffington for Kevin Noblet, Kansas City Power & Light Company 
Ms. Melie Vincent for Dave Osburn, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority  
Mr. Mike Risan, Basin Electric Power Cooperative 
Mr. Bruce Scherr, director 
Mr. Harry Skilton, director 
Mr. Kevin Smith, Tenaska Power Services Co. 
Mr. Stuart Solomon, American Electric Power 
Ms. Aundrea Williams, NextEra Energy Resources 
Mr. Mike Wise, Golden Spread Electric Cooperative, Inc. 

Mr. Jim Eckelberger asked for a round of introductions. There were 127 people in attendance either in person or via 
the phone representing 34 Members (Attendance – Attachment 1). Mr. Brown reported the proxies (Proxies – 
Attachment 2).   
 
Agenda Item 2 – Reports to the Board of Directors 
Regional State Committee Report (RSC) 
Commissioner Steve Stoll reported to the Board on the RSC activities.  The RSC began the day by going on a tour 
of the operations center and conducting the education session.  The quarterly RSC meeting took place during the 
afternoon.  The RSC elected new officers for 2018.  Commissioner Shari Albrecht from the Kansas Corporation 
Commission will serve as president, Commissioner Kristie Fiegen from the South Dakota Public Utilities 
Commission will serve as vice-president, and Commissioner Dennis Grennan from the Nebraska Power Review 
Board will serve as secretary/treasurer.  The RSC also passed changes to its bylaws and set a budget for 2018, 
increasing its budget to include $150,000 for consulting services for issues related to the Mountain West 
integration.  The RSC will schedule a phone conference to discuss the Mountain West integration.   
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Mr. Eckelberger thanked Commissioner Stoll for his work during the course of the year.  Commissioner Stoll’s term 
as the president of the RSC will conclude at the end of 2017.     
 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Report (FERC) 
Mr. Patrick Clarey provided the FERC report.  Mr. Clarey provided an update about the FERC nominees.  Last 
month the U.S. Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources held a hearing and voted out favorably the 
nominations of Kevin McIntyre and Richard Glick.  They are awaiting a vote from the full senate.   
 
Since establishing a quorum, the Commission has acted on over 250 filings.  FERC held open meetings in 
September and October.  At the open meeting in October, FERC staff and the Regional Transmission 
Organizations (RTOs) updated the Commission on winter readiness.  Both staff and the RTOs indicated that the 
markets are prepared for the upcoming winter with adequate capacity and the forecast of warmer than average 
temperatures.  Mr. Clarey thanked SPP and Mr. Bruce Rew for their help and participation.   
 
Last month the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) sent a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking pursuant to section 403 
of the Department of Energy Organization Act (DOE Act) to the Commission for final action.  The proposed rule 
involves “Grid Resiliency rules” to ensure that certain eligible resources recover their full allocated costs.  The 
proposed rule was noticed by the Commission on October 2, with comments due by October 23 and reply 
comments due by November 7.  As of last week there have been over 550 comments filed in Docket No. RM18-1-
000. 
 
Regional Entity (RE) Trustees Report  
Mr. Dave Christiano provided the RE Trustees report (SPP Regional Entity Update – Attachment 3).  NERC is 
managing the dissolution and transition process of the RE.  Registered Entity applications to NERC are due on 
10/31/17.  NERC Trustees and FERC must approve final distribution of the registered entities to new regional 
entities.  Transitions may continue through the end of 2018.  The SPP RE will remain the compliance and 
enforcement authority for the 120 registered entities until the transition is complete. 
 
There were three reportable events in the SPP RE during the third quarter.  All of the events are in the lowest 
assignable risk category. There are outreach trainings and workshops scheduled through 2018. 
 
Agenda Item 3 – Consent Agenda 
Mr. Eckelberger presented the consent agenda (Consent Agenda – Attachment 4).  Items on the consent agenda 
were the minutes from the 7/25/17 Board meeting; recommendations from the Market Working Group (MWG), the 
Operating Reliability Working Group (ORWG), and Regional Tariff Working Group (RTWG); a recommendation 
from the Finance Committee (FC) to approve the 2018 Operating Plan; and a Notification to Construct (NTC) from 
staff. 
 
Julian Brix made a motion to approve the consent agenda.  Harry Skilton seconded the motion.  The 
Members Committee voted in unanimous approval.  The Board voted; the motion passed. 
 
Agenda Item 4 – Strategic Planning Committee Report 
Mr. Mike Wise presented the Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) report (Strategic Planning Committee 
Presentation – Attachment 5).  The SPC has had a couple of meetings and a joint meeting with the FC to review 
the business plan.  Staff provided an update on the PJM/NRG case and FERC order rejecting SPP’s Resource 
Adequacy filing and an update on the DOE reliability and resilience report and resulting FERC order.  The 
committee discussed the proposed SPP comments and the FERC process.  The staff presented the strategic 
problem associated with its transmission planning process associated with energy resources.  The Economic 
Studies Working Group (ESWG) chair presented the 2019 Futures recommendations.  In executive session the 
SPC discussed Mountain West Transmission Group (MWTG) policy decisions and scheduled additional meetings. 
 
Agenda Item 5 – Human Resources Committee Report 

Mr. Julian Brix provided the update on the Human Resources Committee (HRC) (Human Resources Committee 
Presentation – Attachment 6).  The HRC has approved a recommendation that will go to the FC on merit pool 
funding for the 2018 budget.  The committee also approved the addition to the employee medical plan of a high 
deductible plan option with a corresponding health savings account.  The HRC approved a change to the Members 
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Committee satisfaction merit multiplayer component of the employee performance compensation plan, reviewed 
staff proposals for changes to the employee performance compensation plan compliance metric, and reviewed the 
annual fraud prevention report.  Staff worked on several initiatives this year that have resulted in savings of more 
than $300,000.  At its meeting this month, the HRC will review its scope for submission to the Board for final 
approval.  The committee will also review the performance compensation plan compliance metric proposal, the 
annual review of committee activities, and look at dates for 2018 meetings.  In January the HRC will approve 
funding for the annual performance compensation plan, and review the compensation for the officers. 
 
Agenda Item 6 – Oversight Committee Report 
Mr. Josh Martin provided the update on the Oversight Committee (OC) (OC Presentation – Attachment 7).  During 
the last OC meeting, the committee reviewed the bi-monthly activity reports from Compliance and the Market 
Monitoring Unit (MMU).  The MMU apprised the committee on market power/market-based rate authority in the 
western markets.  The committee considered the potential for Bates-White to prepare a 2018 “Looking Forward 
Report” and directed the staff regarding engagement and some changes the committee would like to see in the 
next report.  The annual self-assessment and major accomplishments for 2017 were reviewed.  One major 
accomplishment is the staffing of the MMU.  With all of the staff changes it is very stable and working well.  The FC 
has asked the OC to receive the SOC 1 control audit every year going forward.  There was an executive session 
with the RTO staff and the MMU staff.  The MMU has filed comments with FERC on DOE’s proposed rules about 
resiliency, and they have been working on several market design issues in the stakeholder process. 
 
Agenda Item 7 – Finance Committee Report 
Mr. Larry Altenbaumer provided the update on the FC.  During a joint meeting of the FC and SPC the 2018 
operating initiatives and work were outlined and proposed.  The establishment of the operating plan process has 
significantly improved the integration of activities taking place within several areas of SPP operations with greater 
attention to results from actions at both the Markets and Operations Planning Committee (MOPC) and the SPC.  A 
special meeting was held in September to provide an advanced review of what will be incorporated into the budget.  
The 2018 Operating Plan was determined to be in alignment with the foundational strategies contained in the 2014 
SPP Strategic Plan by unanimous votes of both the FC and the SPC. 
 
At a recent meeting the FC presented the proposed budget for 2018 reflecting what had been approved in terms of 
major initiatives in the operating plan.  The net revenue requirement excluding the prior year’s over or under 
recovery impacts increased.  The proposed budget, taken together with the estimated load for 2018, results in a 
proposed increase in the admin rate from $0.415 to a proposed $0.429.  The increase of $0.014 is due to estimated 
load reduction, offset by an estimated over-recovery from 2017.   
 
The FC spent time discussing the need for greater focus on, and awareness of, many aspects of the budget 
process with specific attention to improving the interaction with MOPC and more involvement of the Members 
Committee.  The FC is continuing to review progress on moving forward with a change in billing units to recover 
costs.  The timing is structured to address overall coordination with potential Mountain West integration activities 
and the planned implementation of the updated settlements system.  Suggestions were made to look at ways to 
address this contemplated change in the admin fee with FERC staff. 
 
Agenda Item 8 – Markets and Operations Policy Committee Report 
Mr. Paul Malone began the MOPC report (Markets and Operations Policy Committee Report Presentation – 
Attachment 8).  Mr. Charles Locke provided the report on the modifications of Attachment Z2 revision request (RR) 
242 (RTWG RR244 Recommendation – Attachment 9).  There were three possible options to select from to change 
the tariff language to implement the Z2 Task Force recommendations.  On the table before the Board and Members 
Committee were the MOPC option and options 1 and 2.  Option 1 stated “Short-Term Firm Point-to-Point 
Transmission Service and Non-Firm Point-to-Point Transmission Service granted after [effective date] shall not be 
used to pay revenue credits under this Section II.A.  Short-Term Firm Point-to-Point Transmission Service and Non-
Firm Point-to-Point Transmission Service granted prior to [effective date] shall continue to be used to pay revenue 
credits under this Section II.A. for the duration of term of that service.” 
 
Graham Edwards made a motion to approve Option 1 of the RTWG RR244 recommendation.  Nick Brown 
seconded the motion.  The Members Committee voted in unanimous approval.  The Board voted; the 
motion passed. 
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Mr. Richard Dillon presented the information for RR243 (MWG RR243 Recommendation – Attachment 10).  The 
SPP MMU identified a gaming issue related to regulation deployment adjustment settlements charge type.  The 
difference between the LMP and the offers is an additional revenue or charge to parties providing regulation.  
RR243 eliminates the gaming opportunity.  It ensures resources deployed for regulation-up are paid only for their 
energy offer curve for deployed megawatt hours (Mwh) and ensures resources deployed for regulation-down do not 
lose their energy margin. 
 
Larry Altenbaumer made a motion to approve the MWG RR243 recommendation.  Josh Martin seconded 
the motion.  The Members Committee voted with two abstentions (Tenaska Power Services Company and 
City Utilities of Springfield, MO) and one no vote (Westar Energy, Inc.).  The Board voted; the motion 
passed. 
 
Mr. Malone moved onto an informational item RTWG RR241, MOPC policy on determination of Network Load.   
(RR241 Appeal Letter – Attachment 11).  At the July 2017 MOPC meeting, the RTWG requested that MOPC settle 
the policy debate over the resource’s MW threshold and inclusions/exclusions.  MOPC approved a policy direction 
to the RTWG in which any generation in front of a retail meter be included and any generation behind a retail meter 
greater than 1 MW also be included.  RR241 did not make it through MOPC at the last meeting.  SPS appealed the 
MOPC decision.  Mr. David Kays provided more background and the reason the RTWG is appealing the decision 
directly to the Board.  After much discussion, a consensus could not be reached.  
 
It was stated that RR241 is a deviation in the FERC pro forma language.  FERC does not allow net-metering.  Staff 
is in the process of laying out what FERC has said can be netted and not netted, and the calculation.  This will be 
presented to the stakeholders.  Staff will provide this information to the SPC in January with suggestions on how to 
enforce this.  SPP has no way to enforce this at this point in time.  SPP can ask for a declaratory order, but FERC 
may not respond in a timely manner.   
 
ACTION ITEM:  Chairman Eckelberger has asked Paul Suskie to contact FERC and ask them to define just exactly 
how they see the definition of MW threshold and inclusions and exclusions and what that means for retail meters, 
and to bring it back to the Board in January to make a decision.  
 
Mr. Paul Suskie provided information on NRG Power Marketing v. FERC decision and how this will change FERC 
rulings in the future for all RTOs.  Section 205 does not allow FERC to make modifications to a proposal that 
transforms the proposal into an entirely new rate of FERC’s own making.  The Court held that FERC may only 
direct “minor” modifications and may not impose an “entirely new rate scheme.”  The decision appears to limit 
FERC’s ability to accept 205 filings subject to further changes (compliance filings).  The impacts are different FERC 
orders in the future and delays in implementation of SPP-approved policies.   
 
Mr. Brad Hans provided a report on how NRG Power Marketing v. FERC has an effect on the work the Supply 
Adequacy Working Group (SAWG) is doing.   
 
Agenda Item 9 – Staff Recommendation 

Mr. Jay Caspary reported on the staff recommendation (Stand-Alone Waiver – Attachment 12).  The Generation 
Interconnection Improvement Task Force (GIITF) is seeking to publish study models earlier and eliminate the 
“stand-alone” analysis.  The task force would like to appoint a stakeholder group with the appropriate background 
and expertise to re-evaluate the purpose, scope and study requirements of the Network Resource Interconnection 
Service (NRIS) with the goal of aligning it more closely with SPP’s current and future market structure.  Staff 
recommends that the Board approve the filing of a request to FERC to waive the stand-alone provisions for studies 
that have not yet commenced in accordance with the approved GIITF Scope. 
 
Harry Skilton made a motion to approve staff’s recommendation on the stand-alone waiver.  Josh Martin 
seconded the motion.  The Members Committee voted in unanimous approval.  The Board voted; the 
motion passed. 
 
Mr. Antoine Lucas provided an informational report on the 2018 Integrated Transmission Planning Near-Term 
(ITPNT).  Mr. Carl Monroe reported on the SPP-MISO coordinated system plan and regional review process.  
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There was one joint study recommended between SPP and MISO.  MISO did not approve the recommendation.  
Mr. Charles Locke provided an update on the resettlement of Attachment Z2 credits. 
 
Agenda Item 10 – Future Meetings 
 
(Future Meetings – Attachment 13) 

BOD – December 5………………………………….Little Rock, AR 
 
Adjournment 
 
Mr. Eckelberger adjourned the meeting at 12:59 p.m. to go into executive session.  The executive session ended at 
2:45 p.m. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Paul Suskie, Corporate Secretary 



 

Southwest Power Pool 
ANNUAL MEETING OF MEMBERS AND 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS/MEMBERS COMMITTEE MEETING 
October 31, 2017 

Southwest Power Pool Corporate Offices, Little Rock, AR 
Auditorium A & B 

AGENDA 

8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.  CDT 
 
Annual Meeting of Members 

1. Call to Order and Administrative Items…………………………………………………Mr. Jim Eckelberger 

2. Approve Minutes: 10/25/16, 1/31/17, 4/25/17 

3. Corporate Governance Report…………………………………………………………........Mr. Nick Brown 

a. Election of Directors, Members Committee Representatives, and RE Trustee 

4. President’s Report…………………………………………………………..........................Mr. Nick Brown 

Adjourn for Board of Directors/Members Committee Meeting 

Board of Directors/Members Committee Meeting 

1. Call to Order and Administrative Items…………………………………………………Mr. Jim Eckelberger 

2. Reports to the Board 

a. Regional State Committee Report……………………………………..Commissioner Steve Stoll 

b. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Report……………………………….Mr. Patrick Clarey 

c. Regional Entity Trustees Report………………………………………………Mr. Dave Christiano 

3. Consent Agenda 

a. Approve Minutes: 7/25/17 

b. MWG 
i. 2016-2017 VRL Analysis 
ii. RR231 Mitigation of Locally Committed Resources 

c. ORWG 
i. RR240 Conversion of SPP OC Section 7 to RSG OP and OCRTF Revisions 

d. RTWG 
i. RR238 Transmission Customer Liability for Default 

e. Finance Committee 
i. 2018 Operating Plan Recommendation 

f. Staff 
i. Project Tracking – NTC 

1. Butler-Altoona NTC Modification 
2. Hoyt-Jeffrey NTC Suspension and Reevaluation 

4. Strategic Planning Committee Report………………………………………………………….Mr. Mike Wise 

5. Human Resources Committee Report…………………………………………………………Mr. Julian Brix 



 

6. Oversight Committee Report………………………………………………………………….Mr. Josh Martin 

7. Finance Committee Report……………………………………………………………Mr. Larry Altenbaumer 

8. Markets and Operations Policy Committee Report………………………………………...Mr. Paul Malone 

a. MWG 
i. RR243 Mitigated Energy Offer for Regulation Deployment Adjustment Settlements 

b. RTWG 
i. RR244 Z2 Task Force Recommendation 

c. Staff 
i. NRG v. FERC & ARR Filing…..……………………………………………Mr. Paul Suskie 

9. Staff Recommendation………………………………………………………………………...Mr. Carl Monroe 

a. Waive Stand-alone GI Study Provisions 

10. Future Meetings……………………………………………………………………………Mr. Jim Eckelberger 

 BOD – December 5…………………………………Little Rock 

2018 

 RET/RSC/BOD – January 29-30…………………..Oklahoma City, OK 

 RET/RSC/BOD – April 23-24………………………Kansas City, MO 

 BOD Education Session – June 11-12……………Little Rock 

 RET/BOD – July 30-31………………..…………….Omaha, NE 

 RET/RSC/BOD – October 29-30………..…………Little Rock 

BOD – December 4………………………………….Little Rock 

 

EXECUTIVE SESSION 

At the conclusion of the open meeting, the SPP Board of Directors and Members Committee will go to 

Executive Session to discuss two topics: (1)  Mountain West Transmission Group & (2) a legal matter. 

















Nick,

The Great Plains Board meeting conflicts with the SPP Board meeting next week and I will
unfortunately not be able to attend the SPP meeting.  Therefore, I would like to designate Denise
Buffington as my proxy.  If you have any questions, please let me know.

Thanks,
Kevin Noblet
Kansas City Power & Light

mailto:/O=SPPCORP/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KEVIN.NOBLET
mailto:smscott@spp.org
mailto:NBrown@spp.org
mailto:psuskie@spp.org
mailto:Denise.buffington@kcpl.com


From: Crissup, Phil 
Sent: Wednesday, October 25, 2017 7:17 AM
To: Shaun Scott <smscott@spp.org>
Cc: Crissup, Phil <crissupl@oge.com>; Mcauley, Gregory <mcaulegl@oge.com>
Subject: PROXY: Greg McAuley for Phil Crissup - BOD/MC & Annual Mom

Shaun;
Mr. Greg McAuley will have my proxy at the SPP Annual Meeting of Members and the Board of 
Directors/Members Committee meeting on October 31, 2017.

Thank you,

Phil Crissup
VP Utility Technical Support
OG&E

mailto:/O=SPPCORP/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SMSCOTT1
mailto:smscott@spp.org


From: Crissup, Phil 
Sent: Friday, October 13, 2017 8:15 AM
To: Shaun Scott <smscott@spp.org>
Cc: Susan Polk <spolk@spp.org>; Paul Suskie <psuskie@spp.org>; Mcauley, Gregory
<mcaulegl@oge.com>; Rhea, John <rheajd@oge.com>
Subject: **External Email** RE: SPP Member Companies Eligible to Vote in the RE Trustee Election -
10/31/17

Shaun;
In my capacity as the Members Committee representative of Oklahoma Gas and Electric
Company (“OG&E”), I designate Mr. John Rhea as my proxy to vote the position of OG&E
in the RE Trustee election on 31 October, 2017.

Thank you,

Phil Crissup

mailto:/O=SPPCORP/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SMSCOTT1
mailto:smscott@spp.org


From: Osburn, David 
Sent: Monday, October 16, 2017 8:49 AM
To: Shaun Scott <smscott@spp.org>
Cc: Vincent, Melie <mvincent@ompa.com>
Subject: **External Email** OMPA Proxy

Shaun,

I will be unable to attend the October BOD/MC and Meeting of Members due to a conflict. 
Melie Vincent of OMPA will have my proxy.

David Osburn
OMPA

mailto:/O=SPPCORP/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SMSCOTT1
mailto:smscott@spp.org




Paul-

Per our conversation, after lunch Jack Clark will have my proxy
for the Members Committee and Executive Session. 

Thank you

Aundrea Williams
NextEra Energy Resources

mailto:/O=SPPCORP/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SMSCOTT1
mailto:smscott@spp.org


On Oct 31, 2017, at 7:02 AM, Harris, Marcus <mharris@kepco.org> wrote:

Paul,
Please accept this email as my approval for Les Evans to participate and vote in
my place at today’s SPP meeting.

Thanks,
Marcus Harris
EVP & CEO
KEPCo

mailto:/O=SPPCORP/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SMSCOTT1
mailto:smscott@spp.org
mailto:mharris@kepco.org


From: Shaun Scott
To: Shaun Scott
Subject: Membership PROXY_Noman Williams for Beth Emery
Date: Monday, October 30, 2017 8:42:13 AM
Attachments: image001.png

From: Paul Suskie 
Sent: Monday, October 30, 2017 8:08 AM
To: Emery, Beth <bemery@gridliance.com>
Cc: Williams, Noman <nwilliams@gridliance.com>; Shaun Scott <smscott@spp.org>; Nick Brown
<NBrown@spp.org>
Subject: Re: **External Email** Proxy
 
Thanks Beth. 
 
Catch you next time. 

Paul Suskie

On Oct 30, 2017, at 8:01 AM, Emery, Beth <bemery@gridliance.com> wrote:

Paul, I hereby give my proxy to Noman Williams for the Member meeting.  Sorry to
miss it.
 
 
N. Beth Emery
SVP, General Counsel & Secretary
GridLiance GP, LLC
210.380.6599 cell
512.213.6442 TX direct
 

bemery@gridliance.com
 
<image001.png>
 

201 East John Carpenter Freeway, Suite 900
Irving, TX 75062
 

This email and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may
contain confidential information. If you receive this email in error, please notify the sender,
delete the original and all copies of the email and destroy any other hard copies of it.

mailto:/O=SPPCORP/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SMSCOTT1
mailto:smscott@spp.org
mailto:bemery@gridliance.com
mailto:bemery@gridliance.com
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SPP RE Report to Board

Dave Christiano
SPP RE  Trustees Chairman

October 31, 2017
Little Rock, AR



SPP RE Dissolution & Transition

2

• NERC is managing transition process

• Registered Entities’ applications to NERC re: new RE due COB 
today (10/31/17)

• NERC Trustees and FERC must approve final distribution of 
Registered Entities to new Regional Entities

• Transition may continue through end of 2018

• SPP RE is still compliance and enforcement authority for our 
120 Registered Entities until transition is complete



Violations by Year
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Most Violated Standards
Based on rolling 12 months through 9/30/17 [Represents ~ 86% of total violations]

The current period is the most recent 12 months.
The previous period is the previous 12 months.
*  NERC Top 10 as of September 2017

SPP
RE

Rank
Standard Description

Violations
Current 
Period

Violations
Previous 

Period
∆ Risk Factor

1* CIP-007 Systems Security Management 30 8 +22 Medium

2 VAR-002 Network Voltage Schedules 10 6 +4 Med./Lower

3* CIP-010 Change Management 10 3 +7 Medium

4* PRC-005  Protection System Maintenance 10 19 -9 High/Med.

5* CIP-004 Personnel & Training 9 7 +2 Med./Lower

6* CIP-006 Physical Security of Cyber Assets 8 3 +5 Medium

7* CIP-005 Electronic Security Perimeters 6 7 -1 Medium

8 CIP-003 Security Management Controls 6 3 +3 Med./Lower

9 COM-001 Communications 3 0 +3 High/Med.

10 TOP-001 Transmission Operations 3 0 +3 High/Med

All SPP RE Top 10 Total Incoming 95 56 +39
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SPP RE Regional Events

• 3 reportable events in SPP RE Q3-2017 

• All events in lowest assignable risk category

– One category 1a – Loss of three or more elements

• Possibly indicates a relay misoperation

– Two category 1h – Partial loss of EMS

• Includes most issues concerning EMS and Control Centers

• 21 YTD events for 2017, compared to 15 events in 2016 



CIP Update

6

• CIP-013-1 (Supply Chain Management):

⁻ Submitted to FERC for approval

⁻ NERC planning transition study with small group of 
companies to “fast adopt” standard & help identify issues

• Equifax data breach was result of failure to apply critical 
security patches timely

⁻ CIP-007 R2 patching of BES Cyber Systems continues to be a 
concern



Outreach

• Fall Workshop in Dallas ~160 attendees

• Upcoming Dates:

⁻ Jan. 29 2018 Trustee Meeting: Oklahoma City

⁻ March 27, Spring  Workshop, Little Rock

⁻ April 23, Trustee Meeting, Kansas City

⁻ June 5, CIP Workshop, Little Rock

7

https://www.spp.org/events/calendar/spp-re-trustee-meeting-1-1/
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SPP RE Misoperation Report as of Q2-17



9

Relay Operation Success Rate (Quarter Grouping)



10

Causes of Misoperations Q2-15 to Q2-17



11

Success Rate by Voltage Category
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS/MEMBERS COMMITTEE MEETING 
Hyatt Regency Denver – Denver, Colorado 

July 25, 2017 

- Summary of Action Items    - 
  

1. Approved Consent Agenda Items 

a. Approved Minutes – 4/25/17 and 6/12/17 

b. Markets and Operations Policy Committee 
i. MWG 

1. RR185 Clarify SPP Operating Criteria 
2. RR225 LTCR and ILTCR Language Clean-Up 
3. RR226 TCR EESL Compliance 
4. RR229 Order No. 831 (Offer Caps) 
5. RR82 Modification of MWP Grace Period 
6. FERC Waiver Request for Repricing 

ii. ORWG 
1. RR228 SPP SOL Methodology Clarification 

iii. RTWG 
1. RR233 Reduction for SPP NITS for Zone 10 for Federal Power-SWPA 

iv. TWG 
1. Kummer-Ridge Roundup 345 kV Reevaluation 

v. Staff 
1. Quarterly Project Tracking 

2. Approved the Strategic Planning Committee Recommendation 
a. Recommendation - Transmission Owner Zonal Placement Process 

3. The Markets and Operations Policy Committee Recommendations 
a. Approved the Z2 Task Force Recommendations for Changes 
b. Did not approve the KCPL Appeal of RR172 

 
4. Approved a redefined study of Scenario 5 
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           Minutes No. 174
 Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS/MEMBERS COMMITTEE MEETING 
Doubletree Warren Place – Tulsa, Oklahoma 

July 25, 2017 

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items 
 
SPP Board of Directors Chair, Mr. Jim Eckelberger called the meeting to order at 8:01 a.m. The following Board of 
Directors/Members Committee members were in attendance or represented by proxy: 
Mr. Larry Altenbaumer, director 
Mr. Jason Atwood, Northeast Texas Electric Cooperative, Inc. 
Mr. Brent Baker, The Empire District Electric Company 
Ms. Phyllis Bernard, director 
Mr. Julian Brix, director  
Mr. Nick Brown, director 
Mr. Mark Crisson, director 
Mr. Greg McAuley for Phil Crissup, Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company 
Mr. Jim Eckelberger, director 
Mr. Graham Edwards, director 
Mr. Jon Hansen, Omaha Public Power District 
Mr. Bob Harris, Western Area Power Administration – Upper Great Plains Region  
Mr. Kelly Harrison, Westar Energy, Inc. 
Mr. Duane Highley, Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation 
Mr. David Hudson, Xcel Energy 
Mr. Rob Janssen, Dogwood Energy, LLC 
Mr. Paul Malone for Thomas Kent, Nebraska Public Power District  
Mr. Jeff Knottek, City Utilities of Springfield 
Mr. Brett Leopold, ITC Great Plains, LLC  
Mr. Stuart Lowry, Sunflower Electric Power Corporation  
Mr. Josh Martin, director 
Mr. Kevin Noblet, Kansas City Power & Light Company 
Mr. Dave Osburn, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority  
Mr. Mike Risan, Basin Electric Power Cooperative 
Mr. Bruce Scherr, director 
Mr. Harry Skilton, director 
Mr. Kevin Smith, Tenaska Power Services Co. 
Mr. Stuart Solomon, American Electric Power 
Ms. Aundrea Williams, NextEra Energy Resources 
Mr. Mike Wise, Golden Spread Electric Cooperative, Inc. 

Mr. Jim Eckelberger asked for a round of introductions. There were 142 people in attendance either in person or via 
the phone representing 31 Members (Attendance List – Attachment 1). Mr. Brown reported the proxies (Proxies – 
Attachment 2).   
 
Agenda Item 2 – Reports to the Board of Directors 

President’s Report 
Mr. Nick Brown began the President’s Report by mentioning the great interaction during the Monday evening 
dinner.   He stated that he will be traveling to Washington D.C. to testify before the House Energy Subcommittee on 
Wednesday.  Additionally, the metrics are in the materials (Quarterly Capital Project Review - Attachment 3, 2017 
Finance Package – Attachment 4, and Corporate Metrics 2017 – Attachment 5).  Please contact Nick Brown or Carl 
Monroe if you have any specific questions.   
 
Over the last several months the Board of Directors, Members Committee, and Regional Entity (RE) have been 
discussing a number of items strategic to the operation of Southwest Power Pool, Inc., and on Sunday night the 
Members Committee unanimously agreed and the Board approved the dissolution of the SPP RE function in the 
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SPP footprint.  That decision was also endorsed by the RE Trustees.  The concern about keeping the RE going is 
the relative small size of our regional footprint and the corporate connection between the regional transmission 
organization (RTO) and the RE itself.  Nick Brown has been authorized to terminate the delegation agreement with 
NERC at the appropriate time.  There is a lot of coordination that has to occur before this takes place.  Ultimately, 
under NERC’s rules of procedure each of the registered entities under the SPP RE must determine which of the 
remaining compliance enforcement entities they choose to perform their audit function.  Mr. Brown expressed his 
appreciation to the Members Committee for their diligent engagement and the strategic discussions.   
 
Nick went on to discuss four areas in which there has been extraordinary effort and focus by the organization so far 
this year.   Z2 is an area of great complexity, zonal placement, the work with Mountain West and understanding 
their needs and desires, and continued discussion with the Market Working Group on operation under the Tariff.  All 
of the areas are Member driven and work because of collaboration.   
 
Mr. Brown was informed by Bob Harris that he will retire in the next couple of months.  He thanked Mr. Harris for his 
time on the Board and Corporate Governance Committee.    
 
Mr. Jim Eckelberger thanked the members of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission for taking time out of their 
busy schedules and attending portions of the meetings while SPP was in Colorado.  He also thanked the various 
organizations in the Mountain West collaboration for their hard work and diligence.   
 
Regional State Committee Report (RSC) 
Commissioner Steve Stoll reported to the Board on the RSC activities.  He began by introducing the two new 
commissioners, Commissioner Huser from Iowa and Commissioner Marquez from Texas.  The RSC retreat was 
held on Sunday and the education session on Monday.  Updates were provided on the history of cost allocation, 
including a discussion on zonal placement.  There will be a review of the RSC bylaws before the end of the year.  
There were two motions brought before the RSC.  The RSC accepted the Cost Allocation Working Group’s 
(CAWG) recommendation to not alter the $180,000/MW Safe Harbor amount and to study all aspects of the 
Aggregate Study Safe Harbor Waiver Criteria on an annual basis, plus do a more intensive review of all aspects no 
less than every five years.  The CAWG will also work with SPP staff to synchronize the limited annual review with 
SPP’s annual filing at FERC on the Safe Harbor amount.  The RSC agreed to allow the CAWG to review technical 
and minor revision requests under a CAWG consent agenda.  The RSC also heard an update on a possible SPP 
High Priority Transmission Study.   
 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Report (FERC) 
Mr. Patrick Clarey provided the FERC report.  Commissioner Cheryl LaFleur is the acting chair and the only 
commissioner at FERC since Commissioner Colette Honorable stepped down on June 30.  There are four pending 
nominees in various stages of the nomination process.  President Trump nominated Neil Chatterjee and Robert 
Powelson to FERC.  On June 6, the U.S. Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources voted to move the 
nominations to the full Senate.  The president has also announced his intention to nominate Richard Glick and 
Kevin McIntyre to the commission.  Upon confirmation he intends to designate McIntyre to the position of 
Chairman.  Acting Chairman LaFleur has announced a series of staff changes. 
 
RE Trustees Report  
Mr. Dave Christiano provided the RE Trustees report (SPP RE Update – Attachment 6).  There were seven 
reportable events in the SPP RE in the second quarter of 2017.  All of the events were in the lowest assignable risk 
category.  There are three outreach activities planned in October for the remainder of 2017.  There is a 
Misoperations Summit planned, a fall workshop, and a RTO Compliance Forum.  There are also three workshops 
planned for 2018.   
 
Mr. Robert Harris, on behalf of the Members Committee, expressed appreciation for the RE staff and the trustees.  
 
Oversight Committee (OC) Report  
Mr. Josh Martin reported on the OC (Oversight Committee Presentation – Attachment 7).  The last OC meeting was 
held in Little Rock in mid-June.  There were updates from Internal Audit and Compliance.  The OC received the 
preliminary Annual State of the Market (ASOM) report which included a focus on mitigation results.  The committee 
met in executive session with the RTO staff to discuss security and compliance and in a separate executive session 
with the Market Monitoring Unit (MMU) staff. 
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Ms. Barbara Sugg, SPP staff, provided an update on security.  She reported that a viewing gallery is being installed 
in the Operations Center.  There will be a GridEX exercise in November that will involve many staff, Members, and 
possibly some outside organizations.  It will test both cyber and physical security.  There are on-going phishing 
exercises testing the staff with additional training in place if a staff member clicks on a link that is unsecure.  There 
is continuous vulnerability and penetration testing taking place internally and externally. 
 
Mr. Josh Martin introduced Mr. Keith Collins, the new Executive Director of the MMU.  Mr. Collins started with SPP 
in June.  He is replacing Mr. Alan McQueen who is retiring from SPP in August.  Keith provided a presentation on 
the ASOM report (ASOM Report Presentation - Attachment 8 and ASOM Draft Report – Attachment 9).  It is still in 
the draft form and should be completed in the next couple of weeks.  Final comments are still coming in on the 
report.  Keith discussed four market drivers that were studied for the report and explained how the markets are 
competitive.  He also explained how the markets are effective and efficient and the important issues going forward 
and he provided some recommendations going forward. 
 
Mr. Martin discussed the high level of work being done by the Oversight Committee.  He has asked each director 
on the committee to focus in on a particular area.  Harry Skilton will focus as the liaison for Internal Audit, Phyllis 
Bernard will focus on Compliance, Graham Edwards will be the liaison for the MMU, and Bruce Scherr will focus on 
the area of security.  The liaison will be able to establish on-going contact with SPP staff and officers over these 
respective areas and be able to stay on-top of issues and concerns.   
 
Human Resources Committee (HRC) Report  
Mr. Julian Brix provided the update on the HRC (HRC Presentation – Attachment 10).  The committee has met a 
couple of times since the last board meeting.  During the last meeting the committee approved the staff 
recommendation to terminate the SPP medical plan trust.  It was first approved in 2010.  The trust held employee 
premiums for the SPP self-insured medical plan.  It is no longer required and had no assets.  The termination saves 
SPP $12,000 annually in audit expenses.  The HRC scope statement was reviewed and updated and will be on the 
consent agenda for approval at the October Board meeting.  SPP staff was asked to complete a benefits 
satisfaction survey and the results were very positive, the staff is satisfied and appreciative of the SPP benefit 
package.  The HRC had breakfast with the SPP HR staff.  Annually the two groups have informal discussions 
concerning hiring, recruiting, and maintaining employee engagement.  The SPP Human Resources Committee 
conducted a comprehensive benefits survey of SPP members in 2017.  This survey covered all aspects of 
benefits; health and welfare and retirement plans.  The committee reviewed the results (14 respondents out of 29 
Members Committee members polled).  The committee also reviewed results of a benefits survey of the 
RTO/ISO members.  The SPP overall benefit package is competitive to the market and comparable to SPP 
Members and RTO/ISO members.  SPP staff is looking at additional medical plan options for 2018, which will be 
reviewed by the HRC at the August 2017 meeting. 
 
Finance Committee (FC) Report  
Mr. Larry Altenbaumer provided the FC report.  The committee met for a two-day meeting in June.  The 
replacement of the settlements system was discussed in detail.  The project is projected to cost $5.1 million.  It will 
replace both the transmission and market settlement systems.  This will address numerous manual and inefficient 
processes and result in a scalable system to accommodate future settlement needs.  The FC will monitor 
milestones, budget, and scope through the life of the project.  An ancillary issue was raised regarding Schedule 11, 
ten-year forecast variances.  The Regional Tariff Working Group (RTWG) and Markets and Operations Policy 
Committee (MOPC) will provide training and outreach on the issue. 
 
Administrative fee billing units were also discussed.  It is important to give careful consideration to ensure any 
change is equitable to everyone and to evaluate the appropriateness of SPP cost recovery solely from transmission 
customers versus the larger universe of SPP customers.  The plan includes seeking input from numerous 
customers.  There was joint dialogue with the FC and the Strategic Planning Committee (SPC).  If the plan moves 
forward then there will be dialogue with MOPC and the Board. 
 
Agenda Item 3 – Consent Agenda 

Mr. Eckelberger presented the consent agenda (Consent Agenda – Attachment 11).  Items approved on the 
consent agenda are the minutes from 4/25/17 and 6/12/17.  Also approved are recommendations from the Market 
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Working Group (MWG), a FERC Waiver request for repricing, and recommendations from MOPC, the Operating 
Reliability Working Group (ORWG), Transmission Working Group (TWG) and RTWG. 
 
Larry Altenbaumer made a motion to approve the consent agenda.  Josh Martin seconded the motion.  The 
Members Committee voted in unanimous approval.  The Board voted; the motion passed. 
 
Agenda Item 4 – Strategic Planning Committee Report 

Mr. Mike Wise presented the SPC report (SPC Presentation – Attachment 12).  The SPC has met six times to 
consider staff proposals.  The SPC endorsed the Zonal Placement Process and is seeking the Board’s 
endorsement.  The Export Pricing Task Force (EPTF) has met five times.  The purpose of the task force has been 
on opportunities and learning.  The remaining meetings of the task force have been cancelled, as the members of 
the task force have completed what they can at this time.  If it is necessary in the future the task force can be 
reinstated and will be open to consider new business cases.  The SPC conducted it annual retreat.  The group 
made no changes to the four foundational strategies.  It did make some modifications to the initiatives and priorities. 
 
Mr. Paul Suskie presented the Zonal Placement Process (SPC Zonal Placement Process Recommendation, Zonal 
Placement Process Presentation, and Zonal Placement Process Document – Attachment 13).  He explained that 
the SPC approved a four-step process document to address zonal placement.  The document includes provisions 
for notification, information flow, analysis, and negotiation.  The process does not address criteria for zonal 
placement or a plan to mitigate cost shifts.  The key issues looked at were the timely notification of the integration 
of existing facilities in a rate zone, transparency and provisions of information to affected parties, criteria, and cost 
impacts associated with zonal placement of the facilities. The scope of the process applies to existing transmission 
facilities and the costs of such facilities are to be recovered through Schedule 9 zonal rates.  The process does not 
apply to construction of new facilities.   
 
Larry Altenbaumer made a motion to endorse the document entitled, “Transmission Owner Zonal 
Placement Process.”  Graham Edwards seconded the motion.  The Members Committee voted with two 
abstentions (NextEra Energy Resources and ITC Great Plains, LLC) and one no vote (Nebraska Public 
Power District).  The Board voted; the motion passed. 
 
Agenda Item 5 – Markets and Operations Policy Committee Report 
 
Mr. Paul Malone provided the MOPC report (MOPC Presentation Report – Attachment 14).  Mr. Bruce Rew started 
with the Z2 Task Force report and recommendation (Z2 Task Force Recommendation – Attachment 15).  The 
committee reviewed Z2 regulatory and legal requirements from FERC orders and historical process from inception 
to the present Tariff.  Cost recovery mechanisms were reviewed from MISO and PJM and other regions.  The task 
force members provided process improvement alternatives for consideration.  There are three recommendations 
the Z2 Task Force is asking the Board to consider.  The task force recommends eliminating credits from new 
upgrades that do not add transfer capability under Tariff Attachment Z2, eliminating credits from short-term service 
under Tariff Attachment Z2, and it recommends concluding the work of the task force and allowing it to expire. 
 
Nick Brown made a motion approve the recommendations of the Z2 Task Force.  Phyllis Bernard seconded 
the motion.  The Members Committee voted with one abstention (ITC Great Plains, LLC) and two no votes 
(NextEra Energy Resources and Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority).  The Board voted; the motion 
passed. 
 
Mr. Carl Monroe discussed the Morgan Transformer project (Morgan Transformer Project Recommendation – 
Attachment 16).  The SPP Board approved the project as a part of the 2017 SPP ITP10 Portfolio.  It also approved 
the regional cost allocation of the project and the Board approved the Brookline Reactor project out of the regional 
review of the SPP-AECI joint projects.  The AECI board of directors met in May 2017 to approve AECI’s 
participation in both the Morgan Transformer and Brookline Reactor projects. AECI has met with FERC staff for a 
pre-filing meeting to discuss the purpose of the filing.  SPP’s goal is to make the filings shortly after the Board 
meeting in July.   
 
SPP’s payment obligation for its portion of the Morgan Transformer project shall be determined by utilizing SPP’s 
portion of the final costs of the facility multiplied by a 16% levelized carrying charge for the physical service life of 
the facility.  AECI intends to provide its portion of the costs of the Brookline Reactor project in a lump sum payment 
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to City Utilities of Springfield (CUS) as a contribution in aid of construction.  AECI will own 100% of the Morgan 
Transformer project and will construct the project and be responsible for the maintenance and operation of the 
facility.  CUS will own 100% of the Brookline Reactor project and be responsible for the maintenance and operation 
of the facility.  It will construct the project in accordance with the provisions of the Tariff. 
 
Julian Brix made a motion that the Board of Directors reaffirm approval of the Morgan Transformer project.  
Harry Skilton seconded the motion.  The Members Committee voted with two abstentions (NextEra Energy 
Resources and Public Service Company of Oklahoma) and two no votes (Golden Spread Electric 
Cooperative and SPS/Xcel Energy).  The Board voted; the motion passed. 
 
Ms. Denise Buffington provided a presentation on the Revised RR172 Appeal:  Process Improvements and 
Mitigation of Cost Shifts from Zonal Placement Decisions (RR172 Appeal Presentation, Summary Sheet and White 
Paper – Attachment 17).  She reviewed the background and problem stating there is a gap in the SPP Tariff.  
Stating the goals, she explained that the revised RR172 will incorporate more stakeholder feedback, increase 
transparency in zonal placement decisions and mitigate the cost impacts of new Member zonal placement 
decisions.  The revised RR172 proposes a bi-directional protection from unintended cost shifts.  Transmission 
projects planned by SPP after a transmission owner joins a zone should be allocated based on current Tariff 
provisions.  (Letters from SPP Membership Opposing the Revised RR172 Appeal – Attachment 18) 
 
Phyllis Bernard made a motion that the Board should direct the RTWG to prepare tariff language to 
incorporate the applicant transmission owner process and cost shift mitigation as reflected in the Revised 
RR172 Whitepaper dated June 30, 2017, prepared by KCP&L.  Julian Brix seconded the motion.  The 
Members Committee voted with nine no votes (Northeast Texas Electric Cooperative, Golden Spread 
Electric Cooperative, Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation, Dogwood Energy, LLC, ITC Great Plains, 
LLC, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority, Basin Electric Power Cooperative, Tenaska Power Service 
Company, and NextEra Energy Resources).  The Board voted; the motion failed. 
 
Mr. Lanny Nickell discussed the 2018 High Priority Study (2018 High Priority Study – Attachment 19).  He reviewed 
the background for the study.  The SPP Board accepted SPP staff’s recommendation to remove the Potter-Tolk 
345 kV line from the 2017 ITP10 portfolio and directed the development of a high priority study scope to address 
needs in the Texas panhandle for consideration in July 2017.  He discussed the approach of the study and the 
objective is to analyze areas of the footprint where historical market congestion may persist or increase over time.  
Staff recommended to MOPC to perform a hybrid analysis in parallel to allow solution sets to inform each other and 
ensure solutions are cost beneficial over the planning horizon.  Solutions would be evaluated to require up to 100% 
of auction revenue rights (ARRs) and resolved to expect future congestion for geographic areas with current 
frequently constrained area (FCA) designations or contain historical highly congested flowgates.  The MOPC 
rejected the staff vote and came back with a motion to approve the development of a high priority study scope 
utilizing the ARR/Transmission Congestion Rights (TCR) approach.  Following the identification of the solutions, 
determine how much additional wind could be delivered utilizing those new facilities.  This motion also failed.   
 
Jim Eckelberger made a motion that SPP staff should conduct a scope of the 2018 Integrated Transmission 
Plan (ITP) Near Term Assessment that would be expanded to include summer peak scenario 5 models.  
Julian Brix seconded the motion.  The Members Committee voted with two abstentions (Empire District 
Electric Company and Dogwood Energy, LLC) and eight no votes (Northeast Texas Electric Cooperative, 
Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company, Omaha Public Power District, Arkansas Electric Cooperative 
Corporation, City Utilities of Springfield, MO, Sunflower Electric Power Corporation, Kansas City Power & 
Light Company, and Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority).  The Board voted; the motion passed. 
 
Agenda Item 6 – Future Meetings 
 
(Future Meetings – Attachment 20) 
 RET/RSC/BOD – October 30-31………..…………Little Rock, AR 

BOD – December 5………………………………….Little Rock, AR 
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Adjournment 
 
Mr. Eckelberger adjourned the meeting at 2:43 p.m. to go into executive session.  Executive Session ended at 3:28 
p.m.  
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Paul Suskie, Corporate Secretary 



 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
MARKETS AND OPERATIONS POLICY COMMITTEE 

Recommendation to the SPP Board of Directors  
October 31, 2017 

Annual Violation Relaxation Limits Analysis 

Organizational Roster 
The following persons are members of the Market Working Group: 

Richard Ross, AEP (Chair) 
Jim Flucke, KCPL (Vice Chair) 
Aaron Rome, Midwest Energy 
Aundrea Williams, NextEra Energy 
Carrie Dixon, Xcel  
Cliff Franklin, Westar  
Jack Madden, GDS for ETEC/Tex-La/NTEC 
John Varnell, Tenaska  
Kevin Galke, CUS 

Lee Anderson, LES 
Matt Moore, GSEC 
Michael Massery, AECC 
Neal Daney, KMEA 
Rick Yanovich, OPPD 
Ron Thompson, NPPD 
Shawn Geil, KEPCo 
Shawn McBroom, OGE 
Valerie Weigel, Basin  
 

The following stakeholders participated in group discussions: 

Richard Ross, AEP (Chair) 
Jim Flucke, KCPL (Vice Chair) 
Aaron Rome, Midwest Energy 
Carrie Dixon, Xcel  
Cliff Franklin, Westar  
John Varnell, Tenaska  
Kevin Galke, CUS 
Lee Anderson, LES 
Matt Moore, GSEC 
 

Michael Massery, AECC 
Neal Daney, KMEA 
Rick Yanovich, OPPD 
Ron Thompson, NPPD 
Shawn Geil, KEPCO 
Shawn Geil – Proxy for Jack Madden, 

NTEC/Tex-La/ETEC 
Richard Owen – Proxy for Shawn McBroom, 

OGE 
Valerie Weigel, Basin Electric

The following persons are members of the Operating Reliability Working Group: 

Allen Klassen, Westar (Chair) 
Ron Gunderson, NPPD (Vice Chair) 
Abubaker Elteriefi, ITC 
Allan George, Sunflower  
Chance Myers, WFEC 
Craig Speidal, WAPA 
David Pham, EDE 
Dennis Sauriol, AEP 
Gary Plummer, Independence Power & Light 
Jay Patel, KCPL 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Jeff Wells, GRDA 
Jim Useldinger, South Central MCN 
Keith Carman, Tri-State 
Kyle McMenamin, SPS/Xcel Energy 
Laurie Gregg, LES 
Mark Eastwood, CUS 
Matthew Stoltz, Basin Electric 
W. Bryn Wilson, OGE  
W. Todd Gosnell, OPPD  
 



 

The following stakeholders participated in group discussions: 

Allen Klassen, Westar (Chair) 
Ron Gunderson, NPPD (Vice Chair) 
Abubaker Elteriefi, ITC 
Allan George, Sunflower  
Chance Myers, WFEC 
Craig Speidal, WAPA 
David Pham, EDE 
Dennis Sauriol, AEP 
Gary Plummer, Independence Power & Light 
Jay Patel, KCPL 

Jeff Wells, GRDA 
Jim Useldinger, South Central MCN 
Keith Carman, Tri-State 
Brittany Gray - Proxy for Kyle McMenamin, 

SPS/Xcel Energy 
Laurie Gregg, LES 
Mark Eastwood, CUS 
Matthew Stoltz, Basin Electric 
W. Bryn Wilson, OGE  
W. Todd Gosnell, OPPD  

  

Background 
This report provides the annual analysis on the Integrated Marketplace Violation Relaxation Limits (VRLs) 
required by the Tariff.  It includes the effectiveness of the VRLs and their value on reliability and pricing, 
as well as a sensitivity analysis with recommendations for changes.  The primary focus of the analysis is 
for the period July 2016 – June 2017. 

Analysis 
SPP recommends no changes to the VRLs related to Spinning Reserve Requirements and Operating 
Constraints.  Based on the sensitivity analysis presented in this report, SPP also does not recommend 
making any changes to the VRL blocks for Operational Constraints.  The sensitivities analyzed, while 
showing differing values from each approach, do not indicate a clear winner or better method at this time.  
SPP still believes further changes to the Operational Constraint VRLs may be warranted.  SPP will 
continue analysis to identify improvements to reduce the large number of breached instances.  

Recommendation 
SPP staff recommends BOD approval of the 2016-2017 Annual Violation Relaxation Limits Analysis. 

 

Approved: Market Working Group August 22, 2017 

 Unanimously Approved 

 Operating Reliability Working Group                 September 7, 2017 

Unanimously Approved            

Markets and Operations Policy Committee          October 17, 2017                 

  Unanimously Approved  

                                       

Action Requested: Approve Recommendation  
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  Revision Request Recommendation Report 

RR #: 231 Date: 8/23/2017  

RR Title: Mitigation of Locally Committed Resources  

SUBMITTER INFORMATION 

Submitter Name: Nick Parker Company: SPP MMU 

Email: nparker@spp.org Phone: 501.614.3574 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION FOR MOPC AND BOD ACTION 

In order for a Resource to be mitigated, it must fail three tests: a conduct threshold test, a local market power test, and an impact 
test.  Locally committed Resources automatically fail two of the three referenced tests: the local market power test and the impact 
test.  Resources were ‘self-mitigating’ by submitting competitive energy offers 10% above their mitigated offer in order to pass the 
conduct threshold test and avoid possible mitigation.  

The MMU recommends removing locally committed Resources from the three existing tests for economic mitigation and adding a 
cap of 10% above its mitigated offer, if and when a Resource is committed for local reliability reasons.  This RR will encourage 
competitive offers. 

All working groups reviewed and approved this Revision Request with one MWG opposition (Westar) and one RTWG abstention 
(Westar).  MOPC recommends BOD approve this Revision Request as submitted.   

OBJECTIVE OF REVISION 

Objectives of Revision Request:   
Describe the problem/issue this revision request will resolve. 
The MMU has researched bidding behaviors related to mitigation and has identified an area that could be improved.  Currently, in 
order to be mitigated, resources must fail 3 tests:  a conduct test, a local market power test, and an impact test.  The exception to 
this rule is a resource that is committed to address a local reliability issue (i.e., a locally committed resource).  These resources 
automatically fail the local market power test and the impact test, and are really only subject to the conduct test.  For these 
resources, the conduct test is limited to a 10 percent threshold.  These resources are committed outside of the economic process and 
are likely committed when the prices are lower than the resource’s energy offer curve.  These resources also have to pay the 
majority of their own uplift.  Through an analysis of energy offers, market monitoring has observed many resources ‘self-
mitigating’ themselves by limiting their energy offer to 10 percent above the mitigated offer in order to always pass the conduct 
test.  Even though many of these resources are never locally committed, the design appears to incent this ‘self-mitigated’ behavior. 

 

Describe the benefits that will be realized from this revision. 
The MMU is proposing to remove locally committed resources from the current tests used for economic mitigation.  However, 
when resources are locally committed, the energy offer curve submitted by the market participant will be capped to 10 percent 
above the mitigated energy offer curve.  This should allow market participants to submit resource energy offers at competitive 
levels.  During competitive situations, participants can offer their resources without the fear of being mitigated to their mitigated 
offer curve to address a local reliability issue.  When these resources are committed for a local reliability issue, the 10 percent cap 
will act in essentially the same manner as the threshold works today, except the mitigation will shift to the market applying the 
mitigation rather than the participant self-mitigating their bids to no more than 10 percent above their mitigated energy offer.  We 
believe this will allow for more rational competitive energy offers from market participants and will also offer the same level of 
protection from local market power as exists under today’s threshold approach. 

SPP STAFF ASSESSMENT 

SPP staff supports this Revision Request. 

IMPACT 
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Will the revision result in system changes  No     Yes  

Summarize changes: 

Will the revision result in process changes?   No     Yes 

Summarize changes: 
 

Is an Impact Assessment required?  No     Yes 

If no, explain:  
 

Estimated Cost: $235,480 Estimated Duration: 50 weeks 

Primary Working Group Score/Priority: MWG/Medium 

SPP DOCUMENTS IMPACTED 

  Market Protocols Protocol Section(s): 8.2.2.3, 8.2.2.4, 
8.2.2.5, 8.2.2.6 Protocol Version: 43a 

  Operating Criteria Criteria Section(s):  Criteria Date:  
  Planning Criteria Criteria Section(s):  Criteria Date:  
  Tariff  Tariff Section(s): AF - 3.2, 3.3, 3.3.1, 3.4 
  Business Practice Business Practice Number:  
  Integrated Planning Model (ITP Manual) Section(s): 
  Revision Request Process Section(s): 
  Minimum Transmission Design     

Standards for Competitive Upgrades (MTDS) Section(s): 

  Reliability Coordinator and Balancing 
Authority Data Specifications (RDS) Section(s): 

  SPP Communications Protocols Section(s): 
WORKING GROUP REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

List Primary and any Secondary/Impacted WG Recommendations as appropriate 

Primary Working Group: MWG 

 

Date: 8/22/2017 

Action Taken: Approved 

Opposed: Westar 
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Reason for Opposition: Westar supports fair settlement for resources committed for local reliability issues. However, Westar also 
strongly supports fair cost-based mitigated offer recovery for resources not committed for a local voltage issue. RR231 fails to 
consider the daily risks/uncertainties underwritten by resources between the DA Market and RTBM in the development of cost-
based mitigated offers, which are not committed for a local voltage issue.  

The SPP DA Market is a financial market, originally crafted for both generation and load to hedge against operational/price risks 
occurring between DA Market and RTBM, even if mitigated. This is not in SPP. In many markets, resource owning MPs are 
provided provisions to include the cost of underwriting DA to RTBM risks. To be equitable for DA and RT supply offers, SPP 
needs to fairly treat resource exposure to operational risk and price volatility underwriting costs by either allowing inclusion within 
mitigated offers or providing “cost + 10%” settlement for any mitigated resource. RR231 attempts to protect only resources 
committed for local voltage issues but leaves all other generation barren without any provision to include underwriting costs to a 
mitigated offer. Thus, most SPP resource owning MPs are effectively obligated to offer into both SPP DA and RTBM (ie. DA 
Must-Offer & Physical Withholding rules), without any mitigated offer cost recovery for generating resources assuming most of the 
SPP risk/price volatility costs occurring between DA and RTBM.  

Furthermore, RR231 fails to address SPP conduct and impact thresholds used for local market power screening. The SPP thresholds 
are the lowest/tightest thresholds currently used in wholesale market monitoring. RR231 and RR239 will effectively kill “cost + 
10%” which benefits SPP MPs broadly, while RR231 benefits a few.  

Secondary Working Group: RTWG 

 

Date: 9/28/2017 

Action Taken: Approved 

Abstained: Westar 

MOPC  

 

Date: 10/17/2017 

Action Taken: Approved  

Abstained: Dogwood, ITC Great Plains, Flat Ridge 2  

BOD/Member Committee  

 

Date: 10/31/2017 

Action Taken:   

Abstained:  

Opposed:  

Reasons for Opposition:  

 

COMMENTS 

Comment Author: Nick Parker (SPP MMU) 

Date Comments Submitted: 8/16/2017 

Description of Comments: The original RR231 only provided language for mitigation enhancements to the energy offer curve.  
These comments are to include corresponding language to the start-up, no-load, operating reserve, and transition state offers as 
well. 

Status: Approved by MWG  

COMMENTS 

Comment Author: Marisa Choate on behalf of the RTWG 

Date Comments Submitted: 9/28/2017 
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Description of Comments: The RTWG deleted a section reference in the Tariff that is no longer valid as a result of the changes 
proposed in this RR.  

Status: Not reviewed by MWG. Reviewed and Approved by RTWG. 

COMMENTS 

Comment Author: Kristen Darden (SPP) 

Date Comments Submitted: 9/29/2017 

Description of Comments: SPP deleted a reference to a section in the Protocols that will be removed with this RR.  

State: Not reviewed by the MWG. Language was incorporated. 

PROPOSED REVISION(S) TO SPP DOCUMENTS 

Market Protocols 

 

8.2.2.3     Mitigation Measures for Energy Offer Curves 

(1) Mitigated energy offer curves shall be submitted on a daily basis by the Market Participant in 
accordance with the Mitigated Offer Development Guidelines.  For Multi-Configuration 
Resources (“MCR”), as defined in Attachment AE, for which a single configuration allows 
physical units to be swapped (e.g., Combustion Turbine 2 for Combustion Turbine 1), the costs 
used in the mitigated offer development for that configuration shall be those of the least cost 
physical unit that is available and can be swapped in such configuration.  The mitigated energy 
offer curve may be updated up to the close of the DA Market for use in the DA Market. In the case 
a Resource is not committed by the DA Market, the mitigated energy offer curve may be updated 
until the Day-Ahead RUC process begins. For Resources committed by the DA Market, the 
mitigated energy offer curve submitted as of the close of the DA Market will apply to the DA 
Market on the day before the Operating Day and the RTBM on the Operating day; for all other 
Resources the mitigated energy offer submitted at the time the Day-Ahead RUC process begins 
will apply to the Day-Ahead RUC process on the day before the Operating Day, and the Intra-Day 
RUC processes and the RTBM on the Operating Day.   

(2) The Energy Offer Curve conduct thresholds are as follows:     
(a) For Resources located in a Frequently Constrained Area, the threshold is a 17.5% increase 

above the Mitigated Energy Offer Curve. 
(b) For all other Resources the threshold is a 25% increase above the Mitigated Energy Offer 

Curve. 
(3) SPP shall apply mitigation measures by replacing the Energy Offer Curve with the Mitigated 

Energy Offer Curve if: 
(a) The Resource’s Energy Offer Curve exceeds the Mitigated Energy Offer Curve by the 

applicable conduct threshold; and 
(b) The Resource has local market power as determined in Section 8.2.2.7; and 

Deleted: <#>For Resources committed to address a Local 
Reliability Issue, the threshold is a 10% increase above the 
Mitigated Energy Offer Curve;¶

Deleted: <#> and not subject to the threshold in Section 
8.2.2.3(2)(a)

Deleted: The Transmission Provider
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(c) The Resource either: 
(i) Fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section 8.2.2.9, or 
(i) Is manually committed by the Transmission Provider or by a local transmission 

operator. 
An Energy Offer Curve below $25/MWh will not be subject to mitigation measures for economic 
withholding. 

(4) SPP shall apply mitigation measures by placing a cap on the Energy Offer Curve of 10% above 
the Mitigated Energy Offer Curve if the Resource is committed to address a Local Reliability Issue.  
An Energy Offer Curve below $25/MWh will not be subject to mitigation measures. 

(5) The Mitigated Energy Offer Curve shall be the Resource’s short-run marginal cost of producing 
energy as determined by the unit’s heat rate, fuel costs and the costs related to fuel usage, such as 
transportation and emissions costs (“total fuel related costs”), and variable operation and 
maintenance costs (VOM) as detailed in the Mitigated Offer Development Guidelines.  The 
formula for Mitigated Energy Offer Curves can be found in Appendix G Section 2.5. 

(6) Opportunity costs may be reflected in the total fuel related costs and/or the VOM under the 
following circumstances: 

(a) Externally imposed environmental run-hour restrictions; or 
(b) Physical equipment limitations on the number of starts or run-hours; or 
(c) Fuel supply limitations. 

(7) The Market Participant shall submit heat rates and the methods for determining fuel costs, fuel 
related costs including emissions costs, opportunity costs, and variable operation and maintenance 
costs to the Market Monitoring Unit.  The information will be sufficient for replication of the 
Mitigated Energy Offer Curve and shall include, among other data, the following information: 

(a) For fuel costs, Market Participants shall provide the Market Monitoring Unit with an 
explanation of the Market Participants’ fuel cost policy, indicating whether fuel purchases 
are subject to a fixed contract price and/or spot pricing and specifying the contract price 
and/or referenced spot market prices.  Any included fuel transportation and handling costs 
must be short-run marginal costs only, exclusive of fixed costs. 

(b) For emissions costs, Market Participants shall report the emissions rate of each of their 
units and indicate the applicable emissions allowance cost. 

(c) For VOM costs, Market Participants shall submit VOM costs, calculated in adherence with 
the Appendix G of the Market Protocols, reflecting short-run marginal costs, exclusive of 
fixed costs. 

Further details associated with the development and validation of these costs are included in SPP’s 
Mitigated Offer Development Guidelines. 

(8) For Demand Response Resources with behind the meter generation the Mitigated Energy Offer 
Curve shall be developed in the same manner, described above, as any other generating Resource.  
For load response Demand Response Resources, the mitigated Energy Offer Curve shall reflect 
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the quantifiable opportunity costs associated with the reduction, net of related offsetting increases 
in usage. 

(9) For Dispatchable Variable Energy Resources, the mitigated Energy Offer Curve may include, but 
shall not exceed, any quantifiable costs that vary by MWh output, including short-run incremental 
VOM.  Mitigation will not apply to Non-Dispatchable Variable Energy Resources in the Real-
Time Balancing Market; monitoring for Energy Offers of Non-Dispatchable Variable Energy 
Resources will occur. 

(10) Intra-day changes to the Mitigated Energy Offer Curve are allowed under the following conditions: 
(a) The Market Participant incurs higher fuel procurement costs due to a request by the 

Transmission Provider for a Resource to remain online past the scheduled commitment 
period by the DA Market or a RUC process; or 

(b) A Resource must switch fuels due to unforeseen operating conditions; 
Intra-day changes to the Mitigation Energy Offer Curve must follow the Mitigated Offer 
Development Guidelines and will be validated by the Market Monitor. 

(11) In all cases under this Section 8.2.2.3, cost data submitted for the development of mitigated offers, 
including opportunity cost data, shall be subject to the confidentiality provisions set forth in 
Section 11 of Attachment AE to the Tariff. 

 
8.2.2.4 Mitigation Measures for Start-Up and No-Load Offers 

(1) A Mitigated Start-up Offer and a Mitigated No-load Offer shall be submitted daily by the Market 
Participant in accordance with the Mitigated Offer Development Guidelines. The Mitigated Start-
up and No-load Offers may be updated up to the close of the DA Market for use in the DA Market. 
In the case a Resource is not committed by the DA Market, the Mitigated Start-up and No-load 
Offers may be updated until the Day-Ahead RUC process begins. The Mitigated Start-up and No-
load Offers submitted at the time the Day-Ahead RUC process begins will apply to the Day-Ahead 
RUC process on the day before the Operating Day and the Intra-Day RUC processes on the 
Operating Day.  

(2) The Start-Up and No-Load Offer conduct threshold 

 is a 25% increase above the mitigated offer for the applicable offer. 

(3) The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by replacing the Start-Up or No-Load 
Offer with the applicable Mitigated Start-up or Mitigated No-load Offer if: 

(a) The Resource’s Start-Up or No-Load Offer exceeds the mitigated offer by the applicable 
threshold; and 

(b) The Resource has local market power as determined in Section 8.2.2.7; and 
(c) The Resource either: 

(i) Fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section 8.2.2.9, or 

Deleted: s are as follows:

Deleted: <#>For Resources committed to address a Local 
Reliability Issue, the threshold is a 10% increase above the 
mitigated offer for the applicable offer;¶
For all other Resources the threshold
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(ii) Is manually committed by the Transmission Provider or by a local transmission 
operator. 

(5) SPP shall apply mitigation measures by placing a cap on the Start-Up or No-Load Offer of 10% 
above the Mitigated Start-Up Offer or Mitigated No-Load Offer if the Resource is committed to 
address a Local Reliability Issue.   

(5) The mitigated Start-Up Offer shall represent the cost per start as determined from start fuel usage 
and the costs related to that fuel usage, electrical costs (station service), maintenance costs 
attributed to starts, and additional labor costs, if required above normal station manning levels.  
The formula for mitigated Start-Up Offers can be found in Appendix G Section 2.6: 

(6) The mitigated Start-Up Offer for Demand Response Resources shall be the cost to shut down or 
curtail load for a given period, which does not vary with output, or the start cost of a behind the 
meter generator. 

(7) The mitigated Start-Up Offer for Variable Energy Resources shall be zero. 

(8) The mitigated No-Load Offer shall be the hourly fixed cost required to create a monotonically 
increasing mitigated Energy Offer Curve.  It shall be calculated according to either of two methods 
found in Appendix G Section 2.7 which are No-Load Fuel Approach and No-Load Cost Approach. 

(9) The Mitigated No-Load Offer for behind the meter Demand Response Resources shall adhere to 
the same definition above as a generating Resource.  For load response Demand Response 
Resources, the Mitigated No-Load Offer shall not exceed the quantifiable ongoing hourly costs 
associated with manufacturing process changes associated with a reduction in load consumption. 

(10) The mitigated No-Load Offer for Variable Energy Resources shall be zero. 

(11) The Market Participant shall submit documentation of the method for calculating mitigated Start-
Up and mitigated No-Load Offers that is adequate to permit the MMU to verify submitted offers.  
Further details associated with the development of these costs are included in SPP’s Mitigated 
Offer Development Guidelines. 

(12) Intra-day changes to the Mitigated Start-Up and Mitigated No-Load Offers are allowed under the 
following conditions: 

(a) The Market Participant incurs higher fuel procurement costs due to a request by the 
Transmission Provider for a Resource to remain online past the scheduled commitment 
period by the DA Market or a RUC process;  

(b) A Resource must switch fuels due to unforeseen operating conditions; or 
Intra-day changes to the Mitigated Start-Up and Mitigated No-Load Offers must follow the 
Mitigated Offer Development Guidelines and will be validated by the Market Monitor. 
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(13) In all cases under this Section 8.2.2.4, cost data submitted for the development of mitigated offers, 
including opportunity cost data, shall be subject to the confidentiality provisions set forth in 
Section 11 of Attachment AE to the Tariff. 

8.2.2.5 Mitigation Measures for Operating Reserve Offers 

(1) A mitigated offer for each Operating Reserve product shall be submitted daily by the Market 
Participant in accordance with the Mitigated Offer Development Guidelines.  For MCRs for which 
a single configuration allows physical units to be swapped (e.g., Combustion Turbine 2 for 
Combustion Turbine 1), the costs used in the mitigated offer development for that configuration 
shall be those of the least cost physical unit that is available and can be swapped in such 
configuration.  The mitigated operating reserve offers may be updated up to the close of the DA 
market for use in the DA Market. In the case a Resource is not committed by the DA Market, the 
mitigated operating reserve offers may be updated until the Day-Ahead RUC process begins. For 
Resources committed by the DA Market, the mitigated operating reserve offers submitted as of 
the close of the DA Market will apply to the DA Market on the day before the Operating Day and 
the RTBM on the Operating Day; for all other Resources, the mitigated operating reserve offers 
submitted at the time the Day-Ahead RUC process begins will apply to the RTBM on the Operating 
Day. 

(2) The offer conduct threshold for each of the Operating Reserve products 
 is a 25% increase above the mitigated offer for the applicable Operating Reserve Offer.   

(3) Any Operating Reserve Offer exceeding the applicable threshold, except offers below $10/MW, 
will be deemed excessive.   

(4) The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by replacing the relevant Operating 
Reserve Offer with the applicable mitigated operating reserve offer if: 

(a) The Resource’s Operating Reserve Offer exceeds the mitigated offer by the applicable 
conduct threshold and; 

(b) The Resource has local market power as determined in Section 8.2.2.7; and 
(c) The Resource either: 

(i) Fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section 8.2.2.9, or 
(ii) Is manually committed by the Transmission Provider or by a local transmission 

operator. 
(5) SPP shall apply mitigation measures by placing a cap on the Operating Reserve Offer of 10% 

above the Mitigated Operating Reserve Offer if the Resource is committed to address a Local 
Reliability Issue.  An Operating Reserve Offer below $10/MWh will not be subject to mitigation 
measures. 

(6) The mitigated Spinning Reserve Offer shall be equal to zero for Resources other than CTs and 
Hydro Resource with synchronous condenser capability. No known incremental costs are incurred 
for providing Spinning Reserves from other Resource types. Mitigated Spinning Reserve Offers 
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for CTs and Hydro Resources with synchronous condenser capability are calculated as described 
in Appendix G, Sections 6 and 7. 

(7) The mitigated Supplemental Reserve Offer shall not exceed any fuel related costs and labor costs 
necessary for the unit to be prepared for deployment.  The formula for mitigated Supplemental 
Reserve Offer can be found in Appendix G Section 2.9. 

(8)  The mitigated Regulation-Up Offer and Regulation-Down Offer shall not exceed the sum of the 
cost increase due to: 

(a) The heat rate increase during non-steady state operation; 

(b) The cost increase in variable operations and maintenance costs due to non-steady state 
operation; and 

(c) Uncompensated costs 

The formula for mitigated Regulation-Up and Regulation-Down Offers can be found in Appendix 
G Section 2.10 

(9) Further details associated with the development of the exact costs specified in the formulas above 
are included in Appendix G. 

(10) The Market Participant may include in the calculation of its mitigated Operating Reserve Offer an 
amount reflecting the Resource-specific opportunity costs if the Market Participant is able to 
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the SPP Market Monitoring Unit that such costs are legitimate 
and verifiable and not otherwise included in market outcomes.  To the extent such costs include 
run-time restrictions, such run-time restrictions shall be updated at least weekly with more frequent 
updating to occur the fewer hours that remain available.   The formulas and instructions in the 
price forecast model for any such opportunity costs shall be determined by the SPP Market 
Monitoring Unit and published in Appendix G as part of the Mitigated Offer Development 
Guidelines, updated, as needed, by the SPP Market Monitoring Unit.  Opportunity costs for 
mitigated Operating Reserve Offers shall not include Energy and Operating Reserve Markets 
revenues associated with forgone Energy or other types of Operating Reserve production to the 
extent that such costs are included in market outcomes 

(11) All cost data and cost calculation descriptions are subject to the review and approval of the SPP 
Market Monitoring Unit to ensure reasonableness and consistency across Market Participants.  The 
information will be sufficient for replication of the mitigated Operating Reserve Offers and shall 
include, among other data, the following information: 

(a) For fuel costs, Market Participants shall provide the Market Monitoring Unit with an 
explanation of the Market Participants’ fuel cost policy, indicating whether fuel purchases 
are subject to a fixed contract price and/or spot pricing and specifying the contract price 
and/or referenced spot market prices.  Any included fuel transportation and handling costs 
must be short-run marginal costs only, exclusive of fixed costs. 
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(b) For emissions costs, Market Participants shall report the emissions rate of each of their 
units and indicate the applicable emissions allowance cost. 

(c) For VOM costs, Market Participants shall submit VOM costs, calculated in adherence with 
the Appendix G of the Market Protocols, reflecting short-run marginal costs, exclusive of 
fixed costs. 

(12) Intra-day changes to the Mitigated Operating Reserve Offers are allowed under the following 
conditions: 

(a) The Market Participant incurs higher fuel procurement costs due to a request by the 
Transmission Provider for a Resource to remain online past the scheduled commitment 
period by the DA Market or a RUC process;  

(b) A Resource must switch fuels due to unforeseen operating conditions; or 
(c) Intra-day changes to the Mitigated Regulation-Up and Mitigated Regulation-Down Offers 

are allowed after  the DA RUC clears on the day before the operating day under the 
following condition: 
(i) The Resource incurs the uncompensated cost in (7)(c) above, for which the 

mitigated offer calculation is described in Appendix G Section G.2.10.3.  

Intra-day changes to the Mitigated Operating Reserve Offers must follow the Mitigated Offer 
Development Guidelines and will be validated by the Market Monitor. 

(13) In all cases under this Section 8.2.2.5, cost data submitted for the development of mitigated offers, 
including opportunity cost data, shall be subject to the confidentiality provisions set forth in 
Section 11 of Attachment AE to the Tariff. 

8.2.2.6 Mitigation Measures for Transition State Offers 

(1) The mitigation measures in this section apply only to Resources registered using the combined 
cycle configuration based modeling option as described in Section 6.1.7.1.  A Mitigated Transition 
State Offer shall be submitted daily by the Market Participant in accordance with the Mitigated 
Offer Development Guidelines for each potential transition state change.  The Mitigated Transition 
State Offer may be updated up to the close of the DA Market for use in the DA Market.  In the 
case a Resource in not committed by the Day-Ahead Market, the Mitigated Transition State Offer 
may be updated until the Day-Ahead RUC process begins.  The Mitigated Transition State Offer 
submitted at the time the Day-Ahead RUC process begins will apply to the Day-Ahead RUC 
process on the day before the Operating Day and the Intra-Day RUC processes on the Operating 
Day.  

(2) The Transition State Offer conduct threshold 

 is a 25% increase above the Mitigated Transition State Offer.   

(3) The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by replacing the Transition State Offer 
with the applicable Mitigated Transition State Offer if: 
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(a) The Resource’s Transition State Offer exceeds the applicable conduct threshold; and 
(b) The Resource has local market power as determined in Section 8.2.2.7; and 
(c) The Resource fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section 8.2.2.9 or (b) is manually 

committed by the Transmission Provider or by a local transmission operator. 
(4) SPP shall apply mitigation measures by placing a cap on the Transition State Offer of 10% above 

the Mitigated Transition State Offer if the Resource is committed to address a Local Reliability 
Issue.   

 
 

SPP Tariff (OATT) 
 

Attachment AF 
 

3.2 Mitigation Measures for Energy Offer Curves 

 
Mitigated Energy Offer Curves shall be submitted on a daily basis by the Market 

Participant in accordance with the mitigated offer development guidelines in the Market 

Protocols.  For Multi-Configuration Resources (“MCR”), as defined in Attachment AE, for 

which a single configuration allows physical units to be swapped (e.g., Combustion 

Turbine 2 for Combustion Turbine 1), the costs used in the mitigated offer development 

for that configuration shall be those of the least cost physical unit that is available and can 

be swapped in such configuration. The mitigated Energy Offer Curve may be updated up 

to the close of the Day-Ahead Market as defined in Section 5.1 of Attachment AE of this 

Tariff for use in the Day-Ahead Market.  In the case a Resource is not committed by the 

Day-Ahead Market, the mitigated Energy Offer Curve may be updated until the Day-Ahead 

RUC begins.  For Resources committed by the Day-Ahead Market, the mitigated Energy 

Offer Curve submitted as of the close of the Day-Ahead Market will apply to the Day-

Ahead Market on the day before the Operating Day and the RTBM on the Operating Day; 

for all other Resources the mitigated Energy Offer Curve submitted at the time the Day-

Ahead RUC begins will apply to the Day-Ahead RUC on the day before the Operating 

Day, and the Intra-Day RUC processes and the RTBM on the Operating Day. 

A.  The Energy Offer Curve conduct thresholds are as follows:  

(1) For Resources located in a Frequently Constrained Area, the conduct 

threshold is a 17.5% increase above the mitigated Energy Offer Curve;  

Deleted:  (1) For Resources committed to address a 
Local Reliability Issue, the conduct threshold is a 10% 
increase above the mitigated Energy Offer Curve;¶
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(2) For all other Resources the conduct threshold is a 25% increase above the 

mitigated Energy Offer Curve. 

B. The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by replacing the 

Energy Offer Curve with the mitigated Energy Offer Curve if: 

(1) The Resource’s Energy Offer Curve exceeds the mitigated Energy Offer 

Curve by the applicable conduct threshold; and 

(2) The Resource has local market power as determined in Section 3.1; and 

(3) The Resource either: 

(a)  Fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section 3.7, or 

(b) Is manually committed by the Transmission Provider or by a local 

transmission operator.     

An Energy Offer Curve below $25/MWh will not be subject to mitigation measures 

for economic withholding.   

C. The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by placing a cap on the 

Energy Offer Curve of 10% above the Mitigated Energy Offer Curve if the 

Resource is committed to address a Local Reliability Issue.  An Energy Offer Curve 

below $25/MWh will not be subject to mitigation measures. 

D. The mitigated energy offer shall be the Resource’s short-run marginal cost of 

producing energy as determined by the unit’s heat rate; fuel costs and the costs 

related to fuel usage, such as transportation and emissions costs (“total fuel related 

costs”); and Energy Offer Curve (“EOC”) variable operations and maintenance 

costs (“VOM”) as detailed in the Market Protocols.   

E. Opportunity cost shall be an estimate of the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets 

revenues net of short run marginal costs for the marginal forgone run time during 

the timeframe when the Resource experiences the run-time restrictions as detailed 

in the Market Protocols.  The run-time restrictions shall be updated as specified in 

the Market Protocols, with more frequent updating to occur the fewer hours that 

remain available, consistent with the Market Protocols.  The Market Participant 

may include in the calculation of its mitigated Energy Offer Curve an amount 

reflecting the resource-specific opportunity costs expected to be incurred under the 

following circumstances:   

(1) Externally imposed environmental run-hour restrictions; or 
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(2) Physical equipment limitations on the number of starts or run-hours, as 

verified by the Market Monitoring Unit and determined by reference to the 

manufacturer’s recommendation or bulletin, or a documented restriction 

imposed by the applicable insurance carrier; or 

(3) Fuel Supply Limitations. 

Resource specific opportunity costs are calculated by forecasting Locational 

Marginal Prices based on futures contract prices for natural gas and the historical 

relationship between the SPP system marginal Energy component of LMP and the 

price of natural gas, as determined by the SPP Market Monitoring Unit.  The 

formulas and instructions in the price forecast model shall be determined by the 

SPP Market Monitoring Unit and published in the Market Protocols as part of the 

Mitigated Offer Development Guidelines, updated, as needed, by the SPP Market 

Monitoring Unit.  Such forecasts of LMPs shall take into account historical 

variability, and basis differentials affecting the Settlement Location at which the 

Resource is located for the three-year period immediately preceding the period of 

time in which the Resource is bound by the referenced restrictions, and shall 

subtract therefrom the forecasted costs to generate energy at the Settlement 

Location at which the Resource is located, as specified in more detail in Appendix 

G of the Market Protocols.  If the difference between the forecasted Locational 

Marginal Prices and forecasted costs to generate energy is negative, the resulting 

opportunity cost shall be zero.  The Market Monitoring Unit will verify all Market 

Participants’ opportunity cost calculations for consistency and accuracy.  When the 

Market Monitoring Unit determines that the market price for any period was not 

competitive, it will adjust the LMP forecasting process used in the opportunity cost 

calculations to ensure that forecasted LMPs do not reflect non-competitive market 

conditions.  

 The following formula shall apply to all mitigated Energy Offer Curves: 

Mitigated Energy Offer ($/MWh) = HeatRate (mmBtu/MWh) * 

Performance Factor * Total Fuel Related Costs ($/mmBtu) + EOC VOM ($/MWh) + 

Opportunity Costs ($/MWh) 

F. The Market Participant shall submit heat rate curves, descriptions of how spot fuel 

prices and/or contract prices are used to calculate fuel costs, variable fuel 

transportation and handling costs, emissions costs, and VOM to the Market Deleted:  
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Monitoring Unit.  All cost data and cost calculation descriptions are subject to the 

review and approval of the SPP Market Monitoring Unit to ensure reasonableness 

and consistency across Market Participants.  The information will be sufficient for 

replication of the mitigated Energy Offer Curve and shall include, among other 

data, the following information: 

(1) For fuel costs, Market Participants shall provide the Market Monitoring 

Unit with an explanation of the Market Participants’ fuel cost policy, 

indicating whether fuel purchases are subject to a fixed contract price and/or 

spot pricing and specifying the contract price and/or referenced spot market 

prices.  Any included fuel transportation and  handling costs must be short-

run marginal costs only, exclusive of fixed costs. 

(2) For emissions costs, Market Participants shall report the emissions rate of 

each of their units and indicate the applicable emissions allowance cost.   

(3) For VOM costs, Market Participants shall submit VOM costs, calculated in 

adherence with the Appendix G of the Market Protocols, reflecting short-

run marginal costs, exclusive of fixed costs.    

Further details associated with the development, validation, and updating of these 

costs are included in Appendix G of the Market Protocols. 

G. For Demand Response Resources utilizing Behind-The-Meter Generation, the 

mitigated Energy Offer Curve shall be developed in the same manner as any other 

generating Resource as described above.  For Demand Response Resources 

utilizing load reduction, the mitigated Energy Offer Curve shall reflect the 

quantifiable opportunity costs associated with the reduction, net of related 

offsetting increases in usage. 

H. For Dispatchable Variable Energy Resources, the mitigated Energy Offer Curve 

may include, but shall not exceed, any quantifiable costs that vary by MWh output, 

including short-run incremental VOM.  Mitigation will not apply to Non-

Dispatchable Variable Energy Resources in the Real-Time Balancing Market; 

monitoring of Energy Offers for Non-Dispatchable Variable Energy Resources will 

occur. 

I. Intra-day changes to the mitigated Energy Offer Curve are allowed under the 

following conditions: 
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1) In the event that the Transmission Provider requests that a Resource remain 

online past their commitment period by the Day-Ahead Market or a RUC 

process, the Market Participant may submit an updated mitigated energy 

offer curve that reflects the procurement of higher cost fuel; 

2) A Resource must switch fuels due to unforeseen operating conditions; or 

3) A Market Participant employing the Quick-State Resource logic as 

described in the Market Protocols may update its mitigated Energy Offer 

Curve after the Day-Ahead RUC clears on the day before the Operating 

Day, as described in Appendix G of the Market Protocols. 

Intra-day changes to the mitigated energy offer curve must follow the mitigated 

offer development guidelines in Appendix G of the Market Protocols. Any such 

changes will be validated by the Market Monitor. 

J. In all cases under this Section 3.2, cost data submitted for the development of 

mitigated offers, including opportunity cost data, shall be subject to the 

confidentiality provisions set forth in Section 11 of Attachment AE of this Tariff. 

3.3 Mitigation Measures for Start-Up Offers and No-Load Offers 

A mitigated Start-Up Offer and a mitigated No-Load Offer shall be submitted daily by the 

Market Participant in accordance with the mitigated offer development guidelines in the 

Market Protocols.  The mitigated Start-Up and No-Load Offers may be updated up to the 

close of the Day-Ahead Market for use in the Day-Ahead Market.  In the case a Resource 

is not committed by the Day-Ahead Market, the Start-Up and No-Load Offers may be 

updated until the Day-Ahead RUC begins.  The mitigated Start-Up and No-Load Offers 

submitted at the time the Day-Ahead RUC begins will apply to the Day-Ahead RUC on 

the day before the Operating Day and the Intra-Day RUC on the Operating Day.   

. The Start-Up and No-Load Offer conduct threshold is a 25% increase above the 

mitigated Start-Up or mitigated No-Load Offer, as applicable. 

B. The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by replacing the Start-

Up or No-Load Offer with the applicable mitigated Start-Up or No-Load Offer if: 

(1) The Resource’s Start-Up or No-Load Offer exceeds the mitigated Start-Up 

or mitigated No-Load Offer, as applicable, by the applicable conduct 

threshold; and 

(2) The Resource has local market power as determined in Section 3.1; and 
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(3) The Resource either: 

(a) Fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section 3.7, or 

(b) Is manually committed by the Transmission Provider or by a local 

transmission operator. 

C. The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by placing a cap on the 

Start-Up Offer or No-Load Offer of 10% above the Mitigated Start-Up Offer or No-

Load Offer if the Resource is committed to address a Local Reliability Issue.   

D. The mitigated Start-Up Offer shall represent the cost per start as determined from 

start fuel usage and the costs related to that fuel usage, Performance Factor cost of 

electricity for station use to start (“Station Service”), maintenance costs attributed 

to starts, and additional labor costs, if required above normal station staffing levels.  

The following formula shall apply to all mitigated Start-Up Offers: 

Mitigated Start-Up Offer ($/Start) = [Start Fuel (mmBtu/Start) * 

Total Fuel Related Costs ($/mmBtu) * Performance Factor] + [Station 

Service (MWh/Start) * 

Station Service Rate ($/MWh)] + Start VOM ($/Start) + Start Additional 

Labor Cost ($/Start) 

The mitigated Start-Up Offer for Demand Response resources shall be the cost to 

shut down or curtail load for a given period, which varies with the number of 

deployments rather than the amount of response, and/or the start cost of Behind-

The-Meter Generation utilizing the mitigated Start-Up Offer calculation applicable 

to other generation Resources as defined above. 

The mitigated Start-Up Offer for Variable Energy Resources shall be zero. 

E. The mitigated No-Load Offer shall be the hourly fixed cost required to create a 

monotonically increasing mitigated Energy Offer Curve.  It shall be calculated 

according to either of two methods: 

(1) No-Load Fuel Approach 

Mitigated No-Load Offer ($/hour) = No Load Fuel (mmBtu/hour) * 

Performance Factor * (No-Load VOM ($/mmBtu) + 

Total Fuel Related Cost ($/mmBtu) 

(2) No-Load Cost Approach 

Mitigated No-Load Offer ($/hour) =  
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(Heat Input at Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit 

(mmBtu) * Performance Factor * 

(Total Fuel Related Cost ($/mmBtu) + No Load VOM ($/mmBtu) ) 

) – 

(Incremental Cost up to Minimum Economic Capacity Operating 

Limit ($/MWh) * Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit 

(MW) ) 

The mitigated No-Load Offer for Demand Response Resources utilizing 

Behind-The-Meter Generation shall adhere to the same definition above as a 

generating Resource.  For Demand Response Resources utilizing load 

reduction, the mitigated No-Load Offer shall not exceed the quantifiable 

ongoing hourly costs associated with load reduction. 

The mitigated No-Load Offer for Variable Energy Resources shall be zero. 

F. The Market Participant shall submit all inputs used in calculating mitigated Start-

Up and mitigated No-Load Offers to permit the Market Monitor to verify submitted 

offers.  Required information includes: heat rate curves, descriptions of how spot 

fuel prices and/or contract prices are used to calculate fuel costs, variable fuel 

transportation and handling costs, emissions costs, and VOM.  All cost data and 

cost calculation descriptions are subject to the review and approval of the SPP 

Market Monitoring Unit to ensure reasonableness and consistency across Market 

Participants.  Information to be provided by the Market Participant shall include the 

following: 

(1) For fuel costs, Market Participants shall provide the Market Monitoring 

Unit with an explanation of the Market Participants’ fuel cost policy, 

indicating whether fuel purchases are subject to a fixed contract price and/or 

spot pricing and specifying the contract price and/or referenced spot market 

prices.  Any included fuel transportation and handling costs must be short-

run marginal costs only, exclusive of fixed costs. 

(2) For emissions costs, Market Participants shall report the emissions rate of 

each of their units and indicate the applicable emissions allowance cost.   

(3) For VOM costs, Market Participants shall submit VOM costs reflecting 

short-run marginal costs, exclusive of fixed costs.  
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 Further details associated with the development, validation and updating of these 

costs are included in Appendix G of the Market Protocols.  

G. Intra-day changes to the mitigated Start-Up and mitigated No-Load Offers are 

allowed under the following conditions: 

1) In the event that the Transmission Provider requests that a Resource remain 

online past their commitment period, the Market Participant may submit 

updated mitigated Start-Up and mitigated No-Load Offers that reflect the 

procurement of higher cost fuel; 

2) A Resource must switch fuels due to unforeseen operating conditions; or 

3) A Market Participant employing the Quick-Start Resource logic as 

described in the Market Protocols may update its mitigated Start-Up and 

mitigated No-Load offers as described in Appendix G of the Market 

Protocols.  

Intra-day changes to the mitigated Start-Up and mitigated No-Load offers must 

follow the mitigated offer development guidelines Appendix G of in the Market 

Protocols. Any such changes will be validated by the Market Monitor. 

H. In all cases under this Section 3.3, cost data submitted for the development of 

mitigated offers, including opportunity cost data, shall be subject to the 

confidentiality provisions set forth in Section 11 of Attachment AE of this Tariff. 

3.3.1 Mitigation Measures for Transition State Offers 

 The mitigation measures in this section apply only to MCRs.  A mitigated 

Transition State Offer shall be submitted daily by the Market Participant in 

accordance with the mitigated offer development guidelines specified in the Market 

Protocols for each potential transition state changes. The mitigated Transition State 

offer may be updated up to the close of the Day-Ahead Market before the Operating 

Day as defined in Section 5.1 of Attachment AE of this Tariff for use in the Day-

Ahead Market.  In the case a Resource is not committed by the Day-Ahead Market, 

the mitigated Transition State Offer may be updated until the Day-Ahead RUC 

process begins.  The mitigated Transition State Offer submitted at the time the Day-

Ahead RUC process begins will apply to the Day-Ahead RUC process on the day 

before the Operating Day and Intra-Day RUC processes on the Operating Day. 
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A. The Transition State Offer conduct threshold is a 25% increase above the mitigated 

Transition State Offer. 

B. The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by replacing the 

Transition State Offer with the mitigated Transition State Offer if:  

(1) The Resource’s Transition State Offer exceeds the mitigated 

Transition State Offer by the applicable conduct threshold; and 

(2) The Resource has local market power as determined in Section 3.1; 

and 

(3) The Resource either: 

(a) Fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section 3.7, or 

(b) Is manually committed by the Transmission Provider or by 

a local transmission operator. 

C. The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by placing a 

cap on the Transition State Offer of 10% above the Mitigated Transition 

State Offer Curve if the Resource is committed to address a Local 

Reliability Issue.   

D. The mitigated Transition State Offer for an MCR shall represent the costs 

of moving from the current configuration to another configuration as 

determined from the fuel costs incurred during the transition, the costs 

related to that fuel usage, Performance Factor, additional maintenance costs 

incurred during the transition, and additional labor costs incurred during the 

transition, if required above normal station staffing levels.  The following 

formula shall apply to all mitigated Transition State Offers: 

  Mitigated Transition State Offer ($/Transition) = 

 (Transition Fuel Consumed (mmBtu/Transition) * Total Fuel 

Related Costs ($/mmBtu) * Performance Factor) + Transition VOM 

Cost ($/Transition) + Incremental Labor Cost ($/Transition) 

The Market Participant shall submit documentation of the method and any 

cost data for calculating the mitigated Transition State Offer that is 

necessary to allow the Market Monitor to validate submitted offers.  Further 

details associated with the development of these costs are included in the 

Market Protocols. 
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E. Intra-day changes to the mitigated Transition State Offers are allowed under 

the following conditions: 

(1) In the event that the Transmission Provider requests that a Resource 

remain online past their commitment period, the Market Participant 

may submit an updated mitigated Transition State Offer that reflects 

the procurement of higher cost fuel; or 

(2) A Resource must switch fuels due to unforeseen operating 

conditions. 

Intra-day changes to the mitigated Transition State Offers must follow the 

mitigated offer development guidelines in Appendix G of the Market 

Protocols.  Any such changes will be validated by the Market Monitor. 

F. In all cases under this Section 3.3.1, cost data submitted for the development 

of mitigated offers, including opportunity cost data, shall be subject to the 

confidentiality provisions set forth in Section 11 of Attachment AE of the 

Tariff. 
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3.4 Mitigation Measures for Operating Reserve Offers 

A mitigated offer for each Operating Reserve product shall be submitted daily by the 

Market Participant in accordance with the mitigated offer development guidelines in the 

Market Protocols.  For MCRs for which a single configuration allows physical units to be 

swapped (e.g., Combustion Turbine 2 for Combustion Turbine 1), the costs used in the 

mitigated offer development for that configuration shall be those of the least cost physical 

unit that is available and can be swapped in such configuration. The mitigated Operating 

Reserve Offers may be updated up to the close of the Day-Ahead Market for use in the 

Day-Ahead Market.  In the case a Resource is not committed by the Day-Ahead Market, 

the mitigated Operating Reserve Offers may be updated until the Day-Ahead RUC begins.  

For Resources committed by the Day-Ahead Market, the mitigated Operating Reserve 

Offers submitted as of the close of the Day-Ahead Market will apply to the Day-Ahead 

Market on the day before the Operating Day and the RTBM on the Operating Day; for all 

other Resources, the mitigated Operating Reserve Offers submitted at the time the Day-

Ahead RUC begins will apply to the RTBM on the Operating Day.   

. The offer conduct threshold for each of the Operating Reserve products  is a 25% 

increase above the mitigated offer for the applicable Operating Reserve Offer. 

B. Any Operating Reserve Offer exceeding the applicable threshold, except offers 

below $10/MWh, will be deemed excessive.  The Transmission Provider shall 

apply mitigation measures by replacing the Operating Reserve Offer with the 

applicable mitigated Operating Reserve Offer if: 

(1) The Resource’s Operating Reserve Offer exceeds the applicable mitigated 

offer by the conduct threshold; and 

(2) The Resource has local market power as determined in Section   3.1; and 

(3) The Resource either: 

(a) Fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section 3.7,   or 

(b) Is manually committed by the Transmission Provider or by a local 

transmission operator. 

C. The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by placing a cap on the 

Operating Reserve Offer of 10% above the Mitigated Operating Reserve Offer if 

the Resource is committed to address a Local Reliability Issue.  An Operating 

Reserve Offer below $10/MWh will not be subject to mitigation measures. 
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D. The mitigated Spinning Reserve Offer shall be equal to zero for Resources other 

than combustion turbines, reciprocating engines and hydro Resources operating as 

a synchronous condenser.  No known incremental costs are incurred for providing 

Spinning Reserves from other resource types.  

 Total mitigated Spinning Reserve Offer for combustion turbines, reciprocating 

engines and hydro Resources operating as a synchronous condenser shall not 

exceed any additional fuel related costs, maintenance costs and power consumption 

costs necessary for the Resource to be prepared for deployment of Spinning 

Reserve: 

Mitigated Spinning Reserve Offer ($/MW) ≤ 

(Additional Fuel Cost($/Hr) + Additional Maintenance Cost 

($/Hr) + Condensing Power Cost ($/Hr) ) /  

Spinning Reserve MW 

The mitigated Supplemental Reserve Offer shall not exceed labor costs necessary for the 

Resource to be prepared for deployment of Supplemental Reserve: 

Mitigated Supplemental Reserve Offer ($/MW) < 

Additional Labor Cost($) / Average Supplemental Reserve MW 

E. The mitigated Regulation-Up Service Offer shall not exceed the sum of the cost 

increase due to: 

(1) the heat rate increase during non-steady state operation, 

(2) increase in VOM due to non-steady state operation,  

(3) uncompensated costs, as described in the Market Protocols: 

Where: 

Mitigated Regulation-Up Service Offer = Mitigated Regulation-Up Offer 

($/MW) + Mitigated Regulation-Up Mileage Offer ($/MW),  

Mitigated Regulation-Up Offer ($/MW) ≤ Uncompensated Cost ($/MW), 

and 

Mitigated Regulation-Up Mileage Offer ($/MW) ≤ 

(Cost Increase due to Heat Rate Increase during non-steady state operation 

+ Cost Increase in VOM) * Regulation-Up Mileage Factor 

F. The mitigated Regulation-Down Service Offer shall not exceed the sum of the cost 

increase due to: 

(1) the heat rate increase during non-steady state operation,  
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(2) increase in VOM due to non-steady state operation,  

(3) uncompensated costs, as described in the Market Protocols: 

Where:   

Mitigated Regulation-Down Service Offer = Mitigated Regulation-Down 

Offer ($/MW) + Mitigated Regulation-Down Mileage Offer 

($/MW),  

Mitigated Regulation-Down Offer ($/MW) ≤ Uncompensated Cost 

($/MW), and 

Mitigated Regulation-Down Mileage Offer ($/MW) ≤ 

(Cost Increase due to Heat Rate Increase during non-steady state operation 

+ Cost Increase in VOM) * Regulation-Down Mileage Factor 

Further details associated with the development of the exact costs in the formulas 

above are included in the Market Protocols. 

G. Intra-day changes to the mitigated Operating Reserve Offers are allowed under the 
following conditions: 
1) In the event that the Transmission Provider requests that a Resource that is 

supplying Operating Reserves remain online past their commitment period 
by the Day-Ahead Market or a RUC process, the Market Participant may 
submit an updated mitigated Operating Reserve offer curve that reflects the 
procurement of higher cost fuel; 

2) A Resource must switch fuels due to unforeseen operating conditions; or 
3) Intra-day changes to the mitigated Regulation-Up and mitigated 

Regulation-Down Offers are allowed after  the Day-Ahead RUC clears on 
the day before the Operating Day under the following condition: 
a. The Resource incurs the uncompensated cost in Section 3.4(D)(3) 

of this Attachment AF, for which the mitigated offer calculation is 
described in Appendix G of the Market Protocols.  

Intra-day changes to the mitigated Operating Reserve Offer curve must follow the 

mitigated offer development guidelines in Appendix G and Section 8.2.2 of the 

Market Protocols.  Any such changes will be validated by the Market Monitor. 

H. The Market Participant may include in the calculation of its mitigated Operating 

Reserve Offer an amount reflecting the Resource-specific opportunity costs if the 

Market Participant is able to demonstrate to the satisfaction of the SPP Market 

Monitoring Unit that such costs are legitimate and verifiable and not otherwise 

included in market outcomes.  To the extent such costs include run-time 
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restrictions, such run-time restrictions shall be updated as specified in the Market 

Protocols, with more frequent updating to occur the fewer hours that remain 

available, consistent with the Market Protocols.  The formulas and instructions in 

the price forecast model for any such opportunity costs shall be determined by the 

SPP Market Monitoring Unit and published in the Market Protocols as part of the 

Mitigated Offer Development Guidelines, updated, as needed, by the SPP Market 

Monitoring Unit.  Opportunity costs for mitigated Operating Reserve Offers shall 

not include Energy and Operating Reserve Markets revenues associated with 

forgone Energy or other types of Operating Reserve production to the extent that 

such costs are included in market outcomes. 

I. All cost data and cost calculation descriptions are subject to the review and approval 

of the SPP Market Monitoring Unit to ensure reasonableness and consistency 

across Market Participants.  The information will be sufficient for replication of the 

mitigated Operating Reserve Offers and shall include, among other data, the 

following information: 

(1) For fuel costs, Market Participants shall provide the Market Monitoring Unit 

with an explanation of the Market Participants’ fuel cost policy, indicating 

whether fuel purchases are subject to a fixed contract price and/or spot pricing 

and specifying the contract price and/or referenced spot market prices.  Any 

included fuel transportation and handling costs must be short-run marginal costs 

only, exclusive of fixed costs. 

(2) For emissions costs, Market Participants shall report the emissions rate of each 

of their units and indicate the applicable emissions allowance cost. 

(3) For VOM costs, Market Participants shall submit VOM costs, calculated in 

adherence with the Appendix G of the Market Protocols, reflecting short-run 

marginal costs, exclusive of fixed costs. 

J. In all cases under this Section 3.4, cost data submitted for the development of 

mitigated offers, including opportunity cost data, shall be subject to the 

confidentiality provisions set forth in Section 11 of Attachment AE of this Tariff. 
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Revision Request Recommendation Report 

RR #: 240 Date: 10/17/2017 

RR Title:  Conversion of SPP OC Section 7 to SPP RSG OP and OCRTF Revisions 

SUBMITTER INFORMATION 

Submitter Name: Neil Robertson (On Behalf of OCRTF) Company:  Southwest Power Pool 

Email: nrobertson@spp.org   Phone: 501-614-3322 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION FOR MOPC AND BOD ACTION 

This Revision Request includes SPP’s preparations for the upcoming NERC Reliability Standard BAL-002-2 and language 
revisions proposed by the Operating Criteria Review Task Force.  Also included is one minor Market Protocol change to update a 
resulting incorrect document reference. 

All reviewing working groups have approved with opposition as follows. 

   ORWG – No Opposition 
   MWG – 1 Opposition 
   RCWG – 1 Opposition 
   SAWG – 2 Opposition 
   RTWG – No Opposition 
   MOPC – No Opposition 
 
MOPC recommends BOD approve this Revision Request as submitted. 
 

OBJECTIVE OF REVISION 

Objectives of Revision Request:   
Describe the problem/issue this revision request will resolve.  

BAL-002-2 (effective 1/1/2018) introduces annual maintenance requirements for the ‘Operating Process’ of the SPP Reserve 
Sharing Group.  Section 7 of SPP Operating Criteria (OC7) has effectively served as the ‘Operating Process’ for the SPP RSG for 
many years but lacks an annual maintenance process.  This revision request is to remove Section 7 of the SPP Operating Criteria 
and create a standalone SPP Reserve Sharing Group Operating Process which will allow for this annual maintenance process. 
Revisions to SPP Operating Criteria Section 3 have been made to acknowledge the creation of the SPP Reserve Sharing Group 
Operating Process. 

This Revision Request also contains the efforts of the Operating Criteria Review Task Force (OCRTF) in relation to OC7.  OCRTF 
is a member lead wholesale review of SPP Operating Criteria with the primary purpose of identifying opportunities to remove 
antiquated language and clarify remaining language.  OCRTF is proposing multiple revisions to the glossary section of the existing 
OC7 in the initial version of the SPP RSG Operating Process to better align the defined term with the current NERC Glossary of 
Terms.  Revisions represented below to the SPP RSG Operating Process also add multiple clarifications to the existing OC7.   

Describe the benefits that will be realized from this revision. 

Conversion of Section 7 to a standalone document will better facilitate the NERC Standards required annual maintenance process.  
OCRTF efforts will result in subject language this is more clear, concise, and effective than current language. 

SPP STAFF ASSESSMENT 

SPP staff worked with the Operating Criteria Review Task Force to develop the revisions proposed in this Revision Request. 
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IMPACT 

Will the revision result in system changes  No     Yes  

Will the revision result in process changes?   No     Yes 

Is an Impact Assessment required?  No     Yes 

If no, explain: Changes proposed in the Revision Request are non-substantive and administrative in nature. 
 

Estimated Cost: N/A Estimated Duration: N/A 

Primary Working Group Score/Priority:     N/A 

SPP DOCUMENTS IMPACTED 
  Market Protocols Protocol Section(s): D.12 Protocol Version: 9/11/2017 
  Operating Criteria Criteria Section(s): 3 and 7 Criteria Date: 4/27/2017 
  Planning Criteria Criteria Section(s):  Criteria Date:  
  Tariff  Tariff Section(s):  
  Business Practice Business Practice Number:  

WORKING GROUP REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
List Primary and any Secondary/Impacted WG Recommendations as appropriate 

Primary Working Group:   

ORWG 

Date: 9/7/2017 

Action Taken: Unanimously Approved  

Secondary Working Group:  

MWG 

Date: 9/19/2017 

Action Taken: Approved  

Opposed: 1 

Reasons for Opposition: Jim Jacoby (AEP) 

1. This is a BA agreement between the three BA’s within the SPP reserve sharing group (SPP, AECI, SPA). When we turned over 
the BA function to the SPP when we consolidated Balancing areas we assumed that agreements like this are within SPP’s realm to 
manage as the BA. If there are specific changes that impact SPP stakeholders, for example increasing reserve amounts, then we 
would expect SPP to circulate that to specific groups. However, the requirement to annually review and/or make 
administrative/process changes shouldn’t have to be approved by the ORWG. 

2. We are concerned with the increasing number of operating protocol sections being pulled out into stand-alone documents. The 
reason given for this one document was because it required an annual review which doesn’t seem to be all that burdensome. SPP 
could just as easily point to a section in the operating protocols and evidence of annual review to meet the requirement. We thought 
the SPP was working towards having Market Protocols, Operating Protocols, and Planning Protocols and the separation of the 
criteria the first step of that. Now it appears that the Operating protocols are getting further divided in separate documents which 
makes it very hard to track and find relevant information. 
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Secondary Working Group:  

RCWG 

Date: 9/22/2017 

Action Taken:  Approved 

Opposed: 1 

Reasons for Opposition: The no vote was cast by Eric Ruskamp from Lincoln Electric System and the reason for 
the opposition is as follows:  “Per SPP staff, the changes associated with RR240 make no substantive changes 
to the associated process, rather the RR only proposes to remove the associated process from the SPP Criteria 
in order to expedite a quicker annual review of the associated process. This is one of several processes that 
have been removed, or are in the process of being removed, from the SPP Criteria based on the ‘timing and 
burden’ associated with making revisions of the SPP Criteria. From an SPP entity’s point of view, it is crucial 
for SPP’s documentation to be centrally located so we as entities know what we must comply with (on both 
NERC and non-NERC matters). This RR continues the trend of unwinding the SPP Criteria and placing 
individual components of it with the different SPP working groups rather than keeping them all in a 
centralized location. Rather than working around the issues associated with revising the SPP Criteria, I would 
encourage SPP staff to fix the issues. Alternatively SPP should consider locating and listing all currently 
approved documents in one location, rather than spreading them across several different working groups.” 
 

Secondary Working Group:  

SAWG 

Date: 9/26/2017 

Action Taken:  Approved 

Abstained: 1  

Opposed: 2 

Reasons for Opposition: See AEP opposition comments from MWG above. 

Secondary Working Group:  

RTWG 

Date: 9/28/2017 

Action Taken:  Unanimously Approved  

MOPC  

 

Date: 10/17/2017 

Action Taken:  Approved 

Abstained: 1 

BOD/Member Committee  

 

Date: 10/31/2017 

Action Taken:   

Abstained:  

Opposed:  

Reasons for Opposition:  
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PROPOSED REVISION(S) TO SPP DOCUMENTS 

SPP Market Protocols 

D.12     Real Time Data Reporting to SPP Balancing Authority  

In addition to the data reporting requirements specified under SPP Criteria , all Resources, other than Demand 
Response Resources, are to submit the following data via ICCP to SPP.   

(1) Unit power output (MW); 

(2) Unit MVar output; 

(3) Current on/off line status; 

(4) Current AGC status (on/off). 

Additionally, MCRs that have registered under the option described under Section 6.1.7.1 are required to submit 
the following information via ICCP to SPP: 

(1) Unit power output for each physical individual component (with the exception of non-telemeterable 
pieces such as duct burners); 

(2) The current configuration; 
(3) Transition state status (in transition or not in transition). 

SPP Operating Criteria 

 

3. Operating Functions Overview 
SPP’s Operating Reliability Functions include: Reliability Coordination, Balancing Authority, Transmission 
Service Provider, and Reserve Sharing Group Administrator. 

3.1 Reliability Coordination 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc.  is  registered with the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) as a 
Reliability Coordinator (RC) for Transmission Operators (TOP’s), Generator Operators (GOP’s) and Balancing 
Authorities (BA’s). An RC has the highest responsibility and authority to act and direct actions in accordance 
with relevant NERC Reliability Standards and other directives put forth from the NERC or the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (FERC) to preserve the integrity of the Bulk Electric System.  

3.2 Balancing Authority 

SPP also functions as a registered Balancing Authority for selected TOP’s and GOP’s.  A Balancing Authority is 
a responsibly entity that integrates resource plans ahead of time, maintains load-interchange-generation balancing 
within the Balancing Authority Area, and supports Interconnection Frequency in real time.  SPP’s Integrated 
Marketplace supports the Balancing Authority function of SPP. 
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3.3 Transmission Service Provider 

SPP is also the Transmission Service Provider for the SPP Open Access Transmission Tariff.  SPP administers 
the provisions of the Tariff and provides Transmission Service to Transmission Customers under the applicable 
transmission service agreements. 

3.4 Reserve Sharing Group 

SPP is registered with NERC as the Reserve Sharing Group (RSG). An RSG is a  relationship established by 
contract between two or more BA’s that collectively maintain, allocate, and supply Operating Reserves required 
for each member BA’s use in recovering from contingencies within the group.  The end result is that a lesser 
amount of Operating Reserves is maintained among the RSG members than would be required in the absence of 
the RSG. NERC Reliability Standards set forth requirements for how the RSG functions and what objectives 
RSGs must meet to maintain Bulk Electric System reliability. 

As the administrator of the SPP RSG, and in coordination with other participating BAs, SPP maintains the SPP 
Reserve Sharing Group Operating Process that establishes standard terminology and minimum requirements 
governing the amount and availability of Contingency Reserves to be maintained by the distribution of Operating 
Reserve responsibility among members of the RSG.  BAs participating in the SPP RSG shall meet the 
requirements set forth in the SPP Reserve Sharing Group Operating Process, which can be found on SPP.org at 
Documents-Governing-Operations Governing. 
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SPP Reserve Sharing Group Operating Process (Initial Creation) 

SPP Reserve Sharing Group Operating Process 
Effective: 1/1/2018 

1.1 Reserve Sharing Group Purpose 

In the continuous operation of the electric power network, Operating Capacity is required to meet forecasted load, 
including an allowance for uncertainty, to provide protection against equipment failure and to provide adequate 
regulation of frequency and Balancing Authority Area tie line power flows. Operating Reserves are needed to 
regulate load changes and to support an Operating Reserve Contingency without shedding firm load or curtailing 
Firm Power Sales.   

This Operating Process establishes standard terminology and minimum requirements governing the amount and 
availability of Contingency Reserves to be maintained by the distribution of Operating Reserve responsibility 
among members of the SPP Reserve Sharing Group (RSG).  

The primary purpose of this Operating Process is to ensure a high level of reliability in the SPP Reserve Sharing 
Group to assure that there are capacity resources available at all times that can be used quickly to relieve stress 
placed on the interconnected electric system during an Operating Reserve Contingency. Another purpose of this 
Operating Process is to efficiently utilize the operating reserve resources of the members of the SPP Reserve 
Sharing Group. 

This Operating Process describes practices to be followed by all SPP Reserve Sharing Group members to ensure 
prompt response to Operating Reserve Contingencies. The methods prescribed by this Operating Process to jointly 
activate Contingency Reserve are intended to ensure that the combined area control error (ACE) of the SPP 
Reserve Sharing Group is quickly recovered by the Reserve Sharing Group while simultaneously scheduling 
assistance soon after an Operating Reserve Contingency. 

The SPP Reserve Sharing Group is not a “Frequency Response Sharing Group’ or a “Regulation Reserve Sharing 
Group” as defined in the NERC Glossary of Terms. 

1.2 Annual Maintenance of this Operating Process 

Annually on or before September 1 of each year, SPP (as the reserve sharing group administrator) and each 
participating Balancing Authority will review this Operating Process.  Each participating Balancing Authority 
shall provide SPP written confirmation of the results of this review.  The results of this review shall consist of 
either proposed changes or confirmation that this Operating Process is agreeable to the participating Balancing 
Authority. 

SPP or any participating Balancing Authority may propose changes to this Operating Process as a part of this 
annual review or at any point prior to the next scheduled annual review.  Proposed changes to this Operating 
Process by a participating Balancing Authority must be provided in writing to SPP.  SPP, as the reserve sharing 
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group administrator, may implement changes or decline to incorporate proposed changes by another participating 
Balancing Authority. 

The SPP Balancing Authority Operating Committee will review and approve any proposed changes on behalf of 
the SPP Balancing Authority. 

Annually on or before January 1 of each year, SPP shall issue an updated version of this Operating Process to all 
participating Balancing Authorities. 

1.3 Definitions 

Capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the definitions assigned by the NERC Glossary of 
Terms. 

1.3.1 Assistance Period 

Assistance Period is that time frame when any SPP Reserve Sharing Group member receives Contingency 
Reserve assistance from other SPP Reserve Sharing Group members.  The Assistance Period will normally not 
exceed 60 minutes.  The SPP Operating Reliability Working Group will set the ending time for Assistance Period 
and may change the length of the Assistance Period. 

1.3.2 Assisting Areas 

The Assisting Areas are defined as the other Balancing Authority Areas in the SPP Reserve Sharing Group, which 
are called upon to supply Contingency Reserves to the Contingency Area. 

1.3.3 Balancing Authority Annual Contingency Reserve Requirement 

A Balancing Authority member’s share of the total SPP Reserve Sharing Group Previous Calendar Year System 
Peak Responsibility. The Balancing Authority’s Annual Contingency Reserve Requirement Ratio shall be 
determined by dividing the Balancing Authority’s Previous Calendar Year System Peak Responsibility by the 
sum of all of the RSG member Balancing Authority’s Previous Calendar Year System Peak Responsibility.  

1.3.4 Balancing Authority Daily Peak Load Obligation 

Balancing Authority Annual Peak Load Obligation is the peak hour load plus Firm Power sales minus Firm Power 
purchases during the hour the SPP Reserve Sharing Group as a whole experiences its highest load. 

1.3.5 Balancing Authority Minimum Daily Contingency Reserve Requirement 

A Balancing Authority member’s Contingency Reserve Requirement Ratio multiplied by the Reserve Sharing 
Group Total Contingency Reserve Requirement. Each Balancing Authority’s Daily Contingency Reserve 
Requirement shall be rounded up to the next nearest whole MW and shall be no less than two (2) MW. 

1.3.6 Contingency Area 

The Contingency Area is defined as the Balancing Authority Area suffering an Operating Reserve Contingency. 
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1.3.7 Contingency Reserve 

The provision of capacity deployed by the Balancing Authority to meet the Disturbance Control Standard (DCS) 
and other NERC and Regional Reliability Organization contingency requirements. 

In addition to the NERC Glossary of Terms definition, Contingency Reserve will be defined as follows within 
the SPP RSG.  Contingency Reserve is the sum of Operating Reserve - Spinning and Operating Reserve - 
Supplemental. At least half of the Contingency Reserve shall be Operating Reserve - Spinning. 

1.3.8 Firm Power 

Firm Power shall mean electric power which is intended to be continuously available to the buyer even under 
adverse conditions; i.e., power for which the seller assumes the obligation to provide capacity (including SPP 
defined capacity margin) and energy.  Such power shall meet standards of reliability and availability as that 
delivered to native load customers. Power purchased shall only be considered to be Firm Power if firm 
transmission service is in place to the load serving member for delivery of such power.  Firm Power does not 
include “financially firm” power. 

1.3.9 Most Severe Single Contingency 

The Balancing Contingency Event, due to a single contingency identified using system models maintained within 
the Reserve Sharing Group (RSG) or a Balancing Authority’s area that is not part of a Reserve Sharing Group, 
that would result in the greatest loss (measured in MW) of resource output used by the RSG or a Balancing 
Authority that is not participating as a member of a RSG at the time of the event to meet Firm Demand and export 
obligation (excluding export obligation for which Contingency Reserve obligations are being met by the Sink 
Balancing Authority). 

1.3.10 Operating Capacity 

Operating Capacity is the dispatchable capability claimed for any generating source, which will be used for 
supplying Operating Reserves. Operating Capacity shall include capacity purchases that can be used to supply 
the buyer’s Operating Reserves minus capacity sales that cannot be used to supply the seller’s Operating Reserves. 
Operating Capacity shall recognize any temporary de-ratings, proven loading rates, starting times and equipment 
limitations including transmission-operating limits. This capacity is not intended to be the tested seasonal net 
capability; instead it is the normal operating rating of a generator on a given day.  

1.3.11 Operating Reserve 

That capability above firm system demand required to provide for regulation, load forecasting error, equipment 
forced and scheduled outages and local area protection. It consists of spinning and non-spinning reserve. 

In addition to the NERC Glossary of Terms definition, Operating Reserve will be defined as follows within the 
SPP RSG. Operating Reserve is the sum of Regulating Reserve and Contingency Reserve.  
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1.3.12 Operating Reserve - Spinning 

The portion of Operating Reserve consisting of: 

• Generation synchronized to the system and fully available to serve load within the Disturbance Recovery 
Period following the contingency event; or 

• Load fully removable from the system within the Disturbance Recovery Period following the contingency 
event. 

1.3.13 Operating Reserve - Supplemental 

The portion of Operating Reserve consisting of: 

• Generation (synchronized or capable of being synchronized to the system) that is fully available to serve 
load within the Disturbance Recovery Period following the contingency event; or 

• Load fully removable from the system within the Disturbance Recovery Period following the contingency 
event. 

 

Operating Reserve – Supplemental may consist of  any or a combination of the following that is fully able to 
serve load within the Disturbance Recovery Period following the contingency event: 

1) The amount of Operating Capacity connected to the bus that will not be realized by prime-mover governor 
action. The realization of this capacity may require the governor speed level to be reset. 

2) That portion of fast starting generating capacity at rest, such as hydroelectric, combustion turbines, and 
internal combustion engines as prime movers that can be started and synchronized. 

3) Operating Capacity that can be realized by increasing boiler steam pressure, by removing feedwater 
heaters from service, and/or by decreasing station power use. 

4) Operating Capacity and contingency reserve, provided firm transmission has been purchased, being held 
available under contract by another Balancing Authority above its own operating reserve requirements 
and available on call. 

5) Interruptible or curtailment of loads under contract. 
6) Power deliveries that can be recovered provided a clear understanding exists between the transacting 

parties to avoid both parties crediting their respective operating reserves by this transaction. 
7) Generating units operating in a synchronous condenser mode. 
8) Interruptible pumping load on pumped hydro units. 
9) Operating Capacity made available by voltage reduction.  The voltage reduction shall be made on the 

distribution system and not on the transmission system. 
10) Operating Capacity that can be fully applied from a change in the output of a High Voltage Direct Current 

terminal. 
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1.3.14 Operating Reserve Contingency 

An Operating Reserve Contingency is defined as the sudden and complete loss of a generating unit, sudden partial 
loss of generating capacity, loss of a capacity purchase which a Balancing Authority is unable to replace, or Other 
Extreme Conditions. 

1.3.15 Other Extreme Conditions 

Other Extreme Conditions include but are not limited to the: 

1) Interruption of firm transmission service, or 
2) An inability to use prescheduled firm transmission service due to any type of congestion management, or 
3) When a RSG member Balancing Authority requires assistance to prevent shedding firm load or Firm 

Power sales, or 
4) When a RSG member Balancing Authority is unable to maintain its Operating Reserves. 

1.3.16 Previous Calendar Year System Peak Responsibility 

The sum of a Balancing Authority’s load and firm interchange at the time of the SPP Reserve Sharing Group 
coincident peak from the previous calendar year as determined by SPP. 

1.3.17 Regulating Reserve 

An amount of reserve responsive to Automatic Generation Control, which is sufficient to provide normal 
regulating margin. 

1.3.18 Reserve Sharing Group 

A group whose members consist of two or more Balancing Authorities that collectively maintain, allocate, and 
supply operating reserves required for each Balancing Authority’s use in recovering from contingencies within 
the group. Scheduling energy from an Adjacent Balancing Authority to aid recovery need not constitute reserve 
sharing provided the transaction is ramped in over a period the supplying party could reasonably be expected to 
load generation in (e.g., ten minutes). If the transaction is ramped in quicker (e.g., between zero and ten minutes) 
then, for the purposes of disturbance control performance, the areas become a Reserve Sharing Group. 

1.3.19 Reserve Sharing Group Annual Contingency Reserve Requirement 

The minimum amount of Contingency Reserve that must be collectively carried by the Balancing Authorities 
participating in the SPP Reserve Sharing Group at a given time. 

1.4 Minimum Annual Daily Contingency Reserve Requirement 

The Operating Reliability Working Group (ORWG) will set the Minimum Daily Contingency Reserve 
Requirement for the SPP Reserve Sharing Group. The SPP Reserve Sharing Group will maintain a Minimum 
Daily Contingency Reserve, over and above any Regulating Reserves, equal to the generating capacity of the 
largest unit within the metered boundaries of any RSG member Balancing Authority plus one-half of the capacity 
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of the next largest generating unit within the metered boundaries of any RSG member Balancing Authority. 
Generation capacity is considered to be added at the first injection of test power of the generator, regardless of 
commercial status.   

If the SPP Reliability Coordinator foresees an operating condition in which reserves are inadequate to cover the 
Most Severe Single Contingency (MSSC), the SPP Reliability Coordinator has the authority to increase the total 
SPP Reserve Sharing Group Minimum Daily Contingency Reserve Requirement to the level necessary to cover 
the MSSC for the duration of the operating condition. 

Any increased reserves that are based on non-compliance with the NERC Disturbance Control Standard will raise 
the total SPP Reserve Sharing Group Minimum Annual Contingency Reserve Requirement for the SPP Reserve 
Sharing Group on a quarterly basis. The Operating Reliability Working Group will determine the method by 
which the increased reserves will be allocated among the members of the SPP Reserve Sharing Group. 

Each day, by 7:00am, the SPP Reliability Coordinator will notify each member Balancing Authority of its Daily 
Contingency Reserve Requirement for the following operating day. 

1.4.1 Minimum Annual Balancing Authority Contingency Reserve Requirement Share 
Calculation 

A RSG member Balancing Authority’s Minimum Annual Contingency Reserve Requirement is equal to a 
prorated amount of the total SPP Reserve Sharing Group Minimum Annual Contingency Reserve Requirement.   
The RSG member Balancing Authority’s Minimum Annual Contingency Reserve Requirement shall be 
determined by dividing the Balancing Authority’s Previous Calendar Year System Peak Responsibility by the 
sum of all of the RSG member Balancing Authority’s Previous Calendar Year System Peak Responsibility and 
multiplying the resultant by the Reserve Sharing Group Annual Contingency Reserve Requirement.  Each 
Balancing Authority’s Annual Contingency Reserve Requirement shall be rounded up to the next nearest whole 
MW and shall be no less than two (2) MW.   

A member Balancing Authority whose historical information used as the basis of the Minimum Annual 
Contingency Reserve Requirement has changed significantly due to extreme circumstances may apply to the 
ORWG for a temporary waiver of all or a portion of its Minimum Annual Contingency Reserve Requirement.  
For example, the BA may request such a waiver due to (i) the shifting of load from one BA to another or (ii) 
drought conditions for Balancing Authorities whose system Capacity is comprised of more than 75% hydro based 
generation resources.   ORWG will review such requests and make a recommendation to be considered by the 
MOPC at its next regularly scheduled meeting.  

1.4.2 Minimum Annual Contingency Reserve Requirement Review Process  

By April 1 each year, each RSG member Balancing Authority will submit to the SPP Reliability Coordinator its 
Previous Calendar Year System Peak Responsibility. SPP will calculate the Reserve Sharing Group’s Total 
Previous Calendar Year System Peak Responsibility and each member Balancing Authority’s Annual 
Contingency Reserve Requirement Ratio. The results of these calculations will be presented for review and 
approval by the OWRG to be made effective June 1 of each year. 
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1.5 Procedures 

All SPP Reserve Sharing Group members shall participate in this procedure to jointly activate Contingency 
Reserve. 

1.5.1 Normal Daily Operation 

1) Each RSG Member Balancing Authority's Operating Reserve shall be distributed so as to ensure that it 
can be utilized without exceeding individual element ratings, transfer limitations, or a unit’s capability to 
apply the reserve to meet the NERC DCS requirements. 

2) Each RSG member Balancing Authority shall schedule Operating Capacity and firm obligations so its 
requirements for Operating Reserve are met at all times. 

3) Energy associated with Operating Reserve - Supplemental, except Assistance Schedules, may be sold with 
the understanding that it is recallable to meet the NERC DCS requirements.  The buyer shall therefore 
maintain resources to support the withdrawal of this energy in addition to meeting its Operating Reserve 
Requirement. 

4) Generating capacity associated with the required Operating Reserve - Spinning shall not be sold unless 
allocated during an Assistance Period. 

5) Each RSG member Balancing Authority may contract with another Balancing Authority to provide part 
or its entire Operating Reserve obligation, provided the Balancing Authority accepting this additional 
Operating Reserve obligation maintains the Operating Reserve obligation of both Balancing Authorities 
and the firm transmission service required to deliver Operating Reserve energy is obtained. 

6) When a RSG member Balancing Authority foresees it will be unable to provide its Balancing Authority 
Minimum Daily Contingency Reserve Requirement with available resources because load is greater than 
anticipated, forced outages or other limitations, it shall obtain Operating Capacity and firm transmission 
service.  Such capacity shall not be from another Balancing Authority's Balancing Authority Minimum 
Daily Contingency Reserve Requirement. 

1.5.2 Contingency Operation 

These procedures may be implemented immediately following the occurrence of an Operating Reserve 
Contingency of any type and magnitude, but are required to be implemented for Operating Reserve Contingencies 
as specified below. 

1) A complete or partial loss of 200 MW magnitude or greater of a resource within any 60 second period, or 
2) A loss of Operating Capacity resulting in the BA possessing less than its Balancing Authority Minimum 

Daily Contingency Reserve Requirement, or, 
3) Any “Other Extreme Conditions” event. 

These procedures are to be implemented in a non-discriminatory manner. 
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1) Immediately following an Operating Reserve Contingency, the Contingency Area shall report the 
occurrence via the SPP Reserve Sharing System. This report shall contain a description of the contingency; 
the net MW lost due to the contingency and any MW amount of Contingency Reserve being carried on 
the contingency unit. For those generating units whose station auxiliaries do not decrease to essentially 
zero or increase after a unit trip, gross MWs lost shall be used instead of net MWs lost. The operating 
owner of jointly owned generating units shall be responsible for reporting outages and the MW amount 
lost by each owner. 

2) Within the constraints described in this Operating Process, allocation magnitudes shall be determined and 
notices distributed to the members of the Reserve Sharing Group. 

3) The Assistance Schedule becomes part of each Assisting Area's scheduled net interchange and shall 
therefore be reflected in its ACE. The schedule shall be implemented at a zero time ramp rate immediately 
following allocation notification. If obvious and significant errors exist in assistance schedules, the 
Contingency Area system operator shall dictate appropriate corrective action during the Contingency 
Period, and notify SPP. 

4) Assisting Areas shall immediately acknowledge receipt of the allocation notice via the SPP Reserve 
Sharing System. If a Contingency Area fails to receive acknowledgment from an Assisting Area, the SPP 
Reliability Coordinator shall notify the Assisting Area of the assistance schedule. 

5) The Contingency Area(s) and Assisting Areas shall provide the requested assistance within the 
requirements established in the Disturbance Recovery Criterion of the NERC Reliability Standards. 

6) The Contingency Reserve Requirement of each Balancing Authority involved in the Assistance Period 
shall be updated to reflect the reduction of responsibility until the end of the Assistance Period. 

7) All allocations shall be rounded to the nearest whole MW with a minimum of 2 MW and the smallest 
amount of energy to be allocated shall be one MWH. 

8) After the contingency notification has been completed, the Contingency Area shall promptly make 
arrangements to replace the energy requirement created by the Operating Reserve Contingency (including 
its Contingency Reserve Allocation) prior to the end of the Assistance Period. The Contingency Area shall 
make a reasonable effort to purchase capacity and firm transmission service after utilization of its own 
resources. 

9) If assistance is needed by the Contingency Area for a period of time longer than the initial Assistance 
Period, this becomes an Other Extreme Condition and shall be reported as a separate contingency. 

10) For each reportable contingency (as defined per section 7.4.4), the Contingency Area and Assisting Areas 
will send to SPP upon request, an electronic data file in a SPP specified format that records ACE, 
Frequency Deviation, Net Tie Deviation, and Net Interchange for 10 minutes prior to until 30 minutes 
after the contingency within two days of the SPP request for this data. 

11) If assistance is needed by the Contingency Area for a period of time longer than the initial Assistance 
Period, this becomes an Other Extreme Condition and shall be reported as a separate contingency. 

12) Each transmission provider shall immediately notify the SPP of the loss of transmission interconnection 
capability affecting its interchange transfer capability.  The SPP shall update Group assignments for use 
during subsequent Assistance Periods.  Each transmission provider is responsible for notifying the SPP 
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once the contingency loss in the interchange transfer capability has been restored so that Group 
assignments can be updated. 

13) For each reportable contingency (as defined by the Operating Reliability Working Group), the 
Contingency Area and Assisting Areas will send to SPP an electronic data file in a SPP specified format 
that records ACE, Frequency Deviation, Net Tie Deviation, and Net Interchange for 10 minutes prior to 
until 30 minutes after the contingency within two days of the SPP request for this data.  If electronic data 
is not available, this data will be supplied on the NERC required charts. 

1.5.3 Subsequent Contingencies 

In the event that a subsequent Operating Reserve Contingency occurs during a period when assistance is already 
in progress, the same procedures shall be followed to allocate responsibility for the additional Operating Reserve 
Contingency.  Response to multiple Contingencies may be limited if the combined MW loss exceeds the Most 
Severe Single Contingency. 

1.5.4 Assistance Reports 

Energy and transmission service reports shall be issued following the Assistance Period. These reports shall be 
used as verification of associated energy schedules and transmission service reservations.  The Operating 
Reliability Working Group shall distribute monthly summary reports of Other Extreme Conditions activity for 
use. 

SPP Staff will report to NERC quarterly the performance of the SPP Reserve Sharing Group.  Performance will 
be calculated based on the data that Balancing Authorities provide and any additional data required for each 
reportable contingency.  At a minimum, reportable contingencies will be of a magnitude between 80% and 100% 
of the capacity of the largest generating unit scheduled to be on-line within the SPP each day.  The Operating 
Reliability Working Group may lower the 80% factor in order to better monitor the performance of the SPP 
Reserve Sharing Group. 

1.5.5 Other Extreme Conditions Events 

Other Extreme Conditions (OEC) Events may be requested by any Balancing Authority member of the SPP 
Reserve Sharing Group. OECs may be implemented for any of the following reasons, but shall be implemented 
when the requesting Balancing Authority has used all or a portion of its reserve obligation due to the event: 

1) Loss of a Capacity Import Schedule; 
2) Loss of Contingency Reserves; 
3) Initial or additional assistance is required and no other mechanism is available within the confines of the 

SPP computer communication system. 

Any SPP Reserve Sharing Group member not having their Balancing Authority Minimum Daily Contingency 
Reserve Requirement shall enter an Other Extreme Conditions for the amount of the deficiency. A NERC Energy 
Emergency Alert (EEA) may or may not be required. If the Balancing Authority determines an EEA must be 
issued, the Balancing Authority shall notify the Reliability Coordinator. If the OEC is requested along with an 
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EEA, the Balancing Authority shall be prepared to demonstrate the emergency condition by taking the steps 
required by the EEA. 

The SPP Reserve Sharing Group member submitting an Other Extreme Conditions event shall submit a written 
report to OECEEAReports@spp.org within 2 business days of the event. The written report will describe the 
operating conditions that precipitated the event. Other Extreme Conditions shall be investigated as required by 
the SPP Operating Reliability Working Group to ensure compliance with the SPP Reserve Sharing Group 
Operating Process and NERC Reliability Standards. 

1.6 Compensation for Assistance 

1.6.1 Energy Charge 

The charge for energy assistance delivered by Assisting Areas under the application of this Operating Process 
shall be determined by interchange agreements between the members involved in the Reserve Sharing Group. 

1.6.2 Accounting 

All compensation for energy associated with the application of this Operating Process shall be handled by 
contractual agreements and standard accounting procedures being utilized by the SPP Reserve Sharing Group 
members.   

1.6.3 Transmission Service 

All compensation for transmission service shall be in accordance with the appropriate transmission service tariffs. 
The SPP staff shall be responsible for all billings for transmission service provided under the SPP Regional 
Transmission Tariff. The individual transmission provider shall be responsible for all billings under the 
transmission provider’s transmission tariff.  It shall be the SPP staff’s responsibility to provide the required 
transmission service information to the transmission provider for all transmission service under an individual 
transmission provider’s transmission tariff. 

1.7 Responsibilities 

1.7.1 Balancing Authorities 

It shall be the responsibility of each Balancing Authority to observe the policies and procedures contained herein; 
maintaining Operating Reserve, ensuring connectivity to the SPP computer communications system, reporting 
daily information, identifying and reporting an Operating Reserve Contingency within its Balancing Authority 
Area, acknowledging schedules and supplying assistance to members of the SPP Reserve Sharing Group. 

1.7.2 Operating Reliability Working Group 

In order to review the adequacy in SPP Reserve Sharing Group, reports shall be compiled and distributed by SPP 
for review by SPP Reserve Sharing Group members and the Operating Reliability Working Group.  These reports 
shall contain compliance information and a summary of Assistance Period events. 

Deleted: Criteria 
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  Revision Request Recommendation Report 

RR #: 238 Date: 8/3/2017 

RR Title: Transmission Customer Liability for Default  

SUBMITTER INFORMATION 

Name: Mike Riley Company: Southwest Power Pool 

Email: michael.b.riley@spp.org Phone: 501-614-3372 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION FOR MOPC AND BOD ACTION 

The RTWG recommends that the MOPC and the BOD approve RR 238 as submitted in this recommendation report. 

OBJECTIVE OF REVISION 

Objectives of Revision Request:   
 

Describe the problem/issue this revision request will resolve.  

In January 2013, a one year, firm point to point transmission service agreement between SPP and AES Shady Point, LLC. became 
effective.  AES did not pay for the service.  SPP filed to terminate the service agreement effective February 24, 2013.  SPP invoiced 
AES Shady Point the full amount of the one year service.  AES refused to pay.  SPP pursued recovery of the amount for the full 
term of agreement via binding arbitration, in accordance with the Tariff.  The arbitration panel awarded SPP $339,575.95 for the 
length of time the service agreement was in effect but the arbitration panel denied SPP’s claim for the full amount of the one year 
service agreement.  Despite making an award to SPP, the Panel determined that AES Shady Point was the prevailing party in the 
arbitration and therefore eligible to recover its attorney’s fees.  As a result, the arbitration panel awarded AES Shady Point 
attorney’s fees. 

 

Describe the benefits that will be realized from this revision. 

This RR addresses the financial exposure to SPP (and thus to its’ Members, Customers and Market Participants) that a defaulting 
Transmission Customer could avoid responsibility for the full amount owed for the entirety of the service agreement term.  This RR 
also restricts the ability of SPP, Transmission Owners, and Transmission Customers from recovering attorney’s fees related to the 
performance or non-performance of the Tariff or a Service Agreement. Finally, this RR clarifies that each party to an arbitration 
under the Tariff is responsible for its own attorney’s fees incurred during the arbitration.  

SPP STAFF ASSESSMENT 

SPP staff supports the changes proposed in RR 238. 

IMPACT 

Will the revision result in system changes  No     Yes  

Summarize changes: 

Will the revision result in process changes?   No     Yes 

Summarize changes: 
 

Is an Impact Assessment required?  No     Yes 

If no, explain:  
 

 

mailto:michael.b.riley@spp.org
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Estimated Cost: $      Estimated Duration:       months 

Primary Working Group Score/Priority:      

SPP DOCUMENTS IMPACTED 
  Market Protocols Protocol Section(s):  Protocol Version:  
  Operating Criteria Criteria Section(s):  Criteria Date:  
  Planning Criteria Criteria Section(s):  Criteria Date:  

  Tariff (OATT) Section(s): Part I Section 7.4 Customer Default; Part I Section 10.2 Liability; Part I Section 
12.4 Dispute Resolution Procedures Costs 

  Business Practice Business Practice Number:  
WORKING GROUP REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

List Primary and any Secondary/Impacted WG Recommendations as appropriate 

Primary Working Group:   

RTWG 

Date: 8/24/2014 

Action Taken: To approve as amended in the meeting 

Abstained: None 

Opposed: None 

Reason for Opposition:  

 

MOPC  

 

Date: 10/17/2017 

Action Taken: Approved  

Abstained: None 

Opposed: None 

Reasons for Opposition:  

 

BOD/Member Committee  

 

Date:  

Action Taken:   

Abstained:  

Opposed:  

Reasons for Opposition:  

 

COMMENTS 

Comment Author: Dennis Reed/Midwest Consulting 

Date Comments Submitted: 8/4/2017 

Description of Comments: There was some confusion in the Liability Section as to the effect of the last Sentence and how it 
applies.  I think breaking Section 10.2 into subsections for each entity helps clarify that situation and also helps with the inserted 
sentence that it only applies to Transmission Customers. 

Status: Comments were considered by the RTWG 
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PROPOSED REVISION(S) TO SPP DOCUMENTS 

Tariff (OATT) 

 
7.4 Customer Default:  

 

In the event the Transmission Customer fails, for any reason other than a billing 

dispute as described below, to make payment to the Transmission Provider on or before 

the due date as described above, and such failure of payment is not corrected within two 

(2) business days of receipt by the Transmission Customer of a written notice to cure 

such failure sent by the Transmission Provider, via any normal means of business 

communication, a default by the Transmission Customer shall be deemed to exist.  The 

written notice to cure may be delivered by Certified mail, or by other means where 

receipt of the notice by the addressee is confirmed in writing. This notice shall include a 

copy of the unpaid invoice for which the accompanying notice is being sent to the 

Transmission Customer. Upon the occurrence of such a default, the Transmission 

Provider may initiate a proceeding with the Commission to terminate service but shall not 

terminate service until the Commission so approves any such request. Any such default 

or termination shall not relieve the Transmission Customer of its obligation to 

compensate the Transmission Provider for all amounts owed for the full term of the 

Service Agreement as if such default or termination had not occurred.    In the event of a 

billing dispute between the Transmission Provider and the Transmission Customer, the 

Transmission Provider will continue to provide service under the Service Agreement as 

long as the Transmission Customer (i) continues to make all payments not in dispute, and 

(ii) pays into an escrow account the portion of the invoice in dispute, pending resolution 

of such dispute.  If the Transmission Customer fails to meet these two requirements for 

continuation of service, then the Transmission Provider may provide notice to the 

Transmission Customer of its intent to suspend service in sixty (60) days, in accordance 

with Commission policy. 

 

10.2 Liability: 

(a) The Transmission Provider shall not be liable for money damages or other 

compensation to any Transmission Customer or Users for actions or omissions by 

the Transmission Provider or Transmission Owner in performing its obligations 

Moved (insertion) [1]

Moved up [1]: The written notice to cure may be delivered 
by Certified mail, or by other means where receipt of the 
notice by the addressee is confirmed in writing. This notice 
shall include a copy of the unpaid invoice for which the 
accompanying notice is being sent to the Transmission 
Customer.
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under this Tariff or any Service Agreement thereunder, except to the extent such 

act or omission by the Transmission Provider is found to result from its gross 

negligence or intentional wrongdoing.   

(b) A Transmission Owner shall not be liable for money damages or other 

compensation to any Transmission Customer or Users for actions or omissions by 

such Transmission Owner or Transmission Provider in performing its obligations 

under this Tariff or any Service Agreement thereunder, except to the extent such 

act or omission by such Transmission Owner is found to result from its gross 

negligence or intentional wrongdoing.   

(c) A Transmission Customer or Users may not seek to enforce any claims against 

the directors, members, shareholders, officers, employees or agents of the 

Transmission Provider or a Transmission Owner or Affiliate of either solely by 

reason of their status as directors, members, shareholders, officers, employees or 

agents of the Transmission Provider or a Transmission Owner or Affiliate of 

either.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, a Transmission Customer or Users shall be 

liable to the Transmission Provider for all amounts owed for the full term of any 

Service Agreement under the Tariff. 

(d) In no event shall the Transmission Provider, a Transmission Owner or any 

Transmission Customer or Users be liable for any incidental, consequential, 

punitive, special, exemplary or indirect damages, attorney’s fees and costs, loss of 

revenues or profits, arising out of, or connected in any way with the performance 

or non-performance under this Tariff or any Service Agreement thereunder. 

 

12.4 Costs:  

Each Party shall be responsible for its own costs, including its attorney’s fees and 

costs, incurred during the arbitration process and for the following costs, if applicable: 

(i) the cost of the arbitrator chosen by the Party or Parties to sit on the three member 

panel and its equal share of the cost of the third arbitrator chosen; or 

(ii) its equal share of the cost of the single arbitrator jointly chosen by the Parties.  

 
Market Protocols 

 
N/A 

Deleted: The
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SPP Operating Criteria 

 
N/A 
 

SPP Planning Criteria 

 
N/A 
 

SPP Business Practices 

 
N/A 
 



 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
FINANCE COMMITTEE 

Recommendation to the Board of Directors 
October 31, 2017 

2018 Operating Plan 

 

Organizational Roster 
The following persons are members of the Finance Committee: 

Larry Altenbaumer 
Bruce Scherr 
Sandra Bennett 
Kelly Harrison 
Laura Kapustka 
Mike Wise 

SPP Director 
SPP Director 
American Electric Power 
Westar 
Lincoln Electric 
Golden Spread 

Background 
Annually,  

Analysis 
SPP’s management proposed a 2018 budget to include expenditures as follows: 

      $millions      
Total Expenses $190.8 
Net Revenue Requirement $164.0 
Debt Repayment $23.4 
FERC Assessments $20.3 
Capital Expenditures $17.9 
2017 Over/(Under) Recovery $1.5 

 

SPP management utilized an incremental approach to prepare the 2018 budget.   

Management documented an Operating Plan for 2018 outlining the significant initiatives and plans for the company 
during 2018.  This Operating Plan was presented to the Finance Committee, Strategic Planning Committee, and SPP 
Board of Directors to seek input and consensus.  SPP’s 2018 budget was developed to accomplish the plan. 

Recommendation 
The Finance Committee recommends the SPP Board of Directors approve the 2018 SPP operating and capital 
budgets as submitted. 

Approved: SPP Finance Committee  

  

 

Action Requested: Approve Recommendation 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

PURPOSE OF SPP 
SPP’s mission is “Helping our members work together to keep the lights on ... today and in the future.” 
All of SPP’s services are provided on a regional basis, independently, focused on reliability and cost 
effectiveness. The benefits of SPP are derived from this mission and the diligence to bring value to SPP 
members and their customers. SPP administers reliability coordination, transmission services and 
wholesale markets for the benefit of all electric utility operations in the region SPP serves. SPP is 
mandated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) to ensure reliable supplies of power, 
adequate transmission infrastructure, and a competitive wholesale electricity marketplace.  

SPP’s primary services provided to members and customers include: 

• Facilitation  
• Reliability Coordination 
• Tariff Administration 
• Transmission Planning 
• Market Operations 
• Compliance 
• Training 

REGULATORY 
SPP is directly regulated by FERC. All changes to the SPP regional tariff must be filed with and approved 
by FERC prior to implementation. Failure by SPP to comply with tariff provisions and/or FERC 
directives must be reported to FERC and may be subject to penalties and fines. 

GOVERNING DOCUMENTS 

OPEN ACCESS TRANSMISSION TARIFF (OATT, OR “TARIFF”) 
The SPP tariff defines the majority of the required workload for SPP’s operations and engineering 
departments. Significant duties include, but are not limited to: 

• Tariff administration services, including scheduling 
• Ancillary service provisions 
• Market operations 
• Balancing authority operations 
• Settlement of all transactions under the OATT 
• Administration of credit services for OATT customers 
• Complete system impact studies 
• Completion of the annual SPP Transmission Expansion Plan  
• Study generation interconnection requests 
• Evaluate long-term transmission service requests 
• Administer the competitive process for transmission expansion 
• Administer the Southwestern Power Administration transmission system beyond their tariff 
• Monitor activities in SPP’s energy markets and exercise plans to mitigate market power 
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MEMBERSHIP AGREEMENT (MA) 
The MA is an agreement between SPP and each of its members. The MA obligates SPP to perform the 
services outlined, including those in the OATT. Additionally, the MA describes other significant duties 
which include, but are not limited to: 

• Act as the reliability coordinator for the bulk electric system (BES) 
• Develop regional reliability plans and emergency procedures 
• Review and approve all planned maintenance of the BES 
• Coordinate the maintenance of generation units 
• Administer an Open Access Same Time Information System 

BYLAWS 
The bylaws describe the organizational operation of SPP, specifically outlining the duties of the board 
of directors and committees advising the board. SPP has a responsibility to facilitate meetings of every 
organizational group. The scope of the organizational structure is as follows: 

• Board of directors (1) 
• Regional State Committee (1) 
• Members committee (1) 
• Board-level committees (6) 
• Working groups (19) 
• Task forces, subcommittees, strike teams (35+) 

PROTOCOLS AND BUSINESS PRACTICES 
SPP has well-documented business practices which detail the administrative practices SPP follows in 
administering the OATT, including coordinating the sale of transmission service. SPP also has well-
documented market protocols which detail how customers and SPP are to interact. These documents 
are developed through SPP’s stakeholder process. 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
SPP operates via two distinct organizational structures. The first, referred to as the governance 
structure (see Appendix A: Group Organizational Chart), begins with the board of directors and 
cascades into board level committees and then to working groups. This organizational structure is 
populated largely with representatives from SPP’s member companies. Generally, the output of this 
structure is directives on the work SPP is expected to accomplish.  

The second organizational structure, the internal staff (see Appendix B: SPP Organizational Chart), 
illustrates reporting relationships between employees. The staff structure begins with the SPP 
president and cascades into vice presidents, departmental directors/managers, etc. The staff structure 
is generally aligned based on functional responsibilities. This structure receives the directives from the 
external structure and then goes forward in acting on the directives.  

FUNDING 
SPP funds its ongoing operating costs through charges to customers under the tariff and customers of 
specific non-tariff services. SPP’s operating costs are inclusive of scheduled principal and interest 
payments on its outstanding debt but are exclusive of depreciation and amortization expenses 
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incurred. SPP is able to collect up to 100% of its operating costs from charges to transmission 
customers up to a cap of 43¢/MWh. SPP is charging customers 41.9¢/MWh for service in 2017. 

SPP’s capital expenditures are funded with borrowings from periodic debt issuances and with 20% 
equity allocation included in the transmission service charge referenced above. SPP’s debt issuances 
are generally unsecured, have a one-to-two year, interest-only payment period and then fully amortize 
by the maturity of the notes. SPP is required to obtain regulatory approvals prior to issuing new debt. 
SPP carries an A rating from Fitch Ratings which was last affirmed in August 2017. SPP staff believes 
SPP will need to issue new notes in 2018 to fund capital expenditures. 

Short-term liquidity is provided by managing SPP’s cash float. SPP has a committed $30 million 
revolving credit facility to provide additional liquidity support. SPP is soliciting funding for a larger 
committed guidance line with a 5 year maturity to fund capital expenditures. The key aspect requested 
in the guidance facility is the ability to convert outstanding balances to fixed rate term notes. Staff 
expects to complete negotiations with lenders late 4Q’17 and, if successful, present a proposal to the 
SPP Board of Directors in early 2018. 

2018 EXPECTED BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT 
The expectations described below largely resemble those in last year’s Operating Plan, with attention 
given to cybersecurity, the proliferation of renewable energy resources, and the impact of energy 
efficiency on load. An exception, though, is found in the regulatory arena, where a new presidential 
administration and subsequent changes in policy and regulatory and legislative leadership have 
brought numerous issues into question.  

Cybersecurity 
The threat of cyber-attacks continues to be one of SPP’s and the entire industry’s top risks. Critical 
infrastructure protection standards continue to evolve to cover areas such as supply chain protection, 
and such standards serve as robust, base-level requirements to secure our critical assets. The culture 
throughout the electric industry, though, is maturing from one of compliance to a culture of security.  

SPP and its peers must remain involved in the development and implementation of regulations and 
standards to ensure that they allow for the flexibility needed to meet the security challenges they face 
in continuing to provide reliable, affordable electricity to consumers. The industry must continue to 
prioritize cybersecurity maturity above and beyond that which is required for compliance as evolving 
threats and emerging technologies surface faster than standards can be contemplated and 
promulgated.  

Energy Efficiency  
Continued innovation in the arena of energy efficiency, and particularly with regard to consumer goods, 
will continue to impact the load profiles of SPP and the entire electric utility industry. In the short-term, 
more efficient appliances and consumer electronics will continue to hold demand low. Soon, though, 
new technology and products – e.g., electric and autonomous cars – will become cheap enough to 
proliferate the consumer market, at which time the industry should expect load to grow significantly.  

Renewable Proliferation 
SPP expects continued growth in wind generation on our system. By the end of 2017, SPP will have 
more than 17 GW of wind capacity, and there is more than 36 GW of additional wind capacity in the 
generator interconnection study queue. While SPP has reliably managed wind penetration levels of 
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more than 50 percent and anticipates levels of 60 percent by 2018, a saturation point will be reached at 
which wind resources will need to be exported to other regions or curtailed to remain economically 
and reliably viable.  

The SPP region has still seen only limited growth in solar, but that is soon expected to change. With 
regard to pending generator interconnection requests, solar power is second only to wind with more 
than 7 GW in SPP’s study queue. 

Distributed Energy Resources 
Utility experts continue to wrestle with the question of the eventual impact of distributed energy 
resources (DER) on the reliability of the grid. Former FERC Chairman Cheryl LaFleur has suggested that 
decentralization may have already reached a tipping point, meaning utilities and grid operators will be 
forced to deal with DERs, whether as a threat or compliment to existing models. This may be hastened 
by the nation’s changing resource mix (see “Renewable Proliferation” above), which is driving down the 
cost of solar photovoltaic and energy storage technology. Regardless of how decentralized the grid of 
tomorrow will become, adequate transmission infrastructure will play a crucial role in ensuring its 
reliability. SPP will also need to respond to changes prompted by its members and their customer 
bases, including those related to market support for locational issues.  

Regulatory Changes and the Trump Administration 
The election of President Trump and the coupling of his administration with Republican majorities in 
Congress will likely bring change to the power and utilities sector. Given the decreased threat of a 
presidential veto, there is potential for comprehensive energy legislation to be passed by Congress for 
the first time since 2005. Such legislation could lead to a significant amount of planning and analysis by 
regional transmission organizations (RTO), including SPP. The last attempt at comprehensive energy 
legislation failed during the previous administration but its policy provisions are likely to resurface 
during the current session of Congress.  

The most notable and potentially relevant policy provisions to SPP are those related to grid hardening 
and security and provisions related to markets and distributed energy resources. For example, the 
House version of the 2016 energy bill would have required a “strategic reserve” of spare power 
transformers and emergency mobile substations to restore the grid after physical or cyberattack, 
electromagnetic pulse attack, geomagnetic disturbance, severe weather, or seismic events. 

In addition to influencing the odds of comprehensive energy legislation, the new administration has 
resulted in a new FERC with four of the five commissioners being newly appointed to their posts. While 
there remains some regulatory uncertainty as to the priorities of this new FERC, the Department of 
Energy’s (DOE) grid study provides some insight into the likely policy issues FERC will address in the 
coming year.  

The study calls for FERC to expedite its efforts with states, RTO/ISOs, and other stakeholders to 
improve energy price formation in centrally-organized wholesale electricity markets, including 
negative pricing. And it directs the agency to study and make recommendations regarding efforts to 
require valuation of new and existing essential reliability services by creating fuel-neutral markets.  

It is also expected that FERC will continue its focus on energy infrastructure issues that enable policies 
to streamline permitting for critical energy assets, especially to the degree the facilities support the 
resiliency and affordability themes laid out in the DOE staff report.  
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Perhaps the most immediate impact on utilities under the Trump administration is the elimination of 
aggressive deadlines for carbon emissions reductions from the generation fleet that were prescribed 
under the Environmental Protection Agency's Clean Power Plan. To comply with the Clean Power Plan, 
some utilities had taken steps to bring down emission levels, which included the shutting down of old 
coal-based power plants, investing in emission control equipment, and increasing the share of natural 
gas and other energy sources in electricity generation.  

Although the CPP may be repealed or replaced with a less stringent emission standard, it is unlikely the 
decline in coal-fired power generation will be reversed; however, coal-focused electric utilities will 
likely be able to run their coal units for a longer period than expected earlier. This is because in many 
cases, the switch from coal to natural gas and renewables is being driven by factors beyond federal 
regulations. The primary driver has been and will continue to be economic. Coal is not competitive with 
lower-priced and widely-available natural gas, and the cost of developing renewable energy resources 
continues to decline. Therefore, it is expected that natural gas use increases across the SPP footprint 
with continued investment in natural gas-fired combined cycle resources while coal consumption 
decreases as coal loses market share to natural gas and renewable generation in the electric power 
sector.  

Throughout 2018 and beyond, renewable generation will continue to grow. With a continued tax credit 
and declining capital costs, it is expected that solar capacity growth continues across the SPP footprint 
in the long term while tax credits provided for plants entering service until, but no later than 2024, 
provide incentives for new wind capacity in the near term.   
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MAJOR 2018 PROJECT INVESTMENTS 

SETTLEMENT SYSTEM REPLACEMENT (STARTED IN 2016) 
Replace the current market and transmission settlement systems with a custom designed, single, 
high-performance, scalable system solution. 

BENEFITS 
Expand automation of the settlements processes to improve accuracy, timeliness, and auditability of 
the processes. Expect significant reduction in long-term support costs for the settlement function. 

STRATEGIC PLAN LINKAGE 
Enhance member value and affordability: Existing settlement system has proven to be inefficient, 
resulting in many manual adjustment processes to complete daily settlements.  

INVESTMENT AND TIMELINE 
The project initiated in 2016 and is expected to complete in 2Q’19. Significant milestones are: 

• Research and evaluation of opportunities  ............................................................ (completed) 2016 
• RFP and vendor selection .....................................................................................................(completed) 2017 
• Formula builder............................................................................................................... (completed) July 2017 
• Calculation engine ...................................................................................................................................... Feb 2018 
• User interface ............................................................................................................................................... July 2018 
• Development complete, market trials start ..................................................................................... Dec 2018 
• Go-live............................................................................................................................................................. May 2019 

  

Capitalized Development Costs ($million) 

• Software .................................................................................................................................................................. $5.30 
• Allocated IT expenditures (virtual servers, storage, etc.) .................................................................. $0.98 
• Total Capitalized Development Costs ........................................................................................ $6.28 

 

SPP expects an increase of three full-time IT employees responsible for support and maintenance of the 
system. Once implemented, SPP will no longer pay for vendor provided support and maintenance of 
approximately $1.4 million annually. Additionally, there will be replacements of hardware assets on 
SPP’s standard five-year replacement schedule.  

RISKS 
Two significant risks have been identified: 

1) New solution requires internal ownership for IT support and development of future 
enhancements. There is a risk internal IT would not be staffed appropriately to facilitate this 
required support and anticipated cost savings would not be realized. The project includes 
significant testing by SPP resources throughout code development to ensure familiarity with 
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the code. Hiring of incremental IT resources will occur early in 2018. These efforts are intended 
to mitigate the identified risk. 

2) Settlement system solution represents a paradigm shift in the settlement and IT processes, 
including system and database approach. Cost savings are dependent on a successful shift in 
data gathering and processing. The vendor has a proven track record in customized financial 
system implementations and is nearing completion of similar settlement system replacement at 
a U.S. RTO. 

VOLTAGE SECURITY ASSESSMENT TOOL (VSAT) (STARTED IN 2017) 
The online VSAT will identify constraints on the transmission system that real-time operators will be 
able to mitigate using current congestion management tools. The VSAT will enable real-time operators 
and operational planning engineers to prepare for and react to stability concerns in order to maintain 
reliable operation of the BES.  

BENEFITS 
The most significant goal of this project is to identify areas of voltage concerns with real-time and near-
term data. This can be done more efficiently using the VSAT’s ability to construct a power-voltage curve 
with multiple defined contingencies. With the increase in variable generation in SPP’s service area, 
power transfers and supply variability will become increasingly less predictable. VSAT will equip SPP 
to better predict the state of the system in order to facilitate reliable outage coordination, forward unit 
commitment, reliability assessments, and general reliable operation of the BES. VSAT will bolster SPP’s 
compliance with NERC standards FAC-011-2, IRO-005-3.1a, IRO-008-2, IRO-009-2, and IRO-101-2. 

STRATEGIC PLAN LINKAGE 
• Reliability Assurance 

INVESTMENT AND TIMELINE 
VSAT implementation began in 2017 and will complete before the end of 2018. Initial capital costs 
include purchase of software, purchase of computer hardware, and new functionality added to the 
energy management system (EMS) software to facilitate the export of data. Total capital investment to 
bring the VSAT project to functional status is expected to be $1.6 million. 

RISKS 
VSAT has been implemented at other RTOs that utilize an EMS on the Alstom (now GE) platform. Their 
implementations have been straightforward. SPP anticipates a similar implementation since this is a 
proven application and architecture. Internal resource constraints may impact the timeline for 
implementation but are not expected to be a factor. 

TRANSIENT STABILITY ANALYSIS TOOL (TSAT) 
Online TSAT helps prevent damage to generating equipment. Rotor angle stability, frequency stability 
and voltage stability are the three main breakdowns for analyzing power system stability. The TSAT 
application will monitor transient stability by taking an EMS snapshot case and performing power 
system transfers that stress the current case. Additional dynamic machine characteristics will be 
mapped to the EMS case. If the tool indicates transient stability issues corrective actions will be made in 
order to maintain reliable operation of the transmission system. TSAT will be used to ensure power 
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transfers do not cause a voltage collapse event or blackout. SPP’s current tools are not capable of 
identifying transient stability issues.  

BENEFITS 
The major benefit of the project is risk avoidance. This project will reduce reliability risk and improve 
the ability to operate at record variable generation levels. The reliability risk is directly associated with 
preventing damage to generation equipment. Transient stability is currently not evaluated in real-time 
operations. The additional awareness will provide SPP operators with increased situational awareness 
and lead to reduced risk operating the grid. Most North American ISO/RTOs have this tool in operation. 
SPP is the last to install this type of real-time sophisticated analysis at the ISO/RTO level.  

Assuming TSAT prevents damage to one turbine shaft annually and considering the cost of a generator 
turbine shaft replacement (based on research papers indicating average cost to replace damaged 
equipment due to transient instability), cost savings would be approximately $12million - $21.5 million.   

STRATEGIC PLAN LINKAGE 
• Reliability Assurance: The increasing amount of volatility from renewable resources has the 

potential to create unstable conditions that SPP’s current tools are not equipped to identify. 
This project addresses issues found in the last two SPP wind studies, closes a potential 
compliance gap, and largely increases the reliability of the BES with the large amount of 
changing resource fuel mix. Wind generation has different characteristics than the conventional 
coal, gas and hydro generation (inertia, frequency response, voltage and reactive control, 
response to faults, etc.) Having a substantial part of the load covered with wind generation and 
less with traditional coal, gas and hydro changes the dynamic behavior of the BES. Other 
contributing areas that create a more complex behavior of the BES: use of phase shifters, high 
parallel flows from external RTO’s, DC lines parallel to AC lines. 

INVESTMENT AND TIMELINE 
The project will begin once the VSAT application is complete in production, which is expected to be in 
1Q’18. The TSAT application is expected to be in production 1Q’19.  

Capitalized Development Costs ($million): 

• Hardware ............................................................................................................................................................ $0.77 
• Licenses ............................................................................................................................................................... $0.29 
• Consulting ........................................................................................................................................................... $0.36 
• Other allocated IT Expenditures (virtual servers, storage, etc.) .................................................. $0.20 

Total Capitalized Development Costs .....................................................................................................$1.62 

Once implemented, the project is expected to require expenditures for annual license fees and software 
maintenance. Additionally, there will be replacements of the hardware assets on SPP’s usual five-year 
replacement schedule. 

RISKS 
The most significant risk to timely implementation is the capacity of SPP staff to perform work 
associated with this project in addition to its routine daily workload. This project will require 
meaningful attention from SPP’s operations engineering staff, already operating at full capacity. 
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TRAINING AND TESTING SIMULATED ENVIRONMENT (TTSE) 
SPP’s Dispatcher Training Simulator (DTS) does not meet the requirements of SPP’s Operations 
department with the addition of balancing authority, reliability unit commitment and real-time 
balancing market functions, due to the lack of an integrated market system. Since the implementation 
of the Integrated Marketplace and SPP becoming the consolidated balancing authority, market systems 
have become integral to maintaining reliability and balancing. Realistic simulation training, using 
market systems, is imperative to SPP operator readiness and ultimately increased reliability for the SPP 
footprint.  

The project was initially proposed in three phases:  

• Phase 1: create stand-alone DTS separate from SPP’s customer training system 
• Phase 2: create market system environment 
• Phase 3: add virtualization tools mimicking those available in the control center 

 

BENEFITS 
The major benefit of the project is risk avoidance. SPP stakeholders expect operations staff performing 
SPP’s critical real-time functions to be well-trained. Existing capabilities do not contemplate market 
solutions and impacts, resulting in the unrealistic simulations.  

STRATEGIC PLAN LINKAGE 
Reliability Assurance: Provides realistic training simulations for SPP’s real-time operators to best 
prepare them for the challenges experienced while on shift.  

INVESTMENT AND TIMELINE 
Phase 1 of the project initiated in 2016 and resulted in the implementation of a stand-alone training 
simulation environment for SPP’s operations staff. Phase 2 of the project will result in the addition of 
market simulation capability and contains two components: a) assembly of market simulation 
hardware and environment and b) build and integrate market simulation software. Phase 3 of the 
project will add visualization tools to the simulation environment closely mimicking the screens 
available at the real-time desks. 

The completion timelines for each phase are: 

• Phase 1: EMS Simulation ............................................................................................... (Complete) Dec 2016 
• Phase 2: Market Simulation 

o 2A ...................................................................................................................................................... Sept 2017 
o 2B ....................................................................................................................................................... Dec 2019 

• Phase 3: Visualization ............................................................................................................................... Dec 2018 
 

Capitalized Development Costs ($million) 

• Phase 1 ................................................................................................................................................................ .... $0.23 
• Phase 2A ................................................................................................................................................................. $0.18 
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• Phase 2B ................................................................................................................................................................. $3.00 
• Phase 3 ................................................................................................................................................................ .... $0.09 

Total Capitalized Development Costs ....................................................................................................... $3.50 

Once implemented, the project is expected to require expenditures for annual license fees and software 
maintenance of nearly $0.30 million annually. Additionally, replacement of the hardware assets will 
occur on SPP’s standard five-year replacement schedule. 

RISKS 
The market integration piece of this project (Phase 2B) was based on a proposal from 
AREVA/Alstom/GE. Due to the $3 million turnkey quote, SPP staff has been evaluating a number of 
potential in-house solutions. In April 2017, as the complexity of Phase 2 evolved, it was split into A and 
B sub-phases to get the hardware and initial market environment in place to test potential solutions 
and determine the best path forward before committing more resources and capital.  

The primary challenge is synchronizing the market time, which runs on wall clock/server time, with 
DTS scenario time. The DTS can be paused or restarted from a previous point, whereas the market runs 
continually. Unlike other RTOs with a GE market system, SPP’s market system has a market control 
component. This increases the complexity and unknowns of the project, as this is something GE has not 
utilized in a simulation system before. 

DEFERRED, CONTINGENT OR DECLINED PROJECTS 
The following projects have been identified as valuable but are not recommended for budget approval 
at this time. Reasons for not recommending the projects generally are due to uncertainty about 
regulatory requirements, timelines, solution, etc. 

DISTRIBUTED GENERATION FUNCTIONALITY 
Project would enhance SPP’s markets to allow participation by distributed generation resources and 
storage devices. FERC has issued a notice of proposed rulemaking but has not issued a final order 
detailing the requirements for compliance.  

Estimated capital investment: $1.8 million 

RELIABILITY COMMUNICATIONS TOOL 
Project would create an application to facilitate the systematic issuance, receipt, and auditable 
documentation of operating instructions.  

Estimated capital investment: $0.25 million 

FREEZE DATE REPLACEMENT 
The project will update the process that calculates firm rights used in real-time congestion processes in 
accordance with new rules and requirements agreed upon by CMP (SPP, MISO, PJM, TVA, AECI, MHEB, 
LGEE) members.  

Estimated capital investment: $0.35 million 
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REPLICATED DATA SERVER UPGRADE 
The replicated data server gives SPP transmission operators and transmission owners a near real-time 
view of SPP’s real-time models, substation one-line drawings, SCADA measurements, powerflow 
solution results, and real-time contingency analysis warnings and violations.   

Estimated capital investment: $0.26 million 
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2018 MAJOR TECHNOLOGY INVESTMENTS 

SPP’s ability to provide the vast majority of its services is contingent on a robust and resilient 
technology infrastructure. SPP operates two data center facilities with full fail-over capacity in the 
event a single data center is unavailable. Within the data centers exist over 1,900 physical and virtual 
servers across multiple environments interconnected by a high availability network. Significant 
investments are made annually to maintain the existing capabilities of the technology infrastructure 
and enhance it to address new demands on the system, cyber security requirements, and incremental 
additions to SPP’s service menu. 

SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATION 
The major initiatives in the 2018 fiscal year include:   

• Technology refresh of aged server systems (based on IT’s lifecycle policy) 
• Additional data storage for both data center sites (production and backup capacity) 
• IT service management tool upgrade/replacement 

TECHNOLOGY/SERVER REFRESH  
The systems administration team manages approximately 450 physical servers and roughly 1500 
virtual servers. Generally speaking, IT’s policy is to replace physical hardware after a five-year useful 
life based on exposure to increased failure rates, discontinued or unaffordable vendor support, 
operating system incompatibility, and the need for faster application performance and connectivity 
requirements.  

SPP has approximately 160 physical servers (dedicated and virtualized) targeted for replacement 
during 2018 at a total expected replacement cost of $2.8 million. In concert with the server refresh, SPP 
will continue to deploy and expand virtualization technology to maximize the utilization of computer 
hardware and software wherever possible.  

DATA STORAGE  
SPP utilizes multiple storage technologies to manage data based on the speed, confidentiality, and 
frequency of use of the stored data. The total capacity of all storage platforms and technologies in place 
at SPP is 1.5 petabytes. SPP’s need for additional storage grows annually based on the retention of 
years of Integrated Marketplace data and due to additional entrants to SPP’s transmission and market 
services. SPP expects to add flash storage technology in 2018 at a cost of nearly $1.0 million. 

SERVICE MANAGEMENT 
SPP’s current tool to perform incident, problem, change, asset, release, service request, and knowledge 
management functions is nearing its end of life. This tool is critical for performing processes related to 
change and configuration management for CIP-010 and SOC-1 as well as patch management related to 
CIP-007. SPP is performing a complete review of the system to determine if an upgrade is viable or if 
replacing the tool with a different product is the more viable and reasonable solution to ensure SPP is 
leveraging the best possible ITSM tool for the best value. SPP is also seeking a more user friendly 
interface that allows for better self-service, full service visibility with dashboards and reporting to 
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make better decisions, and drive improvements with service and asset awareness. The costs of upgrade 
or full replacement are not known at this time. 

IT ARCHITECTURE 
SPP maintains an architectural roadmap to guide its evaluation of and evolution to emerging 
technologies. The 2018 initiatives aligning with the architectural roadmap include the following: 

• Data-Lake and Big Data infrastructure foundation 
• Analytic and visualization tools 

DATA-LAKE AND BIG DATA  
SPP utilized Netezza storage appliances as part of Integrated Marketplace project to store historical 
operational data for business analysis. The Netezza appliances started running out of storage as 
marketplace data exceeded initial business expectations. Also, the business started requesting access to 
more historical marketplace operational data (up to five years’ worth) and keeping energy imbalance 
service production data online for time series analysis, data mining, and to produce reports. Data 
growth and new business requirements gave birth to the Data Lake project, which started in 2016 as an 
IT foundation project.  

The Data Lake project’s phase-one goals were to offload less frequently used data from production 
Netezza appliances to a cost-economical BigData storage solution that provides SQL access to the data, 
scales incrementally at both compute and storage levels depending on need, and postpones the need 
for purchasing new Netezza appliances. Phase 1 was successfully implemented and the purchase of 
new Netezza appliances was postponed.  

Data Lake’s Phase 2 is currently in progress and concentrates on data access controls, improving 
checkpoint/restart capabilities, improving SQL query performance, evaluating/implementing 
transactional capabilities, offloading more historical data from Netezza appliances, and evaluating 
technologies to feed data directly to Data Lake infrastructure.  

Data Lake Phase 3 is slated for 2018. Its goals were to open more Data Lake functionality to business 
users to run existing processes on the Data Lake infrastructure, provide active-active infrastructure 
between data centers, implement technologies to feed data directly to Data Lake infrastructure, provide 
visualization and data analysis capabilities using the tools supported by the data services team, and 
reduce the dependency on costly Netezza type appliances. 

This project reduces the cost of storing historical data for business analysis by reducing the 
dependency on large Netezza-type appliances. It eliminates the need for either new business tools or 
rewriting existing queries. It allows incremental scaling at either compute or storage independently 
which reduces capital and operation expenses. It eliminates time-consuming data migration and 
verification processes involved with appliance replacements. It also provides federated query 
capabilities to join the data for future optimizations in data storage.  

SPP offloaded 50+ terabytes of data from production Netezza appliances as part of Data Lake phase 1 
and postponed $2.6 million in capital cost (need for purchasing new Netezza appliances).  
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Phases 1 and 2 included capital costs of $1 million and allocated staff costs for 4.5 FTEs. Phase 3 capital 
costs are forecast at $0.4 million and allocated staff of 2.25 FTEs. The project is expected to provide a 
24.47% internal rate of return based on the seven-year cost model. 

CYBER SECURITY 
SPP intends to add numerous customizations to its arsenal of cyber monitoring, control, and 
remediation applications. These customizations will provide additional strength to SPP’s already 
formidable cyber defenses. Additionally, SPP will be adding licenses for its cyber defense applications 
to allow deployment across other assets and data technologies. 
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KEEPING THE LIGHTS ON 

Reliability is job number one at SPP. It is the central focus of every decision and action undertaken 
within the organization. Internally, this is known as “keeping the lights on” or KTLO. It is the central 
theme of the organization’s mission statement, “Helping our Members work together to keep the lights 
on … today and in the future.” SPP’s responsibility toward reliability and other important services is 
delineated in numerous agreements, contracts, tariff, protocols, standards, etc. Significant resources are 
dedicated directly to fulfilling these obligations and significant support resources are invested in 
helping the direct satisfaction of these obligations. 

INTERNAL WORK GROUPS 
SPP’s internal organizational structure is designed to ensure appropriate focus and leadership is 
deployed to address the KTLO work described above. Many groups have direct responsibilities to 
accomplish the work while others are available to provide necessary support. 

OPERATIONS 

 

 

SPP’s operations department is responsible for many of the duties and responsibilities outlined in the 
OATT and MA. Operations staff are the front-line employees who engage real-time in the reliability and 
market aspects of SPP on a 24-hour-a-day, seven-day-a-week basis. Staff consists of engineers, certified 
system operators and specialized support personnel. The department is organized across three distinct 
subgroups: 

1. System operations 
2. Markets 
3. Operations support 

 

Significant duties include regional reliability coordination, tariff administration, transmission service, 
real-time and day-ahead market operations, maintaining models for state estimator and commercial 
modeling tools, training, and balancing authority operations. Additionally, operations staff work with 
numerous stakeholder groups including the Markets and Operations Policy Committee, Business 
Practices Working Group, Balancing Authority Operating Committee, Generation Working Group, 
Operating Reliability Working Group, and Operations Training Working Group. Finally, staff represents 
SPP and its members at numerous North American Reliability Corporation working groups. 

  

 

Operations
Salary & Benefits Travel Services Other Total Exp Cap Ex Approved Staff

2018 Budget 22.5$                   0.3$                      0.3$                      0.1$                      23.1$                   162
2017 Forecast 21.4$                   0.2$                      0.2$                      0.1$                      21.9$                   162
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2018 Priorities Strategic Plan Linkage 

Complete a Renewable Generation Integration Study 
overseen by the Transmission Working Group. The study will 
analyze inter-modal oscillations identified in the 2017 
Variable Generation Integration Study. Additional studies 
will analyze the 60% and 80% variable generation 
penetration cases. 

• Reliability Assurance 
• Optimize Interdependent 

Systems 

Enhance operator tools – Implement voltage stability 
analysis systems, build transient stability analysis systems, 
continue analysis of PMU data from members and 
neighboring systems. 

• Reliability Assurance 
 

Enhance operator capabilities – implement formal “learning 
team” processes, enhance simulation exercises to track 
closer to real world experiences 

• Reliability Assurance 

 

ENGINEERING 

 

Principal duties of SPP’s engineering department include planning SPP’s transmission system to meet 
future regional reliability, economic, and public policy needs in an optimized manner; tracking progress 
and costs of approved transmission expansion projects; and performing longer term (longer than one 
year) studies necessary to process requests for generation interconnection, transmission service, and 
transmission congestion rights. The department also performs data gathering and reliability 
assessment responsibilities in support of the SPP Regional Entity. The predominance of these duties are 
required by SPP’s tariff, business practices, MA, NERC Reliability Standards, and SPP Criteria. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Engineering
Salary & Benefits Travel Services Other Total Exp Cap Ex Approved Staff

2018 Budget 10.6$                   0.3$                      2.1$                      0.6$                      13.7$                   80
2017 Forecast 9.9$                     0.3$                      1.9$                      0.5$                      12.7$                   80
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2018 Priorities Strategic Plan Linkage 

Improved Process Alignment: work with stakeholders to 
identify and recommend improvements to better align the 
Aggregate Transmission Service Study (ATSS), GI, congestion 
hedging, and transmission planning assumptions and 
processes to alleviate concerns about the planning 
assumptions and the inability of customers to convert 
transmission rights into transmission congestions rights. 

• Reliability Assurance 
• Enhance Member Value 
 

Planning Studies: Complete the initial ITP assessment under 
the processes approved by the Board and stakeholders in 
2017. Study will complete in 2019. 

• Maintain Economical, 
Optimized Transmission 
System 

Customer Initiated Service Studies: Implement any 
improvements approved through the GI Improvement Task 
Force to enhance SPP’s ability to process growing numbers of 
GI requests.  

• Reliability Assurance 
 

Capacity Margin Refinement: Address FERC identified 
deficiencies in SPP’s reserve adequacy processes and 
implement the improved process. 

• Reliability Assurance 
• Enhance Member Value 

Rayburn Country Study: Complete PUCT requested study of 
the impact of moving Rayburn Country’s facilities and load 
from SPP to ERCOT 

• Reliability Assurance 
• Maintain Economical, 

Optimized Transmission 
System 

 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

The primary mission of IT is to develop, deploy, integrate and support the applications and 
infrastructure that supply SPP's operational and corporate systems. IT is divided into five primary 
groups (Enterprise Operations, Applications, Sourcing Strategy, Quality Control, and Cybersecurity), 
along with a chief architect.  

The Enterprise Operations department provides 24x7-support for all communications and networking 
systems and all computer hardware and environmental needs for SPP’s data centers. Each of these 
activities is critical to SPP's transmission, market, reliability and business processes. IT-Operations also 
provides technical direction, leadership, and architectural design for the communications, network, 

Information Technology
Salary & Benefits Travel Services Other Total Exp Cap Ex Approved Staff

2018 Budget 21.7$                   0.1$                      4.7$                      22.0$                   48.4$                   164
2017 Forecast 20.1$                   0.1$                      4.1$                      20.4$                   44.6$                   161
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storage, backup/recovery, and computing platforms for all aspects of the IT infrastructure utilized 
within SPP.  

The IT-Applications department provides 24x7-support for existing systems including transmission, 
reliability, and Integrated Marketplace.  The department is responsible for coordinating all software 
development efforts related to these key business systems, as well as planning and supporting the 
integration of new members/market participants such as Integrated Systems. IT-Applications plays an 
integral role in nearly all new projects, including the creation of requirements/test/rollback plans; 
developing software; providing technical leadership; defining, implementing and reviewing 
architecture; and providing ongoing maintenance and support for systems. 

The Sourcing Strategy team is responsible for managing the IT budget and facilitating/negotiating 
business activities with major IT vendors. The team works closely with other IT departments to enact 
an appropriate short- and long-term budget and acquisition philosophy which incorporates vendor 
leveraging/relationships, asset lifecycles, and adequate maintenance coverage.  

The Quality Control team works to identify and implement risk mitigation strategies to assist in 
compliance and protection of SPP’s assets. The team is responsible for conducting timely internal 
reviews of evidence to ensure ongoing compliance obligations are met. The team owns and maintains 
the documentation of all processes and procedures related to compliance for IT and select non-IT 
departments, including the associated and applicable Reliability Standard Audit Worksheets (RSAWs). 
The team also plays a significant role in IT EMBC/Recovery Planning, owning and facilitating applicable 
processes, procedures, and testing activities. 

The Cybersecurity team was enhanced and consolidated in 2016 to focus on security of SPP’s critical 
infrastructure. The team proactively evaluates and employs best practices to ensure SPP’s overall IT 
security is at optimal levels. They work closely with IT and SPP’s compliance departments to ensure 
security measures are adopted, implemented and followed according to SPP policies.  

 

2018 Priorities Strategic Plan Linkage 

Automation: Areas of focus that will continue from 2017 into 
2018 include patch management, server provisioning, and 
application testing. In each of these areas, IT staff spends 
significant time performing manual processes to build, track, 
replicate, and verify information. Implementation of 
automated processes will allow the team to reduce manual 
activities while providing improved quality and consistent 
outcomes. 

• Enhance Member Value 
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Reduce third-party consultant engagements: increased and 
aligned skills of internal staff to become more self-sufficient 
in supporting SPP’s infrastructure and applications and 
better positioned to assume support for enterprise projects 
(e.g., Z2 and Settlements replacement). Staff augmentation 
through consultants is projected at less than $0.5 million in 
2018 from a high of $1.6 million in 2014 

• Enhance Member Value  

Cybersecurity and CIP Compliance: the Cybersecurity team 
plans to perform routine training for all staff to increase 
overall security awareness across the organization.   

• Reliability Assurance 
• Enhance Member Value 

IT compute and data infrastructure: begin implementation of 
an alternative compute infrastructure during 2018 and 
beyond. Migration to the new platform will be a gradual 
process aligned with the refresh of existing servers and 
installations of new project requirements. This infrastructure 
will improve provisioning efficiency and manageability and 
as SPP adopts new platforms and environments 

• Enhance Member Value 

Data Governance: IT has attempted to implement a “fit for 
purpose” approach whereby the most cost-effective storage 
solution is aligned with user/application requirements. SPP 
will continue that approach with a focus on implementing 
effective processes to allocate/control/delete data in 
accordance with retention policies and/or end-user 
requirements. Success initiative will eliminate 
unnecessary/duplicative data and improve data life-cycle 
management. 

• Enhance Member Value 

 

 

 

CORPORATE 

 

The corporate group has responsibility for many broad aspects of the organization and includes the 
following support areas: 

Corporate *
Salary & Benefits Travel Services Other Total Exp Cap Ex Approved Staff

2018 Budget 30.8$                   0.9$                      5.4$                      6.5$                      43.7$                   138
2017 Forecast 30.7$                   0.9$                      5.4$                      5.5$                      42.4$                   137

* Includes Admin/Officer, Corporate Services, Reg/Legal/RSC, Interregional Relations/Market Design, Communications/Government Affairs and MMU
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• Executive • Legal • Settlements 
• Communications • Human Resources • Facilities 
• Accounting • Regulatory • Credit 
• Gov’t Affairs • Administration • Market Monitoring 

 

This group holds the budget for several expenses which are not allocated across the company such as 
pension expense, corporate liability insurance, and board of director compensation. 

2018 Priorities Strategic Plan Linkage 

Membership expansion: to the extent Mountain West 
Transmission Group proceeds with membership in SPP, 
considerable focus on ensuring the implementation proceeds 
timely and smoothly 

• Optimize Interdependent Systems 

Settlements: build of the replacement system will consume 
the entire year. The project plan utilizes the “agile” delivery 
process which enables ongoing testing of the delivered 
components throughout the construction phase. 

• Enhance Member Value 

 

 

PROCESS INTEGRITY 

 

Primary responsibilities in the Process Integrity group include internal audit, reliability standards 
compliance, stakeholder services (including external member training and customer service), 
corporate project management, and interregional activities. Departments in this group work closely 
with the SPP Oversight Committee.  

2018 Priorities Strategic Plan Linkage 

Compliance: performance of an internal mock audit to gauge 
effectiveness of SPP’s processes and procedures designed to 
comply with NERC CIP v5 standards 

• Reliability Assurance 
• Enhance Member Value 

 

Process Integrity
Salary & Benefits Travel Services Other Total Exp Cap Ex Approved Staff

2018 Budget 7.9$                     0.3$                      1.0$                      0.1$                      9.3$                      54
2017 Forecast 7.1$                     0.2$                      0.5$                      0.1$                      8.0$                      53
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
SOUTHWEST POWER POOL STAFF 

Recommendation to the SPP Board of Directors 
October 31, 2017 

NTC Modification – Westar NTC 200430 

 

Organizational Roster 

The following persons represent the Southwest Power Pool: 

• Carl Monroe, Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer 

• Lanny Nickell, Vice President, Engineering 

• Jay Caspary, Director, Research, Development & Tariff Services 

• Antoine Lucas, Director, Transmission Planning 

Background 

Westar Energy, Inc., (Westar) has requested a modification of one previously issued Notification to 
Construct (NTC) for a change in scope from what is described in the Network Upgrade Descriptions for 
Upgrades issued in the 2017 ITP10.  This request was made because Westar cannot meet the required 
rating due to a 101 MVA line conductor limit. The 2017 ITP10 study work anticipated that the new rating 
would be 110 MVA based on the line conductor limit.  
  
Staff has determined the modification is reasonable and is still economically beneficial while meeting 
requirements of the need identified in the 2017 ITP 10. Staff will recommend to the SPP Board of 
Directors (BOD) in October 2017 the NTC be modified accordingly.  In adherence to Business Practice 
7060, this notification is to inform the TWG, MOPC and BOD of the requested change.   

 

NTC ID 
NTC 
Issue 
Date 

Source 
Study 

Network 
Upgrade 

ID 

Network 
Upgrade 

Name 
NTC 

Specification 
Proposed 

Modification 
SPP Staff 

Recommendation 

200430 2/21/2017 2017 
ITP10 51626 

Butler-Altoona 
138 kV 

Terminal 
Upgrades 

All elements and 
conductor must 
have at least an 

emergency rating 
of 110 MVA. 

All elements and 
conductor must 
have at least an 

emergency rating of 
101 MVA. 

Modify NTC 

 
 

Analysis 

A change to the required emergency rating for Network Upgrade No. 51626 constitutes a change in 
performance of the project because it may have a material impact on the operating characteristics of the 



   

 

 

2 

 

transmission system. This requested change and its impact have been reviewed. The project was 
evaluated with the new rating using 2017 ITP10 approved and sidebar Future 1 and 3 models. The 
project still shows benefit in the base models with a B/C ratio of 14.1 in Future 1 and 14.3 in Future 3.  
The upstream constraints continue to bind less in Future 1 due to the 101 MVA rating alleviating multiple 
flowgates.  It has been concluded that with the change, the upgrade maintains its cost beneficial 
performance and will not adversely impact any Service Agreements or other contractually committed 
service sold under the SPP OATT, and will not affect any sold firm transmission service.  
 
Recommendation: 

• SPP Staff recommends the NTC for Network Upgrade ID 51626 be modified as described above.  

 

 

Action Requested: Approve recommendation 
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
SOUTHWEST POWER POOL STAFF 

Recommendation to the SPP Board of Directors 
October 31, 2017 

NTC-C Re-evaluation – Westar NTC-C 200422 

 

Organizational Roster 

The following persons represent the Southwest Power Pool: 

• Carl Monroe, Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer 

• Lanny Nickell, Vice President, Engineering 

• Jay Caspary, Director, Research, Development & Tariff Services 

• Antoine Lucas, Director, Transmission Planning 

Background 

On January 11, 2017, SPP issued Notification to Construct with Conditions (NTC-C) for Hoyt to Jeffery 
Energy Center 345 kV Circuit 1. This Project was identified in SPP Aggregate Facility Study SPP-2016-
AG1-AFS-3 and costs for the Project were estimated to be $23,683,317.  On July 10, 2017 Westar 
Energy, Inc., responded to this NTC-C submitting a Conditional Project Estimate (CPE) that was outside 
of precision bandwidth of +/- 30% of estimated cost for this project stated NTC-C 200422.  Section 5.1 of 
SPP Business Practice 7060 states that Staff will re-evaluate the Applicable Project and make a 
recommendation to the SPP Board of Directors (BOD) at the next regularly scheduled meeting.   
 

NTC ID 
NTC 
Issue 
Date 

Source 
Study 

Network 
Upgrade 

ID 

Network 
Upgrade 

Name 
NTC 

Specification 
SPP Staff 

Recommendation 

 

 

200422 1/11/2017 
SPP-2016-
AG1-AFS-

3 
51828 

Jeffrey 
Energy 

Center – 
Hoyt 345 
kV Ckt 1 

All elements 
and conductor 
must have at 

least an 
emergency 

rating of 1087 
MVA. 

Re-evaluate NTC  

 

Analysis 

Staff has determined that the NTC should be removed from current models, further analyzed and the 
Project re-evaluated in the next applicable study.  This option is reasonable and does not render firm 
transmission service under the OATT undeliverable or cause adverse impact to Service Agreements or 
other contractually committed service sold under the SPP OATT.  In adherence to Section 5.1 of 
Business Practice 7060, Staff will request BOD approval for re-evaluation of the project. This item is to 
inform the MOPC that the Project will be re-evaluated.  
 



   

 

 

2 

 

 
 
Recommendation: 

• SPP Staff recommends re-evaluation of this project with updated costs in the next applicable 
study.  

 

Action Requested: Approve recommendation 

 

  

 



SPC Report to the 
Board
Mike Wise

October 2017

1



SPC Update Items
• Staff provided update on the PJM/NRG Case & FERC Order 

Rejecting SPP Resource Adequacy Filing

• Staff provided update on DOE Reliability and Resilience Report and 
Resulting FERC Order
 Discussed proposed SPP comments and FERC process

• Staff presented the strategic problem associated with its 
transmission planning policy associated with energy resources
 Robust discussion
 Action item to bring back proposal by 2nd Quarter 2018 with progress 

report in January

• ESWG Chair presented the 2019 Futures recommendation
 Concerns were again expressed about the amount of “wind” included 

in the Future
 Despite concerns,  general consensus of SPC supported proposal

• Discussed strategic concern of load leaving SPP

• Discussed in Executive Session process for MWTG policy decisions 
and scheduled additional meetings.
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Human Resources 
Committee 
Report to SPP Board of Directors

October 31, 2017

1



August 27 & 28, 2017 Meeting

• Approved recommendation to the SPP Finance 
Committee on Merit Pool Funding for 2018 Budget

• Approved the addition of a high deductible plan option, 
with corresponding Health Savings Account, to the SPP 
Employee Medical Plan

• Approved a change to the Members Committee 
Satisfaction metric multiplier component of the SPP 
Employee Performance Compensation Plan

• Reviewed staff proposal for changes to the SPP 
Employee Performance Compensation Plan compliance 
metric

• Reviewed annual Fraud Prevention Report

2



Human Resources – Cost Savings
2017 Initiatives:

• Dental Plan – changed to self-insured, annual savings:  $  66,000

• Retiree Medical Plan – changed plan structure, annual savings                       
(with current participants):  $100,000 +

• Medical Plan –savings share of claims, annual savings:  $  90,000

• Unemployment rate – changed payment timing, annual savings:  $  52,000

2017 Estimated Total: $308,000

2018 Initiatives:

• Medical plan – negotiated fee and plan structure,                                       
estimated annual savings:  $160,000

• 401(k) Plan – staff negotiating with plan administrator to lower administrative 
fee charged plan participants

3



October Meeting Agenda

4

• HR Scope Review 

• Review Performance Compensation Plan Compliance 
Metrics proposal

• Annual review of committee activities

• Approve 2018 Meetings & Agendas

January Meeting Agenda
• Approve funding for annual Performance Compensation 

Plan

• Review SPP President prior year performance and propose 
current year compensation

• Review compensation for SPP officers



OC Report to the 
Board
Joshua Martin

October 2017

1



October Meeting
• Meeting held on 10/6 

• Bi-monthly Activity reports from Compliance and MMU

• MMU apprised the Committee on Market Power/Market-Based Rate Authority 
in Western Markets

• Committee considered the potential for Bates-White to prepare a 2018 
“Looking Forward Report” and directed staff regarding engagement

• OC Reviewed and Revised its 2017 Major Accomplishments in its Annual Self-
Assessment

• OC accepted responsibility to receive annual SOC1 audit reports with the 
Finance Committee Board members’ participation

• Met in Executive Session with RTO Staff
 Approved 2018 IEP Panelists
 Received Physical and Cyber-Security Reports
 Reviewed confidential Compliance Matters
 Received Emergency Management Business Continuity  report
 Discussed confidential MMU Matters

• Met in a separate Executive Session with MMU only

2



October Meeting - MMU 
updates
• MMU filed comments with FERC on Department of 

Energy’s proposed rules about resiliency

• MMU has been working on several market design issues 
in the stakeholder process

• OC also met in a separate Executive Session with MMU 
only

3



MOPC Report to the 
Board of Directors

1

Paul Malone, MOPC Chair



Consent Items

2



MOPC Consent Items
• MWG
 2016-2017 VRL Analysis
 RR231 Mitigation of Locally Committed Resources

• ORWG
 RR240 Conversion of SPPOC Section 7 to RSG OPO and OCRTF 

Revisions

• RTWG
 RR238 Transmission Customer Liability for Default

• Staff 
 Project Tracking NTC
 Butler - Altoona NTC Modification
 Hoyt - Jeffery NTC Suspension and Reevaluation

3



MWG BOD Action Item

4

• RR243 Mitigated Energy Offer for Regulation 
Deployment Adjustment Settlements 

• Education Session on Regulation Deployment 
Adjustment Charge Type Gaming Issue



RR243 – Mitigated Energy Offer for Reg Deployment Adj. Settlements 
• SPP MMU identified a gaming issue related to Regulation Deployment 

adjustment settlements charge type (2014 ASOM Report) 

• Gaming Opportunity
 High Energy Offer Curve = Large Regulation-Up Adjustment Credit

 Low Energy Offer Curve = Large Regulation-Down Adjustment Credit

• Minimize credits, maximize charges related to the charge type
 Use lesser of as-dispatched Energy Offer Curve and Mitigated Energy Offer Curve for 

Regulation-Up adjustment

 Use greater of as-dispatched Energy Offer Curve and Mitigated Energy Offer Curve for 
Regulation-Down adjustment 

• Benefit Realized 
 Eliminates potential gaming opportunities

• Impact Analysis: $119,220; 4 Months 

• MOPC recommends the BOD approve RR243 5

Voting 
Group

Date Vote Abstained Opposed

MWG 9/8/2017 Approved OGE, OPPD, Tenaska CUS, ETEC/TEX-
La/NTEC, NPPD, WR

RTWG 9/28/2017 Approved WR

MOPC 10/17/2017 Approved NEER, Enel, Flat Ridge 2, WR, MIDW Gen, Dogwood, WR-
KGE, Prairie Wind, MJMEUC, KMEA

CUS



RR243 Gaming Issue Education
Regulation Deployment Adjustment Charge Type

• Purpose of charge type
 Provide incentives to keep MPs indifferent on whether 

resource gets deployed for energy or regulation

• Issue with charge type
 Potential gaming 
 MPs can submit high energy offer curves and receive significant 

payment for Regulation-Up deployment energy
 MPs can submit low energy offer curves and receive significant 

payment for Regulation-Down deployment energy

• RR243 eliminates gaming opportunity
 Use lesser of as-dispatched energy offer curve and mitigated 

energy offer curve for Regulation-Up
 Use greater of as-dispatched energy offer curve and mitigated 

energy offer curve for Regulation-Down

6



RR243 Gaming Issue Education
Effect of Charge Type

• Regulation-Up deployment
 Adjusts energy revenues received for deployed MWhs
 Difference between LMP and as-dispatched energy offer curve

 Ensures resources deployed for regulation-up are paid only 
their energy offer curve for deployed MWhs
 Results in a credit for resources whose energy offer curve is above

LMP
 Results in a charge for resources whose energy offer curve is 

below LMP

• Example:

• MPs can submit high energy offer curves and receive 
a significant payment for Regulation-Up deployment 
energy

7

EOC LMP1 LMP2 Credit Charge

$20/MWH $25/MWH $18/MWH $18 - $20 = -$2 $25 - $20 = $5



RR243 Gaming Issue Education
Effect of Charge Type (cont.)

• Regulation-Down deployment
 Adjusts energy revenues received for deployed MWhs
 Difference between as-dispatched energy offer curve and LMP

 Ensures resources deployed for regulation-down do not lose 
their energy margin
 Results in a credit for resources whose energy offer curve is below

LMP
 Results in a charge for resources whose energy offer curve is 

above LMP

• Example:

• MPs can submit low energy offer curves and receive 
a significant payment for Regulation-Down 
deployment energy

8

EOC LMP1 LMP2 Credit Charge

$20/MWH $25/MWH $18/MWH $20 - $25 = - $5 $20 - $18 = $2



Modification of 
Attachment Z2:  
RR 244
October 31, 2017
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Overview 

• Z2 Task Force made two recommendations 
for process improvement:
 Eliminate credits from new upgrades that do not 

add transfer capability under Tariff Attachment 
Z2

 Eliminate credits from short-term service under 
Tariff Attachment Z2

• Z2 Task Force recommendations were 
approved by the Board of Directors in July 
2017

10



Development of  
Tariff Language

• RR 244 contains Tariff language to implement 
the Z2 Task Force recommendations

• RTWG unanimously approved RR 244 on 
September 28, 2017

• MOPC approved RR 244 on October 17, 2017 
with two abstaining (Dogwood, KCPL)

11



RR 244 – Tariff Revisions
• Section I.A – Creditable Upgrades:  

 A Network Upgrade that does not increase the power-flow 
capacity of a circuit shall not be considered Creditable 
Upgrade if the execution date of the agreement requiring the 
construction of such upgrade is on or after the effective date 
of this Tariff change

 Outlines what agreements may require the construction of a 
Network Upgrade and states that a list of required upgrades 
eligible for credits will be included in the agreement

• Section II.A – New Point-To-Point Transmission 
Service:
 Insert language that separates Long-Term Firm PTP 

Transmission Service from Short-Term and Non-Firm
 Short-Term Firm and Non-Firm PTP Transmission Service 

shall not be used to pay revenue credits on or after the 
effective date

• Section II.C.2 – New Point-To-Point Transmission 
Service for Power Controlling Devices:
 Clarify that Short-Term Firm and Non-Firm PTP Transmission 

Service prior to the effective date will still pay revenue credits
 Short-Term Firm and Non-Firm PTP Transmission Service shall 

not be used to pay revenue credits on or after the effective 
date

12



RR 244 – KCP&L Abstention
• “KCP&L abstained from voting on RR244 at MOPC 

because, as Chair of the Z2 Task Force (Z2TF), I did 
not think it accurately reflected the intent of the TF.”

• KCP&L proposes two alternatives for the Board of 
Directors consideration:
 Option 1:

Short-Term Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service and 
Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service granted 
after [effective date] shall not be used to pay revenue 
credits under this Section II.A.  Short-Term Firm Point-To-
Point Transmission Service and Non-Firm Point-To-Point 
Transmission Service granted prior to [effective date] 
shall continue to be used to pay revenue credits under this 
Section II.A for the duration of term of that service.

 Option 2:
Short-Term Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service and 
Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service shall not be 
used to pay revenue credits under this Section II.A for any 
period of such transmission service on or after [12 months 
after effective date].

13



Address Proposals

• MOPC Recommendation

• KCP&L Option 1

• KCP&L Option 2

14



NRG vs. FERC

Appeal on 
FERC’s Authority
SPP BOD - October 2017

15



Tactical Issues

16



NRG vs. FERC 
Decision
Changes in future FERC Rulings???

17



205 Filing Standards
• …must be “just and reasonable” and “not 

unduly discriminatory or preferential”

• “Just and reasonable” means either cost-
justified or market-justified

• “Not unduly discriminatory or preferential” 
means that similarly-situated customers 
must be treated similarly
 Differences in treatment are not inherently 

prohibited
 Discrimination without a reason is prohibited

18



Historic 205 Filings and Responses

• In the past, if a 205 filing was accepted, but FERC 
believed changes to the filing were warranted, they 
ordered a compliance filing

• A compliance filing must meet the requirements of 
the order

• SPP would make the ordered changes in the 
compliance filing and that filing would typically be 
accepted with the ordered modifications.

• Recently, the DC Circuit issued an opinion that 
clarified the limited scope of FERC’s authority to 
direct changes to a proposal in a 205 filing (NRG 
Power Mktg. v. FERC)
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NRG v FERC
• “FERC’s modifications created a new rate scheme that was 

significantly different from PJM’s proposal and from PJM’s 
prior rate design.” Op. 15-1452 pg. 3. 

• “Section 205 does not allow FERC to make modifications to a 
proposal that transform the proposal into an entirely new 
rate of FERC’s own making.” Op. 15-1452 pg. 3. 

• The Court held that FERC may only direct “minor” 
modifications and may not impose “entirely new rate 
scheme.”

• Decision appears to limit FERC’s ability to accept 205 
filings subject to further changes (compliance filings).  
FERC may now take a binary approach: 

Accepted or rejected.

20



What is the impact on SPP?

21



2 Main Impacts  of NRG v. FERC 

• (1) Difference in FERC Orders

• (2) Delays in Implementation of SPP 
approved Policies.

22



Impact of NRG v. FERC on SPP
• FERC CHANGES: SPP Staff expects less compliance 

filings: Accept/Reject

• SPP Staff expects FERC to only direct compliance filings 
for “minor” modifications not substantial changes that 
are an “entirely new rate scheme.”

• FERC may now take a binary approach with 
“suggestions”: 

Example: Supply Adequacy Filing [ER17-1098].

FERC provided 3 suggestions in its Rejection of SPP’s 
Supply Adequacy filing.  Before NRG appeal FERC would 
have made this a compliance filing.
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Impact of NRG v. FERC on SPP
• TIME: SPP Staff expects FERC’s rejection opposed to 

compliance filings will delay implementation of SPP 
approved policies and initiatives.  Taking rejections 
back through the stakeholder process compared to a 
compliance filing will cause delays.  

• SPP Staff will raise these implication at the SPC on 
Thursday. 

• SPP Staff (other RTOs) believes that multiple filings on 
more complex policies may help lessen the impacts of 
the NRG v. FERC decision.

• Example: Integrated Marketplace

• Commissioner LaFleur’s Comments during 
MWTG/SPP Meeting.

24



ER17-1098
• RR 187 was approved by the MOPC and the 

BOD at their January 2017 meetings

• Tariff revisions were filed on March 3, 2017 
requesting effective dates of June 1, 2017 
and July 1, 2017 
 June 1, 2017 effective date for sections of 

Attachment AA excluding Sections 12.0 and 13.0 
(Assurance Policy)

 July 1, 2017 effective date for Attachment AA 
Sections 12.0 and 13.0  

• Comments and protests were received and 
SPP answered on April 18, 2017

• Deficiency letter was received from FERC 
on May 31, 2017 and SPP answered on June 
30, 2017 

• FERC order rejecting the filing without 
prejudice was received on August 29, 2017
 Provided guidance on three key issues

25



Three Issues Identified
• SPP’s proposal fails to include a requirement that 

all power purchase agreements are backed by 
verifiable capacity to meet SPP’s RAR and fails to 
include provisions to allow SPP to review the 
agreements to verify that they are backed by 
capacity

• SPP’s proposed treatment of firm power 
purchases and sales in the determination of net 
peak demand is unduly discriminatory

• SPP has not supported as just and reasonable its 
proposal to post publicly a list of all LREs that 
have not met their RAR 

26



Next Steps and Timeline
• SPP will continue to follow the timeline proposed in Attachment AA

• Capacity Margin of 10.7% (9.89% for hydro) as stated in the SPP 
Planning Criteria is in effect
 Capacity Margin of 10.7% is equivalent to a Planning Reserve Margin of 

12%
 Move Planning Reserve Margin percentage from Tariff to SPP Planning 

Criteria

• RR 251 was released for comments October 13th, 2017
 Focus on the items identified in the rejection of ER17-1098

• October – December 2017
 Review and approval by the SAWG, CAWG, and RTWG

• January 2018
 Review and approval by the MOPC, RSC, and the BOD

• February 2018
 Filing with the FERC

 June 1, 2018 effective date for sections of Attachment AA excluding 
Sections 12.0 and 13.0 (Assurance Policy)

 July 1, 2018 effective date for Attachment AA Sections 12.0 and 13.0 27



BOD 
Informational 
Items

28



MWG BOD 
Informational 
Items
ARR/TCR Process MOPC Action Progress Update 
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Stakeholder Concern –
ARR Award Rate (High Priority)
ARR/TCR – Inability to Hedge as Expected

• SPC Discussion :
 MWG/MOPC to consider if there is a better 

mechanism for granting hedges for congestion in 
reference to todays impacts of design of GI and 
Transmission Services with the Congestion 
Hedging Market.

• MOPC Discussion:
 Better Mechanism Determination
 MOPC/MWG, or Joint Task Force Creation

30



Observations
• The Congestion Hedging process is capable of fully 

allocating hedges well above load amounts

• Counterflow is a large gap between Service and ARRs

• SPP’s Congestion Market is about portfolios not single 
path entitlements and awards

• Revenues between 2015 and 2016 have shifted from 
LSEs to Financial Entities (non-ARR holders)

• Large changes in total congestion revenues between 
2015 & 2016

• Candidate ARRs associated with redispatch are 
contingent on completion of transmission upgrades

• Changes to the market should target equitable 
allocations

31



• Path Forward as proposed by MWG Chair and Vice 
Chair :
1. Review the Round 1 2017 Annual ARR requests submitted 

by/on behalf of Firm Transmission Customers
a) Determine the system limitations which prevented round 1 2017 

ARR requests from being awarded by SPP.

2. Identify the transmission solutions for the identified needs 
from item #1. 

3. Determine the cost that would be incurred by SPP (the 
market) in the event SPP had simply granted all of the ARRs 
that were requested

4. Determine for each individual solution which of the two 
alternatives, congestion or uplift, would be the more cost 
effective alternative for each identified need

32

Proposed Methodology
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Case 1 : ARR Curtailment
2017 - Winter

Base Case 4 Yr NTC
$875M
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Next Steps - Identify Option(s) 
Desirable to Pursue 

Decision Matrix
Possible Options for ARR/TCR enhancements Impact

Complexity
(Time/Risk) Cost

1A. Obligation to LSE to nominate counterflow Med. Med. High

1B. SPP optimizes counterflow and uplift shortfall Med. Med. High

1C. Allow TCR counterflow to enable ARR positions ? High High

1D. Reduce TCR Annual Auction % from 90/60 to 80/50 Low Med. Med.

1E. Reduce ARR & TCR Monthly % from 100 to 95 Low Med. Med.

1F. Round 1 ARR nomination limitation by source/path Low Med. Med.

2A. Optional second step to TS for higher ARR awards Med. High High

2B.Use economic market models for TS Low High Med.

3A. SPP to provide education to MPs Low Low Low
35



GI Improvement 
Task Force Report
MOPC
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Summary of GIITF’s 
Recommended Actions to MOPC
The GIITF requests that the MOPC take the following actions:

• Part I: Approve for immediate implementation:
 Recommendation 2: Publish study models earlier in the process and 

eliminate the “standalone” analysis, as described in the full text of the 
recommendation. (tariff change) MOPC Approved

 Recommendation 6: Appoint a stakeholder group with appropriate 
background and expertise to re-evaluate the purpose, scope, and study 
requirements of Network Resource Interconnection Service (NRIS) with the 
goal of aligning it more closely with SPP’s current and future market 
structure. MOPC Concurred and MOPC Chair will work with SPP staff to 
determine an appropriate group to address this task.

• Part II: Approve the concept of the three-stage study process and 
direct that a full and complete proposal be provided to MOPC at a 
later date, or provide alternative direction to GIITF. MOPC Approved

• Part III. Approve the amended Charter to extend the GIITF to:
 Address the remaining Charter tasks
 Address the identified additional proposals, if MOPC so directs
 MOPC Concurred and MOPC Chair will amend the charter as requested.
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Staff Recommendation to Board to 
Seek Waiver of the “Stand-Alone” 
Analysis
• The Revision Request is being prepared for quick stakeholder 

review and approval during the January 2018 cycle of MOPC and 
Board meetings.  

• SPP Staff believes that the two DISIS studies that have not yet 
commenced could benefit from this change if it can be implemented 
quickly.  

• The first study is set to begin later in November and the second by 
the first of 2018.  Approval by FERC to waive these provisions, if 
received soon enough, would enable SPP to implement the change 
for one or both of the two pending studies and reduce the time 
needed to reach final results, helping to mitigate the backlog.  

• The waiver would be requested only to bridge the time needed to 
attain approval of the Revision Request through the normal process, 
make the filing, and receive an order from FERC. 

• SPP Staff recommends that the board approve the filing of a request 
to FERC to waive the stand-alone provisions of the GIP for studies 
that have not yet commenced in accordance with the approved 
GIITF and MOPC recommendations.
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RTWG 
RR 241 – MOPC Policy 
on Determination of 
Network Load

David Kays

Chairman – Regional Tariff Working Group
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Background
• At the July 2017 MOPC meeting the RTWG 

requested the MOPC settle the policy 
debate over the resource’s MW threshold 
and inclusions / exclusions.

• MOPC approved a policy direction to the 
RTWG where;
 Any generation in front of a retail meter be 

included; and 
 Any generation behind a retail meter greater 

than 1 MW shall also be included.

• This RR was developed to implement this 
policy directive.
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Revision Request Overview 
• Section 34.4 of the Tariff was expanded to 

include a Part B outlining the rules 
governing the inclusion of generation on 
the load side of a Discrete Delivery Point;

• Definition of a Discrete Delivery Point;

• The output of generation units behind the 
meter at a Discrete Delivery Point and in 
front of a retail end-use customer’s meter 
shall be included in the Network Load 
calculation;
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Revision Request Overview
• The output of a generation unit with a nameplate rating 

greater than 1.0 MW or the sum of the output from 
generation units with a combined nameplate rating 
greater than 1,0 MW located behind a retail end-use 
customer’s meter shall be included in the Network Load 
calculation;

• If billing meter data is not available during times when 
the generation unit is online, the nameplate rating shall 
be used as the output by the Network Customer; and

• A generation unit behind a retail end-use customer’s 
meter that is used for emergency back-up operations 
and is not synchronized to run in parallel with the 
Transmission System shall be excluded.
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Comments Submitted on RR 
241
• Comments were submitted by Missouri 

River Energy Services, OMPA, NPPD and 
GSEC.

• Some of the comments were incorporated 
into the final version of the Revision 
Request.

• Others were not because they were 
outside of the direction provide by the 
MOPC. 
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RTWG Actions
• On September 28, 2017 a motion to 

approve RR 241, as modified, implements 
the intent of the MOPC policy direction 
was made and seconded.

• Motion passed with two (2) Opposed 
(NPPD & Tenaska) and two (2) Abstentions 
(NextEra & OMPA)

• Each entities reasoning, except NextEra, is 
contain in the Recommendation Report.
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RTWG Recommendation
 The RTWG recommends that the MOPC

approve RR 241 as submitted.
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2018 ITPNT 
Update

46



Overview
• Schedule/Model Update

• Board-Directed Scope Changes
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Schedule/Model 
Update
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• TWG Voting Results
 9/12:  Approved no change with 1 vote against
 9/20:  Unanimously approved model rebuild and study extension 

from April 2018 to July 2018
*Estimated Dates

2018 ITPNT Model Issues Timeline

49

Model concern 
raised

8/15
TWG 
approved 
2018 ITPNT 
models
8/2

Concern  
discussed, No 
model change 
recommended

9/17

Issue discussed, TWG 
recommended study extension 
and all models be rebuilt
9/20

New model issue 
raised to staff
9/12

DPP 
Window 
delayed Updated models 

posted for 
stakeholder review
9/27 & 10/12

August September October

TWG 
approves 
new models*

TWG meeting

10/11 & 10/26
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MOPC

Next Milestones
• Needs Assessment
• Open DPP Window
• Cost Estimates 
• Planning Summit

Completed Milestones
• 2018 ITPNT Scope
• Models Rebuilt – S0/S5/BR/BA 
• Model Approval 

Updated 2018 ITPNT Timeline

DPP 
Window 
1/3 – 2/1

Solution 
Development
2/12

Cost 
Estimates 
3/19 Summit 

4/2 – 4/6* 

Finalize 
Portfolio 
6/15

TWG 
Approval 
6/24 – 6/29*

MOPC/Board 
Approval 
7/17 & 7/31

*Final Date TBD



Board Directed 
Scope Change
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Board Directed Scope Change
• Board voted to expand scope of 2018 ITPNT 
 Include Scenario 5 (S5) summer peak models in the 

assessment

• Staff recommendation
 Post S5 summer violations as needs for DPP 

submittals
 TWG will consider additional merit of solutions that 

address needs unique to S5 summer models before 
NTC recommendations 
 Results of ARR feasibility analysis
 Current or projected market congestion
 Other

• TWG unanimously approved approach and 
modified scope language 52



SPP-AECI Joint 
Projects Update 

53



Background 
• SPP and AECI agreed to two joint projects out of the 2016 

SPP-AECI Joint and Coordinated System Plan (JCSP)

• Morgan Transformer Project 
 Addition of a new 400 MVA 345/161 kV Transformer at AECI’s 

Morgan substation and an uprate of the 161 kV line between 
Morgan and Brookline

 Wholly on AECI’s Transmission System 
 $13.75M Cost Estimate 

 SPP Responsible for $12.25M (89%)

• Brookline Reactor Project 
 Addition of a 50 MVAR Reactor at City Utilities Brookline 345 kV 

substation 
 Wholly on SPP’s Transmission System 
 $5M Cost Estimate 

 SPP Responsible for $4.85M (97%)
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FERC Filings 

• SPP made filings at FERC for the two projects on August 
7, 2017
 Approval of SPP-AECI Joint Projects 
 Cost Sharing between SPP and AECI 
 SPP Regional Cost Allocation of both projects 
 Other Issues Related to the Treatment of the Projects 
 Docket Numbers ER17-2256 & ER17-2257

• Comments received in support of the filing
 City Utilities, AECI, Missouri PSC, Southwestern Power 

Administration & South Central MCN

• Comments received in protest of the filing
 Xcel & Westar
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Summary of FERC’s Order
• FERC issued an order rejecting SPP’s filing on October 6, 2017

• The Commission rejected SPP’s proposal for region-wide / load-
ratio share funding for SPP’s portion of the costs for the two joint 
projects 

 “SPP has not shown that the proposed cost 
allocation for these specific non-Order No. 1000 
projects, and the allocation of SPP’s share of the 
costs of these projects on a region-wide, load-
ratio share basis, is roughly commensurate with 
the projects’ benefits…”

• The order did not preclude SPP from making additional filings to the 
Commission to support region-wide funding or propose a new cost 
allocation for the two joint projects 

 “Our rejection of SPP’s proposal in these dockets 
does not preclude SPP from making a filing with 
the Commission demonstrating that the Morgan 
Transformer Project and Brookline Reactor 
Project provide regional benefits or proposing an 
alternative allocation of its share of the costs of 
these transmission projects that is roughly 
commensurate with the benefits” 56



Next Steps 
• SPP Staff will continue to review and evaluate the Commission’s 

order

• Develop next steps and discuss with SPP stakeholders at upcoming 
SSC and CAWG meetings

• Coordinate next steps with AECI and City Utilities 

• Goal is to either:
1. better justify region-wide cost allocation or 

2. try to develop another cost allocation proposal specific to these two 
projects and make a recommendation to MOPC, BOD, and RSC in January 
2018

• Make another filing at the Commission
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SPP-MISO CSP 
and Regional 
Review Update 

58



2016 SPP-MISO CSP Recap  
• Joint Study between SPP and MISO 

 February 2016 – April 2017

• Study resulted in one interregional project being recommended by 
SPP and MISO to continue to the regional review process 

• Loop one Split Rock to Lawrence 115 kV Circuit into Sioux Falls located in 
South Dakota

• 3.65 40-yr B/C Ratio in SPP-MISO Joint Model 

• $6.15M E&C Cost 

• Cost Share MISO – 81.48% SPP – 18.52%
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Regional Review Recap   

• Process approved by the SSC, 
TWG, ESWG, and MOPC to 
review potential Interregional 
Projects 
 MISO conducts their own separate 

regional review process

• Purpose to reaffirm potential 
Interregional Projects benefits 
to the SPP system using SPP 
developed assumptions and 
analyses

• ESWG and SSC are the primary 
k h ld   h  
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Regional Review Results 

61

• Evaluated two potential solutions to address the congestion in the 
area 
 Operating the Sioux Falls – Lawrence 115kV line as open

 Loop one Split Rock – Lawrence 115 kV ckt into Sioux Falls (I18) benefit to 
SPP 



Regional Review Results Cont. 

• Opening Sioux Falls – Lawrence
 Does not provide SPP with positive benefit 

across all sensitivities
 Potential to create congestion on different 

constraints in the area

• Loop One Split Rock – Lawrence 115 kV ckt 
into Sioux Falls
 Fully relieves congestion on the Need across all 

sensitivities
 Provides positive benefit to SPP across all 

sensitivities
 Potentially provides congestion relief under 

multiple different contingencies in the area
 Cost share provides SPP with a robust project 

for a relatively low cost that is a better long 
term solution
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MISO Regional Review Results 
• MISO is not recommending the I-18 interregional project for further 

consideration

• MISO recommends maintaining status quo and operate the 
Lawrence – Sioux Falls 115 kV line in the open state 

• Due to MISO not approving I-18 it cannot be an approved 
interregional project 

 SPP-MISO JOA states both SPP and MISO Board or 
Directors must approve a project for it to be 
considered an approved Interregional Project 
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SPP Recommendations 
• MOPC Recommendation:

• The MOPC recommends the report given by the SSC as closure of the 2016 
SPP-MISO Coordinated System Plan and Regional Review Process 
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Resettlement of 
Attachment Z2 
Credits

October 2017 MOPC Update
65



Resettlement of Historical Period

66

• At the end of the Z2 crediting project, the historical 
period (2008-2016) was processed and invoiced

• Subsequent to that processing, disputes were 
submitted and internal review of the input data 
identified items that needed either correction or 
update

• A resettlement has been prepared for both the 
historical period (March 2008-August 2016) and 
the months subsequent to the historical period



Resettlement Processes

• The resettlement applies the same processes 
as the initial settlement.  Therefore: 
 No new training/education needed
 No changes to shadow settlement systems 

needed

• In general, the amount that will be charged or 
credited is the difference between the 
resettlement and the initial settlement

• For those affected by the payment plan, the 
historical period amounts owed and received 
will be adjusted for the remaining installments

• For all companies, the resettlement for months 
subsequent to August 2016 will be invoiced on 
a net basis
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68

Original Settlement 192.3$ Mill.

Revised Settlement 197.1$ Mill.

Change 2.5%

Total Credits Receivable in Historical Period
Mar. 2008 - Aug. 2016



69

Original Settlement 64.0$    Mill.

Revised Settlement 65.1$    Mill.

Change 1.8%

Total Credits Receivable in Past 12 Months
Sep. 2016 - Aug. 2017



Schedule 
• Individual company results were posted on 

October 13
 Summary information for each company as well as 

files with detail for individual charges and credits
 The data can be found on the Marketplace Portal

• The payment plan will continue on the original 
schedule but with revised amounts
 16 quarterly installments remain

• Net amounts (differences between resettlement 
and original settlement) and the next installment 
of the payment plan are to be invoiced on 
November 3
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Questions

• Request Management System:  “Z2 Billing Inquiry” 
quick pick
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 Revision Request Recommendation Report 

RR #: 244 Date: 9/14/2017 

RR Title: Z2 Task Force Recommendations  

SUBMITTER INFORMATION 

Name: Charles Locke Company: SPP 

Email: clocke@spp.org Phone: 501-482-2276 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION FOR MOPC AND BOD ACTION 

The RTWG recommends that the MOPC and the BOD approve RR 244 as submitted in this recommendation report. 

OBJECTIVE OF REVISION 

Objectives of Revision Request:   
Describe the problem/issue this revision request will resolve.  

The Z2 Task Force recommendations to modify and simplify the revenue crediting processes under Attachment Z2 were approved 
by the Board in July 2017.  The proposed Tariff changes in this revision request are to implement those approved 
recommendations, which are as follows:  

1) Eliminate credits from new upgrades that do not add transfer capability under Tariff Attachment Z2. 

2) Eliminate credits from short-term service under Tariff Attachment Z2. 

Describe the benefits that will be realized from this revision. 

Benefits include: 

1) Reduced SPP staff time to administer settlement processes under Attachment Z2 and Aggregate Transmission Service 
Studies 

2) Improved auditability 

3) Reduced shadow settlement burden for sponsors, customers, and Transmission Owners 

Lower cost of transmission service as reflected in Base Plan charges, Point-To-Point rates, and direct assignments 

SPP STAFF ASSESSMENT 

SPP staff supports the changes proposed in RR 244. 

IMPACT 

Will the revision result in system changes  No     Yes  

Summarize changes: 

Will the revision result in process changes?   No     Yes 

Summarize changes: 
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Is an Impact Assessment required?  No     Yes 

If no, explain:  
 

Estimated Cost: $      Estimated Duration:       months 

Primary Working Group Score/Priority:      

SPP DOCUMENTS IMPACTED 
  Market Protocols Protocol Section(s):  Protocol Version:  
  Operating Criteria Criteria Section(s):  Criteria Date:  
  Planning Criteria Criteria Section(s):  Criteria Date:  
  Tariff  Tariff Section(s): Attachment Z2 
  Business Practice Business Practice Number:  

WORKING GROUP REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
List Primary and any Secondary/Impacted WG Recommendations as appropriate 

Primary Working Group:   

RTWG 

Date: 9/28/2017 

Action Taken: To approve that the RR as modified implements the Z2TF recommendations 

Abstained: None 

Opposed: None  

Reason for Opposition:  

 

MOPC  

 

Date: 10/17/2017 

Action Taken: Approved  

Abstained:  

Opposed:  



 

 

Reasons for Abstaining:  

KCPL: KCP&L abstained from voting on RR244 at MOPC because, as Chair of the Z2 Task Force (Z2TF), I did not think it 
accurately reflected the intent of the TF.  My recollection of the discussion of the potential impact of eliminating credits related to 
short term service was that the change would be prospective and it would not impact service requests already in progress.  In other 
words, any service granted prior to the effective date would be unchanged for the remainder of that term of service.  It is my 
understanding that the proposal before MOPC eliminated all credits as of the potential effective date of the tariff change.  Again, 
this is not my understanding of the discussion and the intent of the Z2TF.  Below, for Board’s consideration, are two options for 
changing the proposed tariff language intended to implement the intent of the Z2TF. 
  
RR244, as passed by RTWG and MOPC, states as follows:   
  
Short-Term Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service and Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service shall not be used to pay 
revenue credits under this Section II.A for any period of such transmission service on or after [effective date]. 
  
Proposed Change -- Option #1: 
  
Short-Term Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service and Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service granted after [effective 
date] shall not be used to pay revenue credits under this Section II.A.  Short-Term Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service and 
Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service granted prior to [effective date] shall continue to be used to pay revenue credits 
under this Section II.A for the duration of term of that service. 
  
If this option (#1) is too administratively burdensome for Staff to implement because it will create a monthly vintaging 
issue/requirement that may impact software/reprogramming costs for a few months, then we offer a second option to let Short-
Term PtP continue to be used to pay credits for 12 months after the effective date, which should make sure that anything granted 
prior to the effective date would be used through its duration.  It would mean that some Short-Term PtP granted after the effective 
date would also be used for some number of months, but that may be an acceptable compromise level of additional payments from 
Short-Term PtP if the reprogramming necessary is too costly.  Under this option, it is our understanding that SPP could turn off the 
Short-Term in the software at a date 12 months after the effective date.  I think the following Tariff language would accomplish this 
change.  
  
Proposed Change – Option #2 
  
Short-Term Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service and Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service shall not be used to pay 
revenue credits under this Section II.A for any period of such transmission service on or after [12 months after effective date]. 
BOD/Member Committee  

 

Date:  

Action Taken:   

Abstained:  

Opposed:  

Reasons for Opposition:  

 

PROPOSED REVISION(S) TO SPP DOCUMENTS 

Tariff (OATT) 

 
ATTACHMENT Z2 

COMPENSATION FOR UPGRADE SPONSORS 



 

 

 An Upgrade Sponsor will receive revenues from revenue crediting described in Sections I, 

II, and III of this Attachment Z2 unless the Upgrade Sponsor selects and qualifies for candidate 

ILTCRs in accordance with Section IV of this Attachment Z2. 

I. Creditable Upgrades 

A. A Network Upgrade which was paid for, in whole or part, through revenues 

collected from a Transmission Customer, Network Customer, or Generation 

Interconnection Customer through Directly Assigned Upgrade Costs shall be 

considered a Creditable Upgrade where the Upgrade Sponsor is eligible to receive 

revenue credits in accordance with Section II of this Attachment Z2.  A Network 

Upgrade that does not increase the power-flow capacity of a circuit on the 

Transmission System, as represented in the planning model, shall not be considered 

a Creditable Upgrade if the execution date of the agreement requiring construction 

of the Network Upgrade is on or after [effective date].  Such agreement requiring 

construction of the Network Upgrade shall include a Generator Interconnection 

Agreement, Interim Generator Interconnection Agreement, Service Agreement for 

Network Integration Transmission Service, Service Agreement for Firm Point-To-

Point Transmission Service, or Agreement for Sponsored Upgrade, and shall 

include a list of those upgrades associated with the agreement that are eligible for 

credits in accordance with Section II of this Attachment Z2.  If the agreement is 

filed unexecuted with the Commission, the effective date accepted by the 

Commission shall be applied rather than an execution date in determining whether 

a Network Upgrade that does not increase power-flow capacity is considered a 

Creditable Upgrade.  

 

B. A Sponsored Upgrade is not automatically a Creditable Upgrade nor is it 

automatically eligible to receive revenue credits since Sponsored Upgrades are not 

built to satisfy a need identified by the Transmission Provider.  For a Sponsored 

Upgrade to become a Creditable Upgrade, the Transmission Provider must 

determine that the Sponsored Upgrade is needed as part of the Transmission 

System.  At the time the Sponsored Upgrade becomes a Creditable Upgrade, the 
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Transmission Provider shall determine the direction of flow which caused the 

Creditable Upgrade to be needed and the capability in the opposite direction. 

C. A Creditable Upgrade shall cease being a Creditable Upgrade when: (1) the facility 

is permanently removed from service, (2) all the Upgrade Sponsors have been fully 

compensated, or (3) the costs have been fully included in rates in accordance with 

Section III of this Attachment Z2.   

 



 

 

II. Revenue Crediting 

 An Upgrade Sponsor shall be eligible to receive revenue credits in accordance with this 

Attachment Z2. The Directly Assigned Upgrade Costs  are recoverable, with interest calculated in 

accordance with 18 CFR §35.19a(a)(2), from new transmission service using the facility as defined 

below until the amount owed the Upgrade Sponsor is zero.  The provisions of this Attachment Z2 

are applicable to Transmission Owners subject to the provisions of Section 39.1 of this Tariff. 

 

A. New Point-To-Point Transmission Service: 

Revenues from new Long-Term Firm Point-to-Point Transmission Service that 

could not be provided but for the Creditable Upgrade(s) will be used, in whole or 

in part, for crediting purposes.  For each new reservation for Long-Term Firm 

Point-to-Point Transmission Service that could not be provided but for one or more 

Creditable Upgrades, made after (i) the commitment for such Creditable Upgrade 

by an Upgrade Sponsor or (ii) the request causing the need for such Creditable 

Upgrade, with service commencing after or extending beyond the date the 

Creditable Upgrade is completed, the Upgrade Sponsor for each affected Creditable 

Upgrade shall receive a portion of the transmission service charge equal to the 

positive response factor of such new reservation on the Creditable Upgrade  times 

the portion of the new reservation capacity that could not be provided but for the 

Creditable Upgrade times the rate applicable to such new reservation. For crediting 

purposes, the Transmission Provider shall perform a one-time calculation of the 

response factor of such new reservation on the Creditable Upgrade.  This allocation 

from new service shall continue until the Upgrade Sponsor has been fully 

compensated.  Revenue credits will be paid to Upgrade Sponsors in accordance 

with Section II.D of this Attachment Z2.  Short-Term Firm Point-To-Point 

Transmission Service and Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service shall not 

be used to pay revenue credits under this Section II.A for any period of such 

transmission service on or after [effective date]. 

 

B. New Network Integration Transmission Service and Service to Transmission 

Owners Taking Service Under Non-Rate Terms and Conditions:   
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Revenue for credits will be provided from (i) new Long-Term Network Integration 

Transmission Service, and (ii) new transmission service taken under the non-rate 

terms and conditions of this Tariff by Transmission Owners subject to Section 39.1 

of this Tariff, that could not be provided but for one or more Creditable Upgrades 

to accommodate designation of new Network Loads or Transmission Owner’s(s’) 

loads, new Designated Resources or increases in the designation of existing 

Designated Resources above previously designated levels.  Revenue credits shall 

be determined based upon the subsequent incremental use of each affected 

Creditable Upgrade for such new or increased Network Load or Transmission 

Owner load or Network Resource. 

 

The annual revenue credit amount to be paid monthly by a Network Customer, or 

included in rates, for each such new or increased use of a Creditable Upgrade shall 

be the product of the total annual revenue requirement associated with the 

Creditable Upgrade and the ratio of the incremental impact placed on the Creditable 

Upgrade by each such new or increased use to the total of the incremental impacts 

placed on the Creditable Upgrade by all currently and previously identified 

incremental Network Integration Transmission Service and Long-Term Firm Point-

To-Point Transmission Service uses of the Creditable Upgrade.   

 

For the calculation of such revenue credits to be given to an Upgrade Sponsor for 

subsequent use of a Creditable Upgrade, the incremental use assigned to such 

Upgrade Sponsor shall be the capacity of the Creditable Upgrade minus all 

currently and previously identified incremental Network Integration Transmission 

Service and Long-Term Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service uses.  The cost 

of such revenue credit amount shall be paid by the Network Customer making such 

new or increased use of the Creditable Upgrade, or included in rates pursuant to the 

Base Plan and Balanced Portfolio funding formulas in Attachment J, in addition to 

all other applicable charges under this Tariff.  Revenue credits will be paid to 

Upgrade Sponsors in accordance with Section II.D of this Attachment Z2. 

 



 

 

C. Power Controlling Devices:   

1. New Network Integration Transmission Service:  

Revenue credits will be provided for new Long-Term Network Integration 

Transmission Service using the device in either direction to accommodate 

designation of new Network Loads, new Designated Resources or increases in the 

designation of existing Designated Resources above previously designated levels.  

Revenue credits shall be determined based upon the subsequent additional 

incremental use of the device by any such new or increased use.   

The annual revenue credit amount to be paid monthly by a Network 

Customer, or included in rates, for each such new or increased use  of a 

Creditable Upgrade shall be the product of the annual revenue requirement 

associated with the device and the ratio of the incremental impact placed 

on the device by each such new or increased use to the total of the 

incremental impacts placed on the device by all currently and previously 

identified incremental Network Integration Transmission Service and 

Long-Term Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service uses  

of the device in both directions.   

 

For the calculation of such revenue credits to be given to an Upgrade 

Sponsor for subsequent use of the device, the incremental use assigned to 

such Upgrade Sponsor shall be the capacity of the device in both directions 

minus all currently and previously identified incremental Network 

Integration Transmission Service and Long-Term Firm Point-To-Point 

Transmission Service uses of the device in both directions.  The cost of 

such revenue credit amount shall be paid by the Network Customer making 

such new or increased use of the device, or included in rates pursuant to 

the Base Plan and Balanced Portfolio funding formulas in Attachment J, in 

addition to all other applicable charges under this Tariff.  Revenue credits 

will be paid to Upgrade Sponsors in accordance with Section II.D of this 

Attachment Z2. 

2. New Point-To-Point Transmission Service:  



 

 

Crediting for Long-Term Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service using 

the power controlling device in either direction shall be a portion of the 

transmission service charge equal to the positive response factor of such 

new reservation on the device times the new reservation capacity times the 

rate applicable to such new reservation less any revenue credits applicable 

to other Network Upgrades on the transmission path.   For service prior to 

[effective date], crediting for Short-Term Firm Point-To-Point 

Transmission Service and Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service 

using the device in either direction shall be the percent usage of the total 

revenue received by the Transmission Provider that is not required for other 

transmission funding obligations.  For service on or after [effective date], 

Short-Term Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service and Non-Firm 

Point-To-Point Transmission Service shall not be used to pay revenue 

credits under this Section II.C.2.  Revenue credits will be paid to Upgrade 

Sponsors in accordance with Section II.D of this Attachment Z2. 

 

 D.      Distribution of Revenue Credits 

1. For use of Creditable Upgrades which are also Service Upgrades, such 

revenue credits shall be given to the original Upgrade Sponsor and to all 

previously identified Upgrade Sponsors from incremental Network 

Integration Transmission Service and Long-Term Firm Point-To-Point 

Transmission Service uses, including prior incremental Network Integration 

Transmission Service uses that resulted in the obligation to pay revenue 

credits.  The grant of such revenue credits shall be in proportion to the 

fraction of the annual revenue requirement associated with the Creditable 

Upgrade for which each Upgrade Sponsor is responsible, net of any revenue 

credits previously applied. 

 

2. For use of Sponsored Upgrades that qualify as Creditable Upgrades, such 

revenue credits shall be given first to the Project Sponsor from new 

transmission service using the Creditable Upgrade until the revenue credit 
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due to the Project Sponsor for that Creditable Upgrade is zero.  Then such 

revenue credits shall be given to all  Upgrade Sponsor(s) of the Creditable 

Upgrade.  The grant of such revenue credits shall be in proportion to the 

fraction of the annual revenue requirement associated with the Creditable 

Upgrade for which each Upgrade Sponsor is responsible, net of any revenue 

credits previously applied. 

 

3. For use of Creditable Upgrades associated with a Generator Interconnection 

Agreement, revenue credits from new transmission service using the 

Creditable Upgrade shall be given first to the Generation Interconnection 

Customer(s) associated with the Creditable Upgrade until the revenue credit 

due is zero.  Then such revenue credits shall be given to all other Upgrade 

Sponsors of the Creditable Upgrade.  The grant of such revenue credits shall 

be in proportion to the fraction of the annual revenue requirement associated 

with the Creditable Upgrade for which each Upgrade Sponsor is 

responsible, net of any revenue credits previously applied. 

 



 

 

III.  Future Roll-In 

 When a facility upgrade being paid for pursuant to the provisions of Attachment Z1 to this 

Tariff is rolled into the revenue requirements used for the development of generally applicable 

transmission service rates, the Transmission Owner that constructed the facility upgrade shall pay 

the remaining balance of each customer’s unrecovered payments described in Sections VI.A and 

VI.B of Attachment Z1 that are applicable to that facility upgrade. All customers who have 

upgraded facilities and have remaining balances subject to cost recovery pursuant to Section VI of 

Attachment Z1, shall be paid in full.  The customer shall continue to pay the charges specified in 

the customer’s transmission service agreement for the transmission service initially reserved. 
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IV. Incremental LTCRs 

A.  For Network Upgrades with Directly Assigned Upgrade Costs, the Upgrade 

Sponsor may elect to be paid for such upgrade through receipt of candidate ILTCRs.  In 

order to be eligible to receive candidate ILTCRs, the Upgrade Sponsor must request the 

Transmission Provider perform an analysis for the purposes of determining available 

candidate ILTCRs.  If so requested, the Transmission Provider shall perform the following 

analysis: 

a) The Upgrade Sponsor may request that up to three source-to-sink paths be 

evaluated by the Transmission Provider to determine the amount of incremental 

ATC created on these paths as a result of the portion of the upgrade associated with 

the Directly Assigned Upgrade Cost. 

b) The Transmission Provider shall determine the minimum increase in ATC on each 

of the requested paths over a ten-year period and communicate the MW results to 

the Upgrade Sponsor.  The Upgrade Sponsor may then decide to select one of the 

requested paths on which candidate ILTCRs are desired and the increase in ATC 

on that selected path shall be equal to the candidate ILTCRs on that path.  Such 

selection shall be documented in the applicable executed agreements as specified 

under Section V of Attachment J of this Tariff.  If the Upgrade Sponsor does not 

confirm selection of ILTCRs in the applicable executed agreement, then the 

Upgrade Sponsor shall be eligible for revenue credits in accordance with Sections 

I and II of this Attachment Z2.   

c) The Transmission Provider will consider all awarded ILTCRs in all planning 

studies on a going forward basis once the Upgrade Sponsor executes the applicable 

agreements as specified under Attachment J of this Tariff. 

d) The Transmission Provider’s costs associated with studies for potential ILTCRs 

shall be the responsibility of the Upgrade Sponsor requesting such studies. 

B.  When one or more Transmission Customers request to receive candidate ILTCRs 

for a Service Upgrade which was funded in whole or in part through Directly Assigned 

Upgrade Costs, the Transmission Provider will allocate the available candidate ILTCRs to 

each Transmission Customer in the same proportion as each Transmission Customer’s pro-
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rata share of the total cost of the upgrade allocated in accordance with Section IV of 

Attachment Z1 of this Tariff.  

If multiple Transmission Customers fund a Service Upgrade through Directly 

Assigned Upgrade Costs, each Transmission Customer may choose a different source-to-

sink path for the candidate ILTCR and each Transmission Customer’s candidate ILTCR 

allocation will be in proportion to the total cost of the upgrade. 

 

Market Protocols 

 
N/A 
 

SPP Operating Criteria 

 
N/A 
 

SPP Planning Criteria 

 
N/A 
 

SPP Business Practices 

 
N/A 
 



 
 
 

   

 
  Revision Request Recommendation Report 

RR #: 243 Date: 9/8/2017 

RR Title: Mitigated Energy Offer for Regulation Deployment Adjustment Settlements  

SUBMITTER INFORMATION 

Submitter Name: John Luallen Company: Southwest Power Pool 

Email: jluallen@spp.org Phone: 501.688.1655 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION FOR MOPC AND BOD ACTION 

The SPP MMU identified a potential gaming opportunity related to the Regulation Deployment adjustment settlement charge type.  
The goal of this charge type is to keep Market Participants indifferent on whether they are deployed for energy or regulation by 
ensuring a Resource does not lose its margin when deployed for regulation.   

The potential gaming can occur whenever an MP submits a high energy offer curve and receives a significant Regulation 
Deployment adjustment credit when deployed for Regulation-Up.  For Regulation-Down, the potential gaming can occur whenever 
an MP submits a low Energy Offer Curve and receives a significant Regulation Deployment adjustment credit.   

This Revision Request will use the lesser of a Resource’s as-dispatched energy offer curve and Mitigated Energy Offer Curve for 
Regulation-Up.  For Regulation-Down, the adjustment will now apply to the greater of a Resource’s as-dispatched Energy Offer 
Curve and Mitigated Energy Offer Curve.  This RR eliminates the potential gaming opportunity. 

All working groups have reviewed and approved this Revision Request with four MWG oppositions (CUS, ETEC/Tex-la/NTEC, 
NPPD, and Westar), three MWG abstentions (OGE, OPPD, and Tenaska), and one RTWG abstention (Westar).  MOPC 
recommends BOD approve this Revision Request as submitted.  

OBJECTIVE OF REVISION 

Objectives of Revision Request:   
Describe the problem/issue this revision request will resolve.  

The current language allows regulating resources to potentially game the market through the Regulation Deployment Adjustment 
charge type with their as-dispatched Energy Offer Curve.  A resource can “fix” its regulation offer, or structure its Energy Offer 
Curve in such a way as to maximize its uneconomic position related to deployed Regulation-Up, and/or maximize its lost revenue 
related to deployed Regulation-Down. 

Describe the benefits that will be realized from this revision. 

This revision closes the potential gaming opportunity related to Regulation Deployment Adjustment.  It will minimize the credits 
and maximize the charges related to the charge type by using either the as-dispatched Energy Offer Curve or the Mitigated Energy 
Offer Curve.  It will reduce the total cost of the market by lowering the total net credits of the Regulation Deployment Adjustment.  

For Regulation-Up, the adjustment will be the difference between what the resource was paid through LMP for deployed/delivered 
Regulation-Up and the lesser of the as-dispatched Energy Offer Curve and Mitigated Energy Offer Curve for the same 
deployed/delivered regulation-up. 

For Regulation-Down, the adjustment will be the difference between the greater of the as-dispatched Energy Offer Curve and 
Mitigated Offer Curve for deployed/delivered Regulation-Down and what the resource would have been paid through LMP had it 
not been deployed for Regulation-Down.    

SPP STAFF ASSESSMENT 

SPP Staff supports this Revision Request. 

 



 
 
 

   

 
IMPACT 

Will the revision result in system changes  No     Yes  

Summarize changes: 

Will the revision result in process changes?   No     Yes 

Summarize changes: 
 

Is an Impact Assessment required?  No     Yes 

If no, explain:  
 

Estimated Cost: $119,220 Estimated Duration: 4 months 

Primary Working Group Score/Priority: MWG/High 

SPP DOCUMENTS IMPACTED 
  Market Protocols Protocol Section(s): 4.5.9.19 Protocol Version: 47b 
  Operating Criteria Criteria Section(s):  Criteria Date:  
  Planning Criteria Criteria Section(s):  Criteria Date:  
  Tariff  Tariff Section(s): Attachment AE – 8.6.15 
  Business Practice Business Practice Number:  
  Integrated Planning Model (ITP Manual) Section(s): 
  Revision Request Process Section(s): 
  Minimum Transmission Design     

Standards for Competitive Upgrades (MTDS) Section(s): 

  Reliability Coordinator and Balancing 
Authority Data Specifications (RDS) Section(s): 

  SPP Communications Protocols Section(s): 
WORKING GROUP REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

List Primary and any Secondary/Impacted WG Recommendations as appropriate 

Primary Working Group: MWG 

 

Date: 9/8/2017 

Action Taken: Approved 

Abstained: OGE, Tenaska, OPPD 

Opposed: Westar, CUS, ETEC/Tex-la/NTEC, NPPD 

Date: 9/19/2017 

Action Taken: Approved Impact Assessment with High Rank  

Abstained: CUS, Tenaska, Westar 

Opposed: NPPD 



 
 
 

   

 
Reason for Opposition: 

-NPPD: NPPD voted no on RR 243 due to concerns with using the Mitigated Offer for energy for regulation deployments. NPPD 
would like a better understanding of how the co-optimization process for Energy and Regulation works and if there are any impacts 
from RR243; therefore, we will be doing further research.  NPPD does want to see the issue of being able to structure the Offer 
Curve in such a way that the "Gaming" opportunity ends and appreciates the MMU finding this and bringing to the MWG. The 
main concern for myself using the Mitigated Offer curve is that price potentially does not cover all the risks for Resources when 
looking at energy.  

-Westar: Westar supports reasonable safeguards to protect the SPP market from manipulation of Regulation Deployment 
Adjustment charges/payments.  Westar supports the reasonable proposal to limit Reg-Down Real-Time Regulation Service 
Deployment Adjustment Amount to “difference between the greater of the as-dispatched offer curve and cost-based offer curve for 
deployed/delivered regulation-down and what the resource would have been paid through LMP had it not been deployed for 
regulation-down”.   

However, Westar is concerns that the proposal to limit Reg-Up Real-Time Regulation Service Deployment Adjustment Amount to 
“difference between what the resource was paid through LMP for deployed/delivered regulation-up and the lesser of the as-
dispatched offer curve and cost-based offer curve for the same deployed/delivered regulation-up” would create unintended 
consequences.   Resource owners offering Regulation-Up will no longer be indifferent between clearing for energy or clearing 
regulation-up capacity.  This could have a negative/downward effect on Reg-Up capacity amounts offered into the SPP ancillary 
markets.   Westar believes there are likely better ways to deal with the MMU manipulation concerns that would not require 
resources deployed for regulation-up to be limited in energy settlements to short-run marginal costs.   

TEA and others are working on possible fixes for RR243 to present at MOPC. 

Secondary Working Group: RTWG 

 

Date: 9/28/2017 

Action Taken: Approved 

Abstained: Westar 

MOPC  

 

Date: 10/17/2017 

Action Taken: Approved 

Abstained: NEER, Enel, Flat Ridge 2, Westar, Midwest Gen, Dogwood, 
Westar-KGE, Prairie Wind, MJMEUC, KMEA  

Opposed: CUS 

BOD/Member Committee  

 

Date: 10/31/2017 

Action Taken:   

Abstained:  

Opposed:  

Reasons for Opposition:  

 

COMMENTS 

Comment Author: Marisa Choate on behalf of the RTWG 

Date Comments Submitted: 9/28/2017 

Description of Comments: The RTWG proposes punctuation changes to the Tariff to provide additional clarity in the equations.  



 
 
 

   

 
Status: MWG has not reviewed. RTWG reviewed and approved. 

COMMENTS 

Comment Author:  

Date Comments Submitted:  

Description of Comments:  

Status:  

PROPOSED REVISION(S) TO SPP DOCUMENTS 

Market Protocols 

 

4.5.9.19 Real-Time Regulation Service Deployment Adjustment Amount  

(1) A RTBM charge or credit will be calculated at each Resource Settlement Location for each 
Asset Owner for each Dispatch Interval when a Resource with cleared RTBM Regulation-Up 
Service or Regulation-Down Service is deployed.  The amount will be determined as one-
twelfth of the sum of: 

(a) For Regulation-Up Service deployment, the amount is equal to the difference 
between (1) actual Regulation-Up Service deployment MW multiplied by RTBM 
LMP, and (2) Lesser of (i) as-dispatched Energy Offer Curve cost of actual 
Regulation-Up Service deployment MW, and (ii) Mitigated Energy Offer Curve 
cost of actual Regulation-Up Service deployment MW; 

(i) The actual Regulation-Up Service deployment MW is calculated as the 
difference between the lesser of (1) (average Dispatch Instruction for 
Energy + average Regulation-Up Service deployment) or (2) Absolute 
Value of actual Resource output, and the Resource’s average Dispatch 
Instruction for Energy.  If the Absolute Value of the Resource’s actual 
output is less than or equal to the Resource’s average Dispatch Instruction 
for Energy, then the actual Regulation-Up Service deployment MW is equal 
to zero.  

(b) For Regulation-Down Service deployment, the amount is equal to the difference 
between (1) Greater of (i) as-dispatched Energy Offer Curve cost of actual 
Regulation-Down Service deployment MW, and (ii) Mitigated Energy Offer Curve 



 
 
 

   

 
cost of actual Regulation-Down Service deployment MW, and (2) actual 
Regulation-Down Service deployment MW multiplied by RTBM LMP; 

(i) The actual Regulation-Down Service deployment MW is calculated as the 
difference between the Resource’s average Dispatch Instruction for Energy 
and the greater of (1) (average Dispatch Instruction - average Regulation-
Down Service deployment) or (2) Absolute Value of actual Resource 
output.  If the Absolute Value of the Resource’s actual output is greater than 
or equal to the Resource’s average Dispatch Instruction for Energy, then the 
actual Regulation-Down Service deployment MW is equal to zero.  

The amount to each applicable Asset Owner is calculated as follows. 

IF ControlStatus5minFlg a, s, i = “Regulating” 

THEN 

RtRegAdj5minAmt a, s, i = RtRegUpAdj5minAmt a, s, i  + RtRegDnAdj5minAmt a, s, i 

ELSE 

RtRegAdj5minAmt a, s, i = 0 

Where, 

(a) #RtRegUpAdj5minAmt  a, s, i   = RtRegUpDepl5minQty  a, s, i   

* (RtLmp5minPrc  s, i    

- Min ( RtRegUpDepl5minCostRate  a, s, i , RtRegUpMitg5minCostRate  a, s, i ) )  

/ 12 

(a.1) RtRegUpDepl5minQty a, s, i =  

Max (RtAvgDispatch5minQty  a, s, i,  

Min ( RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i * (-1) , ( RtAvgDispatch5minQty  a, s, i  

+ RtAvgRegUpSp5minQty  a, s, i ) ) )  



 
 
 

   

 
 - RtAvgDispatch5minQty  a, s, i  

(b) #RtRegDnAdj5minAmt  a, s, i   = RtRegDnDepl5minQty  a, s, i 

* ( Max ( RtRegDnDepl5minCostRate  a, s, i , RtRegDnMitg5minCostRate  a, s, i ) 

- RtLmp5minPrc  s, i  ) / 12 

(b.1) RtRegDnDepl5minQty a, s, i = RtAvgDispatch5minQty a, s, i 

- Min (RtAvgDispatch5minQty  a, s, i ,  

Max ( RtBillMtr5minQty a, s, i * (-1), ( RtAvgDispatch5minQty  a, s, i  

- RtAvgRegDnSp5minQty  a, s, i ) ) )  

(2) For each Asset Owner, an hourly amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtRegAdjHrlyAmt a, s, h = ∑
i

 RtRegAdj5minAmt a, s, i 

(3) For each Asset Owner, a daily amount is calculated at each Settlement Location.  The credit 
amount is calculated as follows: 

RtRegAdjDlyAmt a, s, d = ∑
h

 RtRegAdjHrlyAmt a, s, h 

(4) For each Asset Owner associated with Market Participant m, a daily amount is calculated.  The 
daily amount is calculated as follows: 

RtRegAdjAoAmt a, m, d = ∑
s

 RtRegAdjDlyAmt a, s, d 

(5) For each Market Participant, a daily amount is calculated representing the sum of Asset Owner 
amounts associated with that Market Participant.  The daily amount is calculated as follows: 

RtRegAdjMpAmt m, d = ∑
a

 RtRegAdjAoAmt a, m, d 



 
 
 

   

 
(6) For FERC Electric Quarterly Reporting (“EQR”) purposes, SPP calculates Real-Time 

Regulation Deployment Adjustment $ per Dispatch Interval for each Asset Owner as follows: 

(a) #EqrRtRegAdj5minPrc a, s, i = (-1) * RtRegAdj5minAmt a, s, i 

(b) IF #EqrRtRegAdj5minPrc a, s, i  < > 0  

THEN 
#EqrRtRegAdj5minQty a, s, i = 1 



 
 
 

   
 

The above variables are defined as follows: 
Variable 

 

Unit 

 

Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

RtRegAdj5minAmt  a, s, i   $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation Deployment Adjustment Amount per AO per 
Resource Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The amount to AO 
a for Energy associated with Regulation deployment at Resource 
Settlement Location s for the Dispatch Interval.   

RtBillMtr5minQty  a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Billing Meter Quantity per AO per Settlement Location per 
Dispatch Interval - The value described under Section 4.5.9.1. 

RtLmp5minPrc  s, i    $/MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time LMP - The value defined under Section 4.5.9.1 Settlement 
Location s for Dispatch Interval i. 

RtRegUpAdj5minAmt  a, s, i    $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation-Up Service Deployment Adjustment Amount per 
AO per Resource Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The 
amount to AO a for Energy associated with Regulation-Up Service 
deployment at Resource Settlement Location s for the Dispatch Interval.   

RtRegUpDepl5minQty  a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation-Up Service Deployment MW per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval – The integrated MW of 
Regulation-Up Service deployment associated with AO a’s Resource at 
Settlement Location s in Dispatch Interval i. 



 
 
 

   
 

Variable 

 

Unit 

 

Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

RtRegUpDepl5minCostRate a, s, i $/MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation-Up Service Deployment Cost Rate per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval – The as dispatched offer 
cost, in $/MW, associated with RtRegUpDepl5minQty  a, s, i for AO a’s 
Resource at Settlement Location s in Dispatch Interval i. The cost is 
calculated as  

∫
Stop

Start

CurveOffer Energy  Dispatched As RTBM  / 

(RtRegUpDepl5minQty  a, s, i) ,  
where 
Stop = Min ( RtAvgSetpoint5minQty  a, s, i, (-1) * RtBillMtr5minQty  a, 

s, i ) 
Start = ( Stop -  RtRegUpDepl5minQty  a, s, i ) 

RtRegUpMitg5minCostRate a, s, i $/MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation-Up Service Deployment Mitigated Rate per AO 
per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval – The mitigated offer 
cost, in $/MW, associated with RtRegUpDepl5minQty  a, s, i for AO a’s 
Resource at Settlement Location s in Dispatch Interval i. The cost is 
calculated as  

∫
Stop

Start

CurveOffer   Energy MitigatedRTBM       / 

(RtRegUpDepl5minQty  a, s, i) ,  
where 
Stop = Min ( RtAvgSetpoint5minQty  a, s, i, (-1) * RtBillMtr5minQty  a, 

s, i ) 
Start = ( Stop -  RtRegUpDepl5minQty  a, s, i ) 

RtRegDnAdj5minAmt  a, s, i    $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation-Down Service Deployment Adjustment Amount 
per AO per Resource Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval - The 



 
 
 

   
 

Variable 

 

Unit 

 

Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

amount to AO a for Energy associated with Regulation-Down Service 
deployment at Resource Settlement Location s for the Dispatch Interval.   

RtRegDnDepl5minQty  a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation-Down Service Deployment MW per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval – The integrated MW of 
Regulation-Down Service Deployment associated with AO a’s Resource 
at Settlement Location s in Dispatch Interval i. 

RtRegDnDepl5minCostRate a, s, i $/MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation-Down Service Deployment Cost Rate per AO per 
Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval – The as dispatched offer 
cost, in $/MW, associated with RtRegDnDepl5minQty  a, s, i for AO a’s 
Resource at Settlement Location s in Dispatch Interval i. The cost is 
calculated as  

∫
Stop

Start

CurveOffer Energy  Dispatched As RTBM  / 

(RtRegDnDepl5minQty  a, s, i) ,  
where 
Start = Max ( RtAvgSetpoint5minQty  a, s, i ,  (-1)*RtBillMtr5minQty  a, 

s, i ) 
Stop = ( Start +  RtRegDnDepl5minQty  a, s, i ) 
 



 
 
 

   
 

Variable 

 

Unit 

 

Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

RtRegDnMitg5minCostRate a, s, i $/MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Regulation-Down Service Deployment Mitigated Rate per 
AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval – The mitigated offer 
cost, in $/MW, associated with RtRegDnDepl5minQty  a, s, i for AO a’s 
Resource at Settlement Location s in Dispatch Interval i. The cost is 
calculated as  

∫
Stop

Start

CurveOffer  Energy MitigatedRTBM       / 

(RtRegDnDepl5minQty  a, s, i) ,  
where 
Start = Max ( RtAvgSetpoint5minQty  a, s, i ,  (-1)*RtBillMtr5minQty  a, 

s, i ) 
Stop = ( Start +  RtRegDnDepl5minQty  a, s, i ) 
 

RtAvgDispatch5minQty  a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Average Dispatch Instruction MW per AO per Settlement 
Location per Dispatch Interval – The average Dispatch Instruction as 
calculated as the average of the Dispatch Instruction in current Dispatch 
Interval i and the Dispatch Instruction for the previous Dispatch Interval 
i  for AO a’s Resource at Settlement Location s in Dispatch Interval i. 

RtAvgRegUpSp5minQty  a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Average Regulation-Up Service Setpoint Instruction MW per 
AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval – The average of the 
portion of the Resource Setpoint Instruction associated with Regulation-
Up Service deployment as calculated using the Resource’s applicable 
ramp rate used by the RTBM SCED to calculate the Dispatch 
Instruction for Energy and the amount of RTBM cleared Regulation-Up 
Service for AO a’s Resource at Settlement Location s in Dispatch 
Interval i. 



 
 
 

   
 

Variable 

 

Unit 

 

Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

RtAvgRegDnSp5minQty  a, s, i MW Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Average Regulation-Down Service Setpoint Instruction MW 
per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval – The average of 
the portion of the Resource Setpoint Instruction associated with 
Regulation-Down Service deployment as calculated using the 
Resource’s applicable ramp rate used by the RTBM SCED to calculate 
the Dispatch Instruction for Energy and the amount of RTBM cleared 
Regulation-Down Service for AO a’s Resource at Settlement Location s 
in Dispatch Interval i. 

ControlStatus5minFlg a, s, i None Dispatch 
Interval 

Control Status per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch Interval – 
The value described under Section 4.5.9.8. 

RtRegAdjHrlyAmt  a, s, h   $  Hourly Real-Time Regulation Deployment Adjustment Amount per AO per 
Resource Settlement Location per Hour - The amount to AO a for 
Energy associated with Regulation deployment at Resource Settlement 
Location s for the Hour h.   

RtRegAdjDlyAmt  a, s, d   $  Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Regulation Deployment Adjustment Amount per AO per 
Resource Settlement Location per Operating Day - The amount to AO a 
for Energy associated with Regulation deployment at Resource 
Settlement Location s for the Operating Day d.   

RtRegAdjAoAmt a, m, d $  Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Regulation Deployment Adjustment Amount per AO per 
Operating Day - The amount to AO a associated with Market 
Participant m for Energy associated with Regulation deployment for the 
Operating Day d.   

RtRegAdjMpAmt m, d $  Operating 
Day 

Real-Time Regulation Deployment Adjustment Amount per MP per 
Operating Day - The amount to MP m for Energy associated with 
Regulation deployment for the Operating Day d.   



 
 
 

   
 

Variable 

 

Unit 

 

Settlement 
Interval 

Definition 

EqrRtRegAdj5minPrc a, s, i $ Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Electric Quarterly Reporting Regulation Deployment 
Adjustment Amount per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval - The Regulation Deployment Adjustment charge/credit to AO 
a for Dispatch Interval i at Resource Settlement Location s for use by 
AO a in reporting such charges/credits to FERC in accordance with 
FERC EQR requirements..   

EqrRtRegAdj5minQty a, s, i MWh Dispatch 
Interval 

Real-Time Electric Quarterly Reporting Regulation Deployment 
Adjustment Quantity per AO per Settlement Location per Dispatch 
Interval – This value is set equal to 1 if EqrRtRegAdj5minPrc a, s, c > 0 
for use by AO a in reporting such Make Whole Payments to FERC in 
accordance with FERC EQR requirements..   

a none none An Asset Owner. 
s none none A Resource Settlement Location. 
h none none An Hour. 
i none none A Dispatch Interval. 
d none none An Operating Day. 
m none none A Market Participant. 
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SPP Tariff (OATT) 

Attachment AE 
 

8.6.15 Real-Time Regulation Service Deployment Adjustment Amount 

A Real-Time regulation deployment adjustment amount charge or payment will be 

calculated for each Asset Owner for each Dispatch Interval when a Resource with cleared Real-

Time Regulation-Up Service and/or Regulation-Down Service is deployed.  The amount will be 

determined as one-twelfth of the sum of: 

(1) For Regulation-Up Service deployment, the amount is equal to the difference between (1) 

actual Regulation-Up Service deployment MW multiplied by Real-Time LMP at that 

Resource Settlement Location; and (2) Lesser of (i) as-dispatched Energy Offer Curve cost 

of actual Regulation-Up Service deployment MW, and (ii) Mitigated Energy Offer Curve 

cost of actual Regulation-Up Service deployment MW. 

(i)           The actual Regulation-Up Service deployment MW is calculated as the difference 

between the lesser of (1) Dispatch Instruction plus the average Regulation-Up 

Service deployment or (2) Absolute value of actual Resource output, and the 

Resource’s average Dispatch Instruction for Energy.  If the absolute value of the 

Resource’s actual output is less than or equal to the Resource’s average Dispatch 

Instruction for Energy, then the actual Regulation-Up Service deployment MW is 

equal to zero (0). 

(2) For Regulation-Down Service deployment, the amount is equal to the difference between 

(1) Greater of (i) as-dispatched Energy Offer Curve cost of actual Regulation-Down 

Service deployment MW, and (ii) Mitigated Energy Offer Curve cost of actual Regulation-

Down Service deployment MW; and (2) actual Regulation-Down Service deployment MW 

multiplied by RTBM LMP. 

(i)       The actual Regulation-Down Service deployment MW is calculated as the difference 

between the Resource’s average Dispatch Instruction for Energy and the greater 

of (1) Average Dispatch Instruction minus the average Regulation-Down Service 

deployment or (2) Absolute value of actual Resource output.  If the absolute value 

of the Resource’s actual output is greater than or equal to the Resource’s average 

Deleted: ,
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Dispatch Instruction for Energy, then the actual Regulation-Down Service 

deployment MW is equal to zero (0). 

Distribution of such charges and recovery of such payments shall be made in accordance 

with Section 8.8 of this Attachment AE. 

 



 
 

 
       
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

October 20, 2017 
 
 
 
To: Southwest Power Pool Board of Directors 

SPS Appeal of RR241 – Determination of Network Load 

Southwestern Public Service Company (SPS) hereby appeals the rejection of Revision Request 

241 – Determination of Network Load-- by the Market and Operations Policy Committee (MOPC) at its 

October 19 meeting.  SPS requests that Board of Directors approve Revision Request 241 (RR241).   

RR241 complies with direction provided by the MOPC and will provide needed clarity and consistency in 

reporting requirements for purposes of calculating network load.  Consistent reporting of network load 

among all entities in the Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (SPP) is critical to ensuring that the costs of network 

service are fairly distributed to SPP network service customers and to prevent some SPP customers from 

subsidizing network service used by other customers.  

At the request of the Strategic Planning Committee, the Billing Determinants Task Force (BDTF) 

and the Regional Tariff Working Group (RTWG) undertook an issue to address how behind-the-meter 

generation should be handled for purposes of determining network load.  Unfortunately, after over two 

years of work, the BDTF and the RTWG were unable to reach consensus on a proposal to address this 

issue due to disagreements on  exclusions and the level of de minimis impacts.  

The RTWG requested policy direction on this issue from the NOPC at MOPC’s July meeting.   

The MOPC approved an approach that would require reporting of hourly output in excess of 1 MW from 

any behind-the-meter generator for purposes of determining network load. The RTWG developed RR241 

based on this guidance.  RR241 also clarified that when billing meter data is unavailable the nameplate 

capacity of the behind-the-meter generator would be used for reporting of network load.  RR241 also 

included  an exclusion from network reporting of emergency back-up generators not synchronized with 

the SPP transmission system. The RTWG approved RR241 at its September 28 meeting.  The discussion 

at the MOPC on October 19 highlighted the disparate reporting of behind-the-meter generation, making it 

clear that there is a lack of consistency in reporting that will result (in fact is currently resulting) in unfair 

allocation of network service costs.  However, RR241 was rejected by the MOPC at the October 19 

meeting.  

RR241 is a reasonable compromise that balances the administrative burden of reporting de 

minimis behind-the-meter-generation with the need to ensure that network service costs are fairly and 

consistently allocated among all SPP network service customers.  Absent RR241, there will be unfair cost 

shifts between SPP network service customers associated with behind-the-meter generation. 
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 SPS therefore respectfully requests that the board consider this appeal and act to approve RR241. 

Please feel free to contact me with any questions regarding these comments.  

 

Sincerely,  

 

 

 

 

William Grant 

Regional Vice President – Regulatory and Strategic Planning 

Southwestern Public Service Company   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
SPP STAFF 

Recommendation to the Board of Directors 
October 31, 2017 

Waiver of GI Study Provisions 

 

Background 
The Generator Interconnection Improvement Task Force (GIITF) recommended to MOPC at the October 
meeting that the “stand-alone” provisions of the Generator Interconnection Process (GIP) in tariff 
Attachment V be removed and that the study models be made available at an earlier stage so that 
customers can conduct their own stand-alone analysis.  This will eliminate a significant amount of work 
and will reduce the time needed to complete the study, but will not have a significant effect on the study 
results, because the stand-alone results are primarily informational and not binding.  The GIITF approved 
this change unanimously.  MOPC also approved the change.   

The Revision Request is being prepared for quick stakeholder review and approval during the January 
2018 cycle of MOPC and Board meetings.  SPP Staff believes that the two DISIS studies that have not 
yet commenced could benefit from this change if it can be implemented quickly.  The first study is set to 
begin later in November and the second by the first of 2018.  Approval by FERC to waive these 
provisions, if received soon enough, would enable SPP to implement the change for one or both of the 
two pending studies and reduce the time needed to reach final results, helping to mitigate the backlog.   

The waiver would be requested only to bridge the time needed to attain approval of the Revision Request 
through the normal process, make the filing, and receive an order from FERC.   

Recommendation 
SPP Staff recommends that the board approve the filing of a request to FERC to waive the stand-alone 
provisions of the GIP for studies that have not yet commenced in accordance with the approved GIITF 
and MOPC recommendations. 

 

   

  

 

Action Requested: Approve recommendation.  

 



 

Relationship-Based  •  Member-Driven  •  Independence Through Diversity 

Evolutionary vs. Revolutionary  •  Reliability & Economics Inseparable 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

Regional State Committee, Board of Directors/Members Committee &  

Regional Entity Trustees 

Future Meeting Dates & Locations 
 

2017 

** BOD    December 5    Little Rock, AR 

2018 

RET/RSC/BOD   January 29-30    Oklahoma City, OK 

RET/RSC/BOD   April 23-24    Kansas City, MO 

* BOD     June 11-12    Little Rock, AR 

RET/RSC/BOD   July 30-31    Omaha, NE 

RET/RSC/BOD   October 29-30    Little Rock, AR 

** BOD    December 4    Little Rock, AR 

2019 

RSC/BOD    January 28-29    Austin, TX 

RSC/BOD    April 29-30    Tulsa, OK 

* BOD     June 10-11    Little Rock, AR 

RSC/BOD    July 29-30    Denver, CO 

RSC/BOD    October 28-29    Little Rock, AR 

** BOD    December 3    Little Rock, AR 

 

The RET/RSC/BOD meetings are Monday/Tuesday with the RET meeting on Monday morning, 
the RSC meeting on Monday afternoon, the BOD/Members Committee meeting on Tuesday. 
 
*The June BOD meeting is for educational purposes.  There will be no RSC or RET meetings in 
conjunction with this meeting. 
 
**The December BOD meeting is intended to be a one day in and out meeting for administrative 
purposes.  There will be no RSC or RET meetings in conjunction with this meeting. 
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